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Abstract

User Interface (UI) design and implementation are inherently complex and difficult tasks. Together with the emergence of the first models of

Human-Computer Interaction, a number of UI tools have also emerged as a new class of software systems which put the models into practice,

supporting and automating the UI design process. Despite its potential to reduce the UI design complexity and support better interfaces, the

current technology of UI design tools still presents several limitations in handling some important technical issues. These include: a) the

incorporation of the different user requirements in the design specifications; and b) the reusability of the UI design elements including both

the design knowledge and the UI code. Under this perspective, a Model-Based framework has been developed to serve as a foundation for

the construction of UI design tools which support the UI design for all potential users (able and disabled) and also facilitate the reuse of UI

design elements. The framework proposes a novel UI Design Space, introducing an explicit modelling of important UI design dimensions

(i.e application semantics/functionality, interaction metaphors, user, modalities, UI runtime architecture). The developed models, each one

capturing knowledge about a design dimension, are integrated into an evolving UI design theory. The theory supports UI design for different

user categories, and facilitates UI development through the accumulation and reuse of design knowledge and of UI building blocks (software

components).
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During the past decade, computers have evolved from expensive and exclusive tools to ubiqui-
tous components of modern life. The dramatic increase of the number and diversity of computer
applications and the availability of digital network services has had a great impact in everyday
life for all people. For disabled and elderly people in particular, it has opened up new possibil-
ities for socio-economic integration, but equally has introduced many new problems related to
the accessibility of the new technology. The use of increasingly complex computers in activities
by —able or disabled people— has drawn attention to issues related to the accessibility and
usability of emerging applications and services. Thus, it has become increasingly important to
design human-machine interfaces which can support a more clear and efficient interaction, assist
users with their tasks, plans and goals, allow multiple input modalities, and present information
by means of multiple media.

Following the increasing development of Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs), the trend today is
towards multimedia/multimodal interfaces which incorporate intelligence in order to help users
to accomplish their tasks. Making a projection of these trends to the near future and taking
into account the emerging technology, we can predict an evolution from today’s multimedia
applications to future public-wide multimedia services distributed over 1 (B-ISDN) and utilised
by people with diverse abilities, expertise and preferences.

The above issues introduce and number of difficulties related to the design and development of
user interfaces (UIs) for services and applications:

� The prospect of using different media and integrating modalities introduces highly com-
plex and difficult to manage designs. Therefore, hand-coded designs cannot support an
efficient and effective development of complex multimodal/multimedia interfaces.

� Many surveys show (eg. [MR92]) that the user interface portion of the software accounts
for over half of the code and design/implementation time. Consequently, the design
process becomes very time consuming if multiple UIs are required in order to fulfil the
different abilities and requirements of various user groups, and if an is followed for each
of the UIs.

� Unlike other software engineering tasks, UI design should fulfil both system and user re-
quirements and keep a balance between them. In the past, computers were mainly utilised
by computer literate users for carrying out specialised tasks and user requirements were
not a major concern. Today, computer applications serve many daily activities and

1A discussion of network issues and their implications in UI design is provided in section 1.6 (Definition of
the Terms “Service” and “Application”)
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human factors in the UI design is critical for the usability of the developed applica-
tions/services. However, such an incorporation increases the design complexity and the
required designer’s skills.

� UI design for the population at large, including disabled and elderly people, requires
in-depth knowledge and understanding of the diverse requirements of the different user
groups and of the ways to address them. This knowledge increases every day in the
form of guidelines, style rules, human factors, interaction techniques and metaphors,
input/output devices, user/modality/device/UI-runtime models, etc. Such bulk of infor-
mation is difficult to be acquired and managed and is partly held by UI developers and
Human Computer Interaction specialists. It is thus not a rare phenomenon for both
UI designers and developers to “reinvent wheels” and duplicate efforts during the UI
design/development process.

As a conclusion, UI design is an inherently complex,highly difficult and iterative task. It requires
integration of different knowledge sources and considerable expertise in different domains.
Following the growing complexity of forthcoming applications, the interface will become even
more difficult and time consuming to build. Advanced communications technologies which
facilitate community-wide services introduce a whole new set of human factors that will need to
be addressed if such systems are going to be effectively and efficiently utilised by the population
at large.

In such a context, UI design tools constitute a promising means to address the above difficulties
and challenges through the provision of design assistance, enhancement of the designer’s skills
and support of exploratory and iterative UI design. Artificial intelligence techniques and
methods facilitate the incorporation of design knowledge into UI tools and provide mechanisms
for efficient reuse of the UI design knowledge in different design problems. The UI tools
can utilise the incorporated knowledge in order to automate the UI generation and facilitate
the maximisation of the degree to which application and user requirements are fulfilled by the
designed UI.

Despite its potential to reduce the UI design complexity and support better interfaces, the current
technology of UI design tools still presents several limitations in handling some important
technical issues. In this report, we are dealing with such technical issues and propose a
technical framework to address them. In the following section we point out the technical issues
which have motivated this research work. We then give an overview of the technical approach
and the research methodology that has been followed in order to handle these issues.

The capabilities of a UI tool depend on its underlying model(s) [Kov92]. The model(s) need
to capture knowledge about the issues which govern the UI design and about the principles
upon which these issues are interrelated to support the UI specification. So, the first problem in
building a UI tool relies on the decision for its underlying model(s) and the knowledge sources
which will be captured in the model(s). Which are the knowledge sources which support the
design of a UI? How are the models structured in order to integrate the captured knowledge into
a consistent UI design theory? The decision should meet two important requirements. The first



the and the . The second is that the concepts upon which knowledge is modelled should be
across the different designs —not favouring the description of knowledge for a specific type of
application, user or interaction. The knowledge sources should define a which can be explored
by the designer for the provision of

Before a UI can be generated upon the modelled knowledge, we need to define the software
components which will be utilised for the UI construction. This issue is related to a second
major problem which is the blending of human factors and software engineering methods, or
more specifically the integration of the UI design and UI development phases into a common
UI tool.

We require that the tool, besides assisting the generation of UI specifications, supports the
automatic “translation” of the specifications into the target UI code. In order to support this, we
need to identify and create software components which will be utilised as the building blocks
of the different UIs.

The creation of reusable UI components includes problems related to the transformation of the
internal and external UI functionalities into the appropriate components which realise these
functionalities. Which are the elemental parts of a UI? How are these parts decomposed to
UI components and how do we determine the classification and size of these components in
order to maximize the modularity and reusability aspects? What is the appropriate form and
representation of components which realise the different interaction/presentation techniques so
that we can efficiently reuse them (i.e select and configure them according to the requirements
of each UI)? How can we efficiently reuse the existing toolkit libraries which implement such
interaction/presentation techniques?

The reuse of UI components in the construction of the different UIs implies the definition of
reusable which support the selection and configuration of the components into a UI. The knowl-
edge sources captured into the underlying model(s) of a UI tool describe design specifications
which should in turn be translated into the target UI code by the structuring rules.

The nature of the defined UI components introduces another problem related to the type of
selection techniques which should be encoded into the structuring rules. The decision on
the appropriate type depends on whether we select from a fixed set of components or from
a set which in successive designs. In the latter case the structuring rules should support the
accumulation of new components and the of new design knowledge which supports the new
component selection

In general the of the UI design knowledge and the UI components is a major concern which is
directly related to the problem of selecting and configuring the UI components. The UI design
space which is composed by the UI design knowledge sources is not static but dynamically
evolves during its exploration by the designer. The model(s) incorporated into a UI tool does
not capture design knowledge. Our knowledge about the UI domain evolves as new ways
of interacting with computers—new interaction styles and paradigms—are introduced. In this
respect, the model(s) should be integrated into the tool and organised in a way that allows the
improvement and maintainability of the captured UI design knowledge.



This report presents a framework to serve as a foundation for the construction of UI design
tools. This framework models the UI design domain under a new perspective. It proposes a
novel UI design theory and a corresponding design space handled by the theory. The theory and
the design space are defined in a way that allows their dynamic evolution across the successive
designs. Rather than representing a static view of the design domain they set a basis upon
which evolving design knowledge can be captured and accumulated so that it can be efficiently
and effectively reused across the different designs. This implies that the UI design theory can
evolve in time and dynamically incorporate new together with appropriate knowledge for their
utilisation in the construction of the different UIs. The term denotes both the intermediate
abstract design components by which the UI is specified (eg. interaction modality, output
medium, dialogue style) and the final specific software components (we call them UI building
blocks or UI components) which realise the structure and behaviour of the design components
(eg. an interaction object which realises a selected interaction modality and is compatible with
the desired dialogue style).

The UI design theory is defined as the integration of models which provide the structures upon
which knowledge is captured about application/user requirements, designer’s goals, different
classes of UI components, and UI structural principles for composing the UI components into
the target UI according to the application/user requirements and the designer goals.

In particular, the captures knowledge about application semantics and the data shared between
the UI and the application. It also encodes the structural principles upon which this knowledge
is mapped to the appropriate UI components.

The (UCMAF) describes the designer’s goals in terms of the intended by the designer conceptual
view that the user should have about the application functionality. More specifically the
UCMAF captures knowledge about the upon which the user will “view” and “interact” with the
application functionality. It also encodes the structural principles upon which the appropriate
UI components are selected which can realise the described metaphors.

The captures knowledge about the motor, sensory and communication abilities of the user, and
about the media and devices which can be utilised by the UI according to the user abilities. The
combination of media and devices which are generated according to the user abilities constitute
the

The Modality model captures knowledge about interaction and presentation techniques which
can be utilised for communication with the user (i.e get user input and present application
data and feedback) The Modality Model generates the modalities which are expressive and
effective for communication with the user. A modality is expressive if it satisfies the interac-
tion/presentation tasks implied by the application semantics and interaction metaphors which
are described by the Application Model and UCMAF respectively. A modality is effective if
it satisfies the user requirements specifications (i.e it utilises the media and devices which are
compatible with user abilities). The Modality Model encodes the structuring principles which
configure the UI components that control and realise the selected modalities.

Finally, the captures knowledge about the UI components which are reused across the designs
for the generation of the target UI code. It provides a declarative representation of the UI
components and their features in order to support their selection and configuration by the above
models.



the UI design process.

The first layer, the (UDSL) concerns the basic concepts that constitute the model. It represents
the concepts, their features and the relations between the concepts. For example the UDSL
in the Application Model represent the concept which describe the application semantics and
the data structures shared between the application and the UI. In order to model the design
concepts we utilise an object-oriented representation. The concepts are represented as objects
and their features and relations as object attributes. Accordingly, the objects and their attributes
are formally represented as knowledge frames and frame slots.

The second layer, the contains knowledge about how the knowledge captured in the UDSL can
be combined to reach the selection and configuration of the UI components. In other words,
in each model corresponds an which handles the concepts described in the model in order to
contribute towards the generation of the UI code. For example, the agent corresponding to the
Application model generates the UI components which buffer the data shared between the UI
and the application.

The concepts represented into the first layer of the models (the UDSL) together with their
attributes synthesise a UI design space which is manipulated by the designer in collaboration
with the agents. More specifically, the agents act in collaboration with the designer in order
to “translate” design goals / intentions and application/user requirements into a target runtime
interface through selection and configuration of the appropriate UI components. They con-
tribute towards the maximization of the degree to which the developed interface befits both the
application requirements and the end user’s motor, sensory and communication abilities.

The agents let the designer to manipulate the properties of the Application Model, the User
Model and the UCMAF in order to respectively express the given application semantics, the
given user groups abilities and high level design goals/intentions. These are then automatically
mapped through the agents to application/user requirement specifications which in turn are
mapped to the appropriate UI components. Therefore, the agents support the exploration of
different designs by exploration of the UI design space. In this way they promote an iterative
and exploratory UI development which supports the development of usable and accessible
interactive applications.

The knowledge in the agents is formulated as sets of or .

The agents of the UCMAF and Application models are composed by mapping rules. The
function in two complementary ways. According to the first, they provide an from the
concepts described in the UCMAF and Application Model to appropriate UI components (i.e
they directly select and configure certain UI components according to values of the modelled
concept attributes). In the case of the configuration of the UI components which handle the
interaction/presentation techniques, a direct mapping is not possible. In this case, the mapping
rules generate concerning the interaction/presentation tasks required by the application, and
post them to a so that other agents can examine them and do the mapping.

The agents in the User Model and Modality Model are composed by case retrieval rules. The
case retrieval rules in the “User Agent” realise the mapping from user abilities to appropriate
media and devices. The selected media and devices which comply with user abilities are also
posted to the blackboard as . The case retrieval rules in the “Modality Agent” realise the mapping
from and (which are retrieved from the blackboard) to the appropriate modalities which meet
both sets of requirements. The selected modalities are then used for the configuration of



In contrast to mapping rules, the case retrieval rules realise the mapping in an indirect way. In
the case of the “User Agent”, the case retrieval rules retrieve from the User Model the most
similar past cases which are relevant to the given user abilities. The retrieved “user cases”
hold mappings to combinations of media and devices which have been utilised in previous
design situations, where similar user abilities have been encountered. The retrieved mapping is
applied as it is or adapted to the new design situation, if required. In the case of the “Modality
Agent” the case retrieval rules retrieve from the Modality Model the most similar past cases
which are relevant to the and posted in the blackboard. The retrieved “modality cases” hold
mappings to modalities which have been utilised in previous design situations where similar
requirements have been encountered. Similar to “user cases”, “modality cases” are adapted to
the new design situation if required. The adapted “user cases” and “modality cases” are stored
in the corresponding models for future use.

In general, new design cases are generated by case generation rules during the successive uses
of the tool. When no appropriate case can be found, the designer is asked to take the decision
and then the designer’s decisions based on his/her experience are registered and represented in
the form of design cases which can be later retrieved and reused in similar design problems.

Looking at the framework from the software engineering point of view, we can see that it
emphasises two important aspects of software engineering applied in the field of UI design:
a) the creation of a knowledge repository where design knowledge can be accumulated and
reused; b) the provision of a UI Runtime Architecture which enables reuse of UI building
blocks (i.e software components). The reusability and knowledge accumulation aspects are
strongly justified by the inherent complexity of the involved UI design domains and the required
disparate knowledge sources which require considerable effort by UI designers to be acquired
and maintained.

The proposed framework as a whole is built around two main principles which, in our opinion,
are fundamental to UI engineering tools that support the design and construction of interfaces
for :

� The first concerns the development of a UIDesign Theory integrating the various UI design
and structural elements into repositories of reusable design knowledge and reusable UI
components.

� The second concerns the support of a approach to various design decision for all user
groups through user modelling and the establishment of user requirements as an important
set of design specifications, equally important to application requirements.

In this section we describe the basic elements of the methodology that this research work
followed. The framework is developed in three basic steps, which are presented in the following
subsections.



The first step analyses the UI design domain and defines a set of fundamental design dimensions
which govern each UI design. The design dimensions are related to common blocks of design
knowledge which handle the dimension properties which drive the design of UIs. The blocks
of design knowledge are not specific to a particular application, user or design perspective but
are defined to be reusable across the different designs. Handling the dimension properties, the
knowledge sources support the generation of a UI from high level specifications described by the
designer. More specifically, the design dimensions are composed into a which can be explored
by the UI designer through the utilisation of the reusable design knowledge. The knowledge
sources define the basic principles that determine the ways the different design dimensions
can be manipulated and interrelated. According to these principles the design dimensions are
separated into three sets:

� The first set contains the design dimensions which are directly manipulated by the UI
designer. These dimensions are related to knowledge about application semantics, data
shared between the application and the UI, user abilities, and the designer’s goals which
are expressed as the intended by the designer interaction metaphors and dialogue styles.

� The second set contains the design dimensions which are indirectly manipulated by the
designer in collaboration with the design tool. These are related to the design knowledge
concerned with the selection of appropriate media, devices and modalities that fulfil the
application/user requirements and the designer’s goals as these are specified by the first
set of dimensions.

� The third set contains the design dimensions that determine the UI internal structures.
They are related to reusable software components (UI building blocks) and structuring
principles upon which the components are selected and configured to the UI code which
implements the designed UI. The structuring principles manipulate the dimensions in
order to generate a UI that meets the design specifications which are generated through
the dimensions of the first two sets (i.e the application requirements and designer goals
as specified by the first set of dimensions, and the requirements for media, devices
and modalities which are specified through the second set of dimensions). The third
dimension set handles the low level details of the UI structure and is thus transparent to
the UI designer; it is manipulated only by the tool.

1.4.2 Synthesis of the Framework Architecture

The second step synthesises the framework architecture. It defines the structuring principles for
integration of the knowledge sources which have been identified in the first step into a unified
design theory which handles the proposed UI design space. It defines a set of models which
represent the identified dimensions. It then specifies the models structure and content that
realise the modelling of the dimension properties and of the design knowledge which handles
the properties. The second step is separated into two substeps.

The first substep is concerned with the structure of the modelled knowledge. The structure
is defined according to a and a decomposition of the design space and the corresponding
design knowledge. The horizontal decomposition is directly implied by the decomposition of
the space into the set of design dimensions. This results to the definition of a set of models



the vertical decomposition each model is split into layers according to the role that the contained
knowledge plays in the reasoning process about UI design. Three layers are defined:

� The consists of concepts and relations related to the UI design subdomain modeled by
the specific model. Each subdomain is composed by one or more design dimensions
and thus represents the properties pertaining to these dimensions. For certain models (i.e
the “User” and “Modalities” models) the UDS layer holds also the “design cases” which
represent empirical knowledge related to the handling of the modeled design dimension.
The dimension properties and the design cases are described in an object-oriented manner
and are represented as knowledge frames.

� The consists of the knowledge structures that manipulate the design properties described
in the corresponding UDS layer. As already mentioned, each agent is composed by a set
of and/or rules.

� The is common to all the models and concerns the knowledge that controls and directs
the inferences of the UDA layer in order to achieve the translation of design specifications
to a target executable UI.

The second substep is based on the first and is concerned with the specific knowledge contained
in each model. It defines the specific knowledge frames and rules which realise the multilayer
models and integrate then into a unified design theory. This substep realises a declarative
representation of the model properties and of the knowledge which handles them. The properties
of the models correspond to the design concepts which have been abstracted through the
definition of the UI design space (i.e the dimension properties). The knowledge is derived from
the structuring principles which synthesise the design concepts into the UI design subspace.

1.4.3 Evaluation of the framework

The framework feasibility has been tested by the implementation of selected key parts of the
models and the reasoning mechanisms. Within the limits of this research work, it was not
possible to implement every technical aspect of the framework and deliver a complete UI
design tool. However, the implemented parts consist the core of such a tool and provide
adequate evidence that it succeeds to cover the anticipated framework goals.

The implemented models have also been utilised for the testing of the framework applicability.
A small application that shows the time and date, and a subset of a multimedia information
system have been examined for the design of UIs applied to able users and users with motor and
visual disabilities. Currently, the models support a semiautomatic UI generation. Certain parts
related to the configuration of the UI building blocks that control presentation and interaction
require a manual operation by the designer. Additionally, at present, there is no UI for the
tool itself.The models and the agents should be manually operated and activated by the use
of the facilities offered by the prototyping tool 2 which has been used for the framework
implementation.

2The implementation platform is Intellicorp’s KAPPA expert system shell



While a technical framework is mainly concerned with technical issues, it is often motivated
by social and economic issues which in turn determine the impact of the research work to the
quality of human life. Considering that the design of user interfaces is meant for end users
with diverse requirements, taking into account social issues is even more critical. UI design is
by its nature closely related to human aspects and certainly involves a number of social issues
besides the technical. In the following paragraphs we point out certain non-technical issues that
underlie the technical solutions proposed by the framework.

Based on its contribution to technical issues concerning UI design, this research aims to promote
the design of user interfaces for including disabled and elderly people. It aims to establish
a common framework upon which the efforts of technologies concerned with and can be
merged and provide better UIs for all potential users. The benefits of this merging can be quite
significant. Computer based applications and services can solve a number of problems that
people with special needs encounter, and facilitate their socio-economic integration. On the
other hand rehabilitation technology concerned with UI design holds a bulk of knowledge on
new interaction techniques, metaphors, devices and usability measures which can be beneficial
for all the users.

The of the requirements of different user groups, able or disabled, under a common UI design
framework and the consequent incorporation of user requirements as explicit design parameters
can have a wider impact than just promoting UI design for people with special needs. It is a
further step towards a transition from to UI design. In the past, computer applications have
focused on the provision of technological solutions without due consideration to the needs and
requirements of end users. They were considering them as computer specialists, or computer
literate. Today, this situation has dramatically changed. The forthcoming applications and
community-wide network services impinge on a much wider audience, where the users may not
be computer specialists or may not be able to understand and efficiently cope with the established
interaction metaphors, techniques and devices. There is evidently a strong requirement for
the incorporation of human factors, concerning both able and disabled users, into the design
process of interactive computer-based applications and services. The current experience shows
that while UI design guidelines help towards the provision of more usable and accessible
interfaces, they are not sufficient. What is required, is to treat human factors as an integral part
of the design process and the corresponding tools. In this direction the framework presented
in this report aims to establish a basis for UI design tools which blend software engineering
methods and human factors and promote a user-centred UI design where the user abilities and
the corresponding requirements are important design specifications that drive and direct the
exploration of the UI design space.

The idea for the development of the framework has been inspired and evolved during an inves-
tigation for software engineering solutions concerning the construction of a general-purpose UI
design tool which could also support the design and implementation of UIs for people with spe-
cial needs. In particular, besides the design of UIs for conventional applications, this research
work addresses the UI design for the forthcoming computer-based services provided through 3

[RAC90]. The introduction of multimedia services distributed through networked computers

3The RACE Programme of the Commission of the European Union (Research and Development in Advanced
Communications Technologies) promotes technological solutions for future Integrated Broadband Communica-
tions in Europe. RACE covers major aspects of terrestrial networks, satellites and mobile telecommunications. It
is also concerned with telecommunications services, their definition and exploitation by end-users.



the other hand, community-wide services open new opportunities for their integration into the
society.

Past and current experience indicate that solutions based on special-purpose adaptations of
existing UIs can not give viable and complete solutions for disabled users. Adaptations come
always late and become more and more difficult as the complexity of forthcoming interfaces
and applications increases. Additionally, solutions based on adaptations do not promote equal
opportunities for able and disabled users since in many cases the adapted systems offer limited
functionality and are usually made available to the users a long time after the release of the
original system.

The problems that adaptations of existing UIs introduce can be solved, if at the early design
stage we enforce a different point of view about application/service users: . This different view
has been introduced by the user-centred design approach. However, such an approach has taken
into account until recently mainly the application-relevant user characteristics. For example,
according to his/her experience with the application domain and the computer, the user can be
categorised as novice, computer-literate, trained, skilled and expert. Also, different user groups
can be specified according to different uses of the same application such as sales manager,
sales assistant, cashier, etc. Extending this idea to include user abilities as well, we succeed
to incorporate in the design process the user requirements which result from the different
motor, sensory and communication abilities of the various user groups. In this perspective we
should not presuppose specific user abilities and skills but consider them as an additional set of
requirements that should be met by the UI design and implementation process. This suggests
the provision of a UI design tool that design decisions for all potential users, incorporating user
abilities as an integral part of design specifications and supporting their mapping to appropriate
design decisions. In this way, the UI tool supports different designs according to the target user
group abilities.

The and issues promoted by the framework constitute important design principles towards
“good” and “usable” interfaces for all users. The reduced usability of existing UIs has proven the
significant problems introduced by designing for the user. The ways people are used or prefer
to interact and the individual’s skills and abilities are so diverse that designs for the “average”
user result in systems with reduced functionality and usefulness. Even the separation between
“ability” and “disability” seems to be artificial considering the interaction with computers.
The disparate human abilities and skills and the quick rates by which these skills and the
computer technology itself change over time, continuously move the line between the “able”
and “disabled” users concerning the abilities required for communication with a computer. In
a sense, for an inflexible and monolithic UI, every user may be disabled in one or another
way. Furthermore, from a user’s perspective, computers have been invented to enhance human
abilities. Consider for example the reading of news through a networked computer, or the
communication with electronic mail. For blind people, reading the news and their mail can
be as easy as for sighted people, if the UI can present the information in non-visual form (eg.
braille and speech). Making the UI accessible to disabled people can in many cases reduce the
handicaps resulting due to their impairments or disabilities.



Before proceeding to the framework presentation we should briefly define how the terms and
are treated in this report. The definition is able to clarify how the framework is applied in UI
design both for interactive B-ISDN 4 services and interactive computer based applications.

As we have already mentioned, a major concern of the framework is to address the increased
requirements (concerning UI design) imposed by the forthcoming services and applications
provided through B-ISDNs. The expansion in the number of users and target groups which
is suggested by the introduction of community-wide services and the multimedia nature of
broadband services stretches accessibility/usability problems and increases the demand for
appropriate UI design tools.

An provides or supports a range of different telecommunication services (CCITT, I.112, RB).
The characterisation implies that the network provides digital connections between user-
network interfaces (CCITT, I.112, RB) while the term suggests the provision of high data
transfer rates allowing communication of video, and high quality audio and images.

Generally, a is defined as a set of functions offered to a user by an organization (CCITT, G.106
/ E.800). In this manner, a is offered by an Administration of a Recognised Private Operating
Agency to its customers in order to satisfy a specific telecommunication requirement (CCITT,
I.112, RB). More specifically, an is defined as a service which provides the means for bidirec-
tional exchange of information between users or between users and hosts. Interactive services
are subdivided into 3 classes of services : conversational services (eg. Video Telephone),
messaging services (eg. electronic mail) and retrieval services (eg. remote data base access)
(CCITT, DR I.113).

The target of a B-ISDN is to include different narrowband and broadband services that can be
provided by the future communication networks. Narrowband services include telephone, data
transfer, facsimile, teletex, videotex and electronic mail, while broadband services include video
telephone, high-speed data transfer, colour facsimile, HDTV distribution, hi-fi sound, video
mail, high resolution picture, video conferencing and so on. Different network applications can
be set up through a combination of these services. Such indicative applications can be archives
with music, electronic libraries, shopping catalogues for home-shopping, etc.

Regarding the network users, a major goal of a B-ISDN should be to make itself transparent
to its users. Under this condition, we can safely assume that from the user’s point of view,
there is not any difference between traditional computer based applications and network ser-
vices/applications. Considering the former, users operate a computer which processes and
delivers locally stored data, while in the case of the latter users operate a computer terminal
which processes and delivers data coming through the network. The user accesses the provided
functions without being aware of the network aspects. Here, we also make the assumption
that B-ISDN services/applications are delivered through networked computer terminals. The
existence of a computer allows the configurability of the UI, something that is less possible with
hardwired solutions found in apparatus like the present telephone and facsimile machines.

It follows that, we can identify the degree to which the introduced network aspects influence
UI design decisions, or otherwise the level to which network aspects constitute UI design
parameters.

According to the above, both network services and computer-based applications are regarded as a

4Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network



to the user. Therefore, the physical place where data, media and processing algorithms reside
is not a UI design parameter. The design complexity of multimedia/multimodal interaction
is shared by both network services and computer applications which deliver and integrate
respectively different media and utilise multiple interaction modes.

On the other hand, the notion of community-wide services implies a much wider utilisation
than that of present applications and thus an increased diversity of user abilities, skills and
preferences. Additionally, the social importance of public services and the new possibilities for
interpersonal communication, education and entertainment make more important the require-
ment for fair treatment of users by the UI —not to exclude them from using the service due to
their different requirements. From this perspective, B-ISDN services/applications are regarded
as a superset over present applications (running on standalone systems or local networks) since
they impose increased requirements and difficulties for unification of different user needs and
their integration into the UI design process. Sections three, four and nine present how this major
aspect is addressed through appropriate structuring of the framework models and in particular
the user model.

We should mention here that assuming the existence of a B-ISDN network, certain UI imple-
mentation issues might arise. These mainly concern the required flexibility for modularization
of UI and application code where the different modules reside in different places in the network.
This issue has been taken into account during the design of the UI Runtime Architecture. We
support a multiprocess scheme where the application code, the code controlling the dialogue
and the different lexical technologies controlling devices and interaction techniques may reside
in different processes running in the same or different network machines.

In conclusion, the presented framework has been designed taking into account the increasing
multimedia and multimodal characteristics of emerging applications and future B-ISDN ser-
vices. Considerable attention has been paid into addressing, in a unified way, the aspect of user
needs diversity which is introduced by the proliferation of computer applications and the future
provision of community-wide services. Henceforth the terms and will be used interchangeably
with the meaning of either a network or a computer based service/application. If different design
issues are raised due to network aspects it will be explicitly mentioned.

The structure of the report is as follows:

Section one introduces the report presenting the report context, the addressed research issues and
the technical approach followed. It also presents the rationale of the research work concerning
non-technical issues.

Section two provides a brief overview of related work concerning UI design tools and the recent
attempts to consider UI design for people with special needs. It describes the technical issues
and problems concerning this research work and its objectives.

Section three sets the scene for a Model-based framework for UI design. It identifies the
common blocks of knowledge that drive each UI design and are thus reusable across the
different designs. More specifically, it analyses the UI design domain and defines a . The
design space specifies the fundamental characteristics of the proposed UI design methodology



design dimensions interact and work together in order to assist and automate the design; and it
identifies the dimension interrelations defining the general functions which realise the mapping
between the dimension properties. It also describes the type of knowledge which can realise
the functions.

Section four defines the framework architecture. It presents the adopted formalization and
structuring/modellingprinciples for the representation, evolution and utilization of the identified
UI design knowledge. It specifies how the identified common blocks of design knowledge are
integrated into multi-layer models that constitute a unified UI design theory/model. It describes
the model structures and inference mechanisms which “translate” the knowledge in the models
into design specifications and then to the target UI code.

Sections five to nine present one by one the frameworkmodels specifying the model components
into which knowledge is captured, and describing the inference mechanisms which manipulate
the knowledge. In particular, section five presents the Runtime Architecture Model and the
Blackboard Model (i.e the UI Specification Models). Section six presents the Application
Model. Section seven presents the User’s Conceptual Model of Application Functionality
(UCMAF). Section eight presents the User Model and section nine presents the Modality
Model.

Section ten provides a brief discussion of some important implementation issues.

Finally, section eleven provides some preliminary conclusions about the undertaken framework
design and presents some possible directions for future work and improvements.



UI design and implementation is a complex, difficult, time consuming and, in general terms, it
is an informal process. These problems have brought about the need for specialised tools that
help designers to develop better UIs with less effort and in more systematic and formal ways.
Today, UI tools range from object-oriented libraries with interaction objects (UI toolkits),
to User Interface Management Systems (UIMS) that integrate toolkits and dialogue control
facilities (a UIMS generally manages the run-time aspects of a UI), and more recently to User
Interface Development Systems (UIDS) that integrate both a UIMS and tools for UI design and
evaluation. In the context of this research work, we will concentrate on this latter type of tools
as they relate more closely to the developed framework.

More specifically, this section briefly presents the basic concepts and the recent research efforts
related to UI tools which incorporate explicit models in order to capture knowledge about UI
design and implementation issues (i.e and UI tools). The presentation enables the understanding
of the advances contributed by the proposed framework and how these relate to the whole
perspective of UI design tools and their current limitations.

Considering the limitations of existing efforts, this section emphasises the fact that current
tools are lacking user models and do not integrate explicit models about media, devices and
modalities. These limitations do not allow considerations about the requirements of different
user groups during the design process, and as a consequence, the needs of people with special
needs are excluded from the UI design.

This section also presents some approaches on modelling interaction modalities and users.
Concerning the user modelling, which is a key issue in the proposed framework, it identifies
the currently unbalanced use of user models resulting from the incorporation of user aspects
more at the runtime UI and much less during the UI design process. In contrast, the proposed
framework introduces an approach which offers a more balanced user modelling.

Furthermore, this section considers the issue of reusability of UI design knowledge and identifies
how the proposed framework contributes towards this direction.

Finally, due to the emphasis that the framework puts on people with special needs, this section
provides an explicit discussion of the degree to which current Human Computer Interaction
(HCI) initiatives explicitly support the efforts of the Rehabilitation Technology field (considering
UI design for disabled people). As an outcome of this discussion, it stresses the need for
frameworks which support the integration of UI design/development knowledge produced
by both HCI and Rehabilitation engineers, towards the provision of better interfaces for the
population at large.
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2.1.1 Underlying Models

The core characteristic of the proposed framework is that it is a knowledge-based system.
Capturing knowledge about fundamental UI design aspects (user, media, modalities, devices,
service functionality, UI building blocks) in a set of multilevel models, it aims to model
the whole UI design as an integral, unified structure and provide the basis for a higher-level
conceptual design tool. It is therefore important to identify other UI tools and frameworks which
incorporate UI design domain knowledge, attempt to model a UI or its parts and also support
interface specification by means of a high-level conceptual (declarative) description of the UI
behaviour and presentation structures. These systems go beyond interface builders or early User
Interface Management Systems (UIMS) which mainly provide runtime rather than design-time
support and mainly focus on the control model (i.e description of dialogue control through
finite-state machines, BNF and event models). Higgens [HK86, Hud87, HK88], Serpent
[BHH�88], CREASE [HS89] and GWUIMS [SHB86, SHB88] were the first UIMS which
captured knowledge about application data in a data model. Also COUSIN [HS83, Hay84],
MIKE [Ols86, OD88] and Mickey [Ols89] support UI specification at a level of abstraction
which is higher than the lexical and syntactic levels supported by most UIMS. They support
automatic generation of the user interface (menu and form filling style for COUSIN and some
degree of direct manipulation for MIKE) from a specification of application commands and
their parameter’s data types.

UIDE [FGKK88, FKKM91] and HUMANOID [Sze90, Sze91, SLN92, SLN93] introduced an
even higher level of abstraction and sophistication. Both can be characterised as model-based
systems which besides “driving” the interface utilize their models to assist the UI design process.
UIDE integrates the knowledge about application semantics with limited UI domain knowledge
(knowledge about interaction tasks and techniques) to assist the designer in building and
evaluating UI designs. HUMANOID is lacking an explicit data model (application semantics).
It basically incorporates a model of the presentation component in which the data model is
embedded. Both UIDE and HUMANOID which belong to the most advanced model-based
tools are lacking an explicit UI representation model.

Kovacevic [Kov92], based on the UIDE approach, has taken a further step towards providing
a fully-fledged UI representation model, integrating it with the representation of application
semantics into a single “Compositional Model of Human-Computer Interaction”. UIDE was the
first to introduce UI design transformations that modify the application conceptual model, while
preserving the application functionality. Kovacevic, introducing an explicit UI representation
model, could further enhance the idea of design transformations and introduced a transforma-
tional model which supports abstractions for changing both the application conceptual model
and the user conceptual model of an application.

An explicit UI representational model (i.e the UI components and the structuring principles for
composing them into a UI), together with UI design transformations, support both the provision
of a broad range of alternative designs and the easy transition from one design to another
(rich static and dynamic functionality [JB88]). This kind of functionality is very important
considering our aim to provide alternative UIs for the different user groups.

However, the compositional and transformational rules proposed by Kovacevic do not support
the selection/configuration of interaction techniques and presentation modalities on the basis



rules can only support the selection from a set of specified interaction techniques according to
application requirements.

The definition of rules which compose and transform the UI structure on the basis of both user
and application requirements demands an explicit modelling of the concepts of , , and , besides
the modelling of the application and the UI itself. More specifically, this kind of rules should
support the selection of the appropriate media and devices according to the user abilities, and
then the selection of modalities (i.e interaction and presentation techniques/objects) that utilise
the selected media and devices and also realise the given application requirements.

Aiming at the “integration” of the different user categories during the UI design process, the
proposed framework realises an explicit modelling and representation of the concepts of the
user, media, devices, and modalities. It defines a UI design model by integrating them with
the concepts of application and UI modelling and takes into account the application conceptual
model and the UI representational model, which have been introduced by Foley and Kovacevic
respectively 1.

In order to support the exploration of alternative designs for the different user groups the
framework extends the idea of composition and transformation rules and defines a which is
manipulated by the designer in collaboration with the tool.

The design space consists of design dimensions related to the application functionality, the
user’s view of the application functionality, the user abilities, the input/output modalities and
the UI runtime architecture. The designer manipulates directly or indirectly all the dimensions
except those related with the UI runtime architecture. The latter is manipulated only by the
UI ( the UI runtime architecture corresponds to the UI representational model introduced by
Kovacevic).

Through the design dimension properties, the designer specifies the application functionality, the
design goals/intentions which describe how the user should view the application functionality,
and the user abilities. On the basis of designer’s specifications, the tool generates the target
runtime UI manipulating the properties of the design dimensions which compose the UI runtime
architecture. In this way the framework supports the generation and exploration of different
designs through the specification and manipulation of properties of the design space dimensions.

Whenever the designer changes certain UI design space properties the whole design is re-
evaluated, in contrast to tranformation rules that change only specific UI parts. The re-evaluation
of the whole design is due to the complex interrelations between the design space properties
that make difficult the determination of the specific UI parts which are affected each time.

2.1.2 UI Tools and Software Reuse

Reuse is the process of using previously acquired concepts or objects in a new situation
[Kat94]. In the context of software engineering, software reuse has been an issue of significant
importance. There is considerable evidence that effective reuse of both the software objects and
the design experience which is incorporated into them can dramatically increase productivity

1In general, Kovacevic’s Compositional Model and Foley’s UIDE are very relevant to this research and they
have been sources of inspiration for the first key ideas underlying the proposed framework. Additionally, many
elements of UIDE application model and the UI representation model from Kovacevic have been incorporated in
corresponding framework models



UI tools, especially those characterised as User Interface Development Systems (UIDS), can be
considered as software engineering tools specialised in the production of UI code. However,
the aspect of has not been explicitly or adequately addressed by current efforts related to UI
engineering.

The definition of “UI design elements reuse” includes everything associated with the design of
a UI, ranging from the designer’s past experience to the object-oriented software components
which realise the various UI functions (this is in accordance to the broad definition of reuse by
[BR88]). From an abstract point of view the reuse issue applied in UI design relates to the reuse
of UI design knowledge derived by experience from past UI development. In more concrete
terms, the reusable experiential knowledge relates to the selection of software objects which
have been used in past design cases and can be utilised again in the new design situation.

Under this perspective, we can easily identify the limitations of current UI tools.

UI toolkits constitute the first attempt to use abstractions and provide reusable UI code. UI
toolkits are libraries of routines that can be called by an application in order to realise low-level
aspects of UIs. The routines are usually implemented in an object-oriented manner. They are
typically provided as objects encapsulating the state and behaviour of interaction modalities such
as menus, push-buttons, sliders, etc. Despite the provision of modular software components,
toolkits still offer a quite limited reusability since they do not provide any real design assistance.
The designer is left alone to decide which interaction objects to use and how to configure them.
Moreover design experience from past designs can not be transferred into new design situations.
Each designer maintains certain ways to use the toolkit but during the successive uses his/her
evolving experience is not incorporated into the interaction objects and cannot be used by others
utilising the same toolkit. Finally, the toolkits are also limited in their functionality since they
do not support facilities for dialogue control.

User Interface Management Systems provide support for dialogue control and typically in-
corporate one or more toolkits. However UIMS are also lacking the provision of real design
assistance. While they provide the constructs for building a UI they do not give any guidance
on how to use them.

The introduction of an explicit UI representational model by Kovacevic 2 [Kov92] is an important
step towards the alleviation of the above problems and support of UI tools that integrate reusable
UI components together with the knowledge for composing them into a UI. Kovacevic analyses
applications and identifies tasks and functions which are not application-specific and thus they
can be generalised and supported by a UI tool. Integrating these new tasks with the traditionally
modeled input and output communication tasks he defines a set of reusable UI building blocks,
and reusable structuring principles for composing the blocks into a UI.

While Kovacevic’s UI representation model manages to provide reusable structuring compo-
nents that realise the internal UI functionality (i.e data buffering, information flow control,
dialogue sequencing) it does not adequately address the reuse of components related to the
external UI functionality (i.e get user input and present data to the user).

The components that realise the internal functionality constitute a constant set that is reused
in the successive designs according to the provided structuring principles. On the other hand,

2Other approaches such as CREASE by Hurley and Sibert [HS89] and Humanoid by Szekely [Sze90, SLN92]
have attempted to model the UI or its parts. We refer to Kovacevic’s approach since it is more related to this
research and, in our opinion, provides a more complete UI modelling approach.



type of which vary according to the available platform (available input/output devices, toolkits,
etc) and the required interaction and presentation modalities. Kovacevic’s model assumes that
communication components are provided through a library. It supports their representation
into the model in order to facilitate their utilisation by the constructed UI, but do not provide
assistance and guidance for their appropriate selection. More specifically, the selection of
presentation modalities (i.e interaction objects) is totally left to the designer’s intuition and
experience. In the case of interaction modalities (i.e interaction techniques) the selection is
realised through a simple mapping between a specific set of interaction modalities and the
interaction tasks which are supported by them (eg. give an integer, select an object, etc). This
simple mapping can not adequately support the encoding of knowledge about past design cases
and facilitate the transfer of the design experience into new situations. 3 The mapping is static
and can not dynamically evolve during the successive uses of the tool in order to encode and
accumulate the designer’s experience so that it can be effectively reused in new design problems.

Under this perspective the presented framework takes a further step towards the direction
of reusability of design knowledge and UI building blocks. It utilises the ideas of the UI
representational model proposed by Kovacevic but also integrates the concept of modalities
as a means to capture experiential knowledge about the selection of the UI components which
realise communication with the user (i.e software components that implement the required input
and output from/to the user).

Modalities are selected according to application and user requirements using links to previous
design cases which are relevant. Each new design decision, concerning modalities selection,
is encoded as a new design case and accumulated into a repository of reusable experiential
knowledge. In this manner, the tool guides and automates the decisions related to the selection of
the UI communication components—in this report we generally refer to the kind of components
that implement the external UI behaviour as modalities (Kovacevic refers to them as interaction
techniques and presentation objects).

The discussion on existing UI tools and their relation to this research shows that the issues
about users, modalities, media and devices are central to the developed framework. In the
following, we will examine the current approaches concerning the modelling of these issues
and the provision of theories explicating multimodal/multimedia interaction.

Adopting a modelling process for the description and representation of UI design knowledge,
the framework should take into account the already existing methodologies and approaches
which are proposed for modelling the user and the systems with multimodal/multimedia char-
acteristics. The identified models represent our current understanding of user behaviour and of
multimodal/multimedia systems characteristics. Hence, they can be indicative of how much our
design knowledge today is able to support the development of better UIs. While a framework
such as that proposed in this report can support integration and efficient utilisation of design
knowledge, the strength of the proposed framework is always limited by the availability, the
quality and the degree of diffusion of the knowledge which is captured into the framework

3Additionally, as we already mentioned in the previous section the mapping is also limited due to the fact that
it does not address the user requirements.



In the following, the advances in modelling multimodal/multimedia interaction are identified
and then the approaches and uses of user modelling are briefly reviewed.

2.2.1 Taxonomies, Theories and Frameworks of Multimodal/Multimedia
interaction

A taxonomy of multimedia components, mainly focusing on graphical output, is described by
Hovy [HA90]. Modes, channels, exhibits and substrate are used for the categorization of media.

A taxonomy of interaction channels, and a mapping from user channels to computer channels
and interface styles is given by Frohlich [Fro92]. He divides user interactions into language and
action categories, with the former regarded as the dealings between the user and an intermediary
performing operations of concern, whilst the later giving the user the impression of manipulation
upon the objects of concern ().

Hovy regards media as the hardware for information presentation and modes (modalities) as
various presentation styles. Frohlich on the other hand, considers the basic human behaviour of
language and action as modes and the representational systems such as text or speech as media.
Differences between the approaches are justified if we take into account that Hovy adopts a
computer science point of view while Frohlich’s description is from a psychologist’s point of
view.

Description of the interactions between the perceptions of distinct but related communication
channels have been examined by Kjorup [Kjo78], Levin [LAC87] and Andre [AR90] but are
limited to text, pictures and graphics. All of them regard pictures as a means of illustrating text,
as an aid to remembering the content of associated text, or as supportive to text.

Bernsen [Ber93] proposes a generative taxonomy of pure output modalities and a methodology
of mapping task domain information into interactive interfaces towards the specification of a
Modality Theory. This theory aims to identify the mixture of input/output modalities which is
an optimal solution to the presentation and exchange of information within a given interactive
system.

Towards this direction Coutaz [CN93] proposes a design space —the Multi-Sensory-Motor
(MSM) framework— and a classification method for multimodal systems. The proposed design
space is composed of six dimensions. Two dimensions deal with the notion of communication
channel (the number and the direction of the temporal, virtual, or physical links supported by
a MSM system for information exchange between communicating entities). The other four
dimensions are used to characterise the degree of the system built-in cognitive sophistication
in terms of abstraction levels, context, fusion/fission and granularity of concurrency. The
definition of the design space is system centred (rather than user-centred) and mainly describes
integration of multiple communication channels through concurrency of processing and data
fusion/fission at different levels of abstraction (lexical, syntactic, semantic).

2.2.2 Models, Theories and Tools about individual Design Dimensions

While frameworks such as the one proposed by Coutaz [CNS93, CN93] aim to provide an
overall analysis of multimodal/multimedia interactive systems, a finer grain description is



should not just identify the basic dimensions that govern the design of the UI, but also model
the dimension properties and their interrelationships. This allows the designer to manipulate
the properties in order to specify and examine alternative designs.

In this perspective some models and tools exist which further analyse specific design dimensions
of interactive systems and thus offer in certain cases the required finer grain descriptions.

2.2.2.1 Models and Theories about Interaction Techniques and Devices

Foley’s taxonomy of interaction techniques in graphics environments [FWC84] relates input
devices to graphics subtasks, such as selection, location, orientation and text input.

Buxton’s taxonomy of input devices takes a further step forward providing a clear and more
systematic picture about input device properties and thus being able to organize part of the design
space [Bux83]. Buxton’s taxonomy lacks description of non-continuous physical devices and
the possibility to combine individual input devices into complex input controls. This is observed
by Mackinlay et al. in [MCR90].

Mackinlay et al. have overcome these limitations and introduce a more general design space
of input devices, reformulating and extending Buxton’s properties. An important feature of
this theory is that it focuses on the mapping between information transmitted from devices
and application semantics and specifies and criteria for evaluating and comparing alternative
designs.

2.2.2.2 Model-based Automated Tools assisting UI design tasks

Besides the above theoretical frameworks, a set of frameworks exist which have been the basis
for tools automating certain parts of the UI design process.

On the basis of Bertin’s classification [Ber83] of graphical diagrams for geographic and demo-
graphic data, Mackinlay [Mac86] has introduced an automated presentation tool for statistical
data and Gray et al. [GWD90] has investigated automatic iconic display of information in the
Iconographer system.

Bleser and Sibert [BS90] propose an input model that incorporates human factors criteria of
input devices uses, and serves as a basis for a tool guiding a designer to select interaction
techniques.

Blumenthal [Blu90] has developed a model which facilitates incorporation of metaphors into
the process of UI design. Application semantics are modeled in terms of application objects and
operations. Real-world objects are modeled on the basis of the same semantics. The developed
tool supports metaphoric mapping between the application and real world objects.

2.2.3 Modelling of User Issues into the User Interface

The ever widening range of computer system users and the increasing complexity of applications
have brought about a number of usability problems as well as the demand for systems which
are adaptable, or can automatically adapt themselves to the different user needs, skills and
preferences. An important requirement towards the fulfilment of this demand is the modelling



behaviour according to the modelled user aspects.

Despite the increasing acknowledgement of its value, user modelling is a relatively new research
area and thus user models are not yet well defined and formalised. Various approaches and
definitions of what constitutes a user model coexist. Different types of modelled user issues
(needs, preferences, characteristics, abilities, interests, behaviour, knowledge, experience),
functionality levels and methods of model usage are proposed. User model “generality” and
“applicability” is an existing problem since, in many cases, each model is specifically crafted
for a given application.

However, user modelling is very important to interactive systems with the following character-
istics [KF91]:

� The system seeks to its behaviour to individual users.

� The system assumes (or shares responsibility with the user) for ensuring the success of
user-system communication.

� The class of potential system users, or potential uses of the system, is .

The framework presented in this report is indeed targeted to UI design for systems which
share the above characteristics: a) It seeks to address the diverse needs and abilities of both
able and disabled users, b) It supports UI design for future community-wide services utilised
by a heterogeneous user population with different expectations and requirements (see also
section one). In this sense, user modelling is central in our framework contributing towards the
unification of design decisions for different user groups and the provision of interfaces that fit
the end user preferences and abilities.

We view a user model as a knowledge source that contains explicit assumptions on all aspects of
the user that may be relevant to the behaviour of a UI (adapted from [WK86]). This behaviour
can be specified at UI design time or adapted/tailored during interaction with the UI. Henceforth,
we will distinguish user models to those used in a static way at design time and those utilised
dynamically by adaptive interfaces. In this section, we present a novel method for balanced
integration into the UI of both static and dynamic user aspects. We argue that both (utilised at
design time) and (utilised at runtime) user modelling is required for the provision of UIs which
fit the target user group abilities and the individual skills and preferences.

In the following, we will briefly discuss some indicative existing user modelling methods in
order to set the background for the description of our approach.

Most of the work on user modelling has been concentrated on user models incorporated
in interactive systems. The purpose is to dynamically (at runtime) tailor the interaction or
in other words to make the dialogue between the system and the user adaptive. This idea
is compatible with the notion of (EUMs) which has been introduced by Murray [Mur87,
Mur91]. EUMs hold information about user characteristics and behaviour, and are instantiated
as part of interactive systems or User Interface Managements Systems (UIMS). This kind of
user modelling has spread into many disciplines ranging from Intelligent Interfaces, Adaptive
Interfaces and Intelligent Information Retrieval to Active and Passive Help Systems, Guidance
Systems and Intelligent Tutoring.

The user model can be implicitly contained in the interface program code or explicitly repre-
sented as a knowledge base. The latter is obviously the most flexible way allowing dynamic



Besides the model itself, active user modelling requires a user modelling component whose
function is to incrementally construct a user model, maintain its consistency and supply other
dialogue components with assumptions about the user [WK89].

The user characteristics usually reflected in existing user models can be separated into appli-
cation dependent and application independent. The former include prior computer experience,
knowledge of the application domain, goals, intentions, and expectations [Mor87]. The latter
include preferences, psycho-motor skills, capabilities, cognitive and learning abilities, under-
standing, and motivation [BT90].

An important modelling aspect which segregates the various user models is [DMKSH93]. It
ranges from a single model for all users, a so-called user model, to models for each individual
user. In between, there are models for groups of users which share some common characteristics.
Canonical models are simpler to build and use, but are also of limited value to systems utilised
by heterogeneous users. On the other hand, it is very difficult and time consuming to build a
model for each user.

An intermediate solution is provided by the proposed by Rich [Ric79] and later refined by
Chin [Chi89]. A describes the user’s background knowledge in the application domain. The
developer of a stereotype model has to fulfil three tasks [Kob93]:

� Identify subgroups within the expected user population whose members are likely to
possess certain homogeneous characteristics.

� Select a small number of key user characteristics which allow the system to identify the
members of a user subgroup.

� Formally represent the application-relevant characteristics of the identified user groups in
an appropriate representation system (eg Prolog, Predicate Logic, etc.). The collection of
all represented characteristics of a group is called a stereotype for this group. Stereotypes
are usually organised into hierarchies.

As an example of their use, stereotypes have been applied to user-adapted provision of infor-
mation and advice on operating systems [Chi89, Nes89] .

The data captured in a user model are usually categorised to and [DMKSH93]. The former
concerns transient information that is continuously updated by the system and being valid only
in the current dialogue context or session. This kind of data are referred to as a [Mur87] or
a [Ric89]. On the other hand, long-term data concern more permanent information, spanning
across multiple dialogue sessions, such as user preferences, experience, and capabilities.

is a variation of active user modelling techniques which has recently gained a lot of attention.
A plan is a sequence of user actions that achieve a certain goal. The main goal is to give
assistance to the users by monitoring their activities and inferring their intended plans. The
assistance is provided in the form of possible completions of recognised sub-plans, supplement
of default parameters, context-dependent feedback, more reasonable undo facilities, detection
and correction of global errors [DMKSH93]. While working with the system, new plans
continuously come up that can not be anticipated by the designer. This results in the need
for repeated task analysis and redesign. Hoppe and Plotzner [HP91] propose the automatic
extension of a system’s task model. The system should be able to infer new tasks (“task



employed for the recognition of user’s plans [Kob93]:

� All possible user plans are pre-stored in a so-called . The observed user action sequence
is compared with the pre-stored plans and all plans are selected whose beginnings match
the observed user input. The plan library approach is generally applicable in small
application domains due to the required specification of all possible user plans beforehand.
This deficiency also limits the possibility of recognition of plan variations since all the
variations should be stored as separate plans.

� The system holds a library of possible user actions together with the effects and the
preconditions of these actions. An observed user action sequence is completed by all
possible action sequences according to the following rule. The preconditions of inferred
actions should be met by the effects of the preceding actions. The so-called raises
considerable complexity issues since the plan length is unknown and the number of
possible extensions to observed user input can be very large. Appelt & Pollack [AP92]
and Raskutti & Zukerman [RZ91] have investigated focusing heuristics for analysis and
expansion of certain plan candidates over others.

A major drawback of many current approaches on active user models is that the models
are specialised to each application by explicitly coding the anticipated user goals, plans and
knowledge.

Kass [KF91] introduces the idea of a (GUM) which is independent of the particular system that
utilises the model. Upon this idea, he proposes a General User Modelling Shell as a basis for
building general user models. He defines generality according to three dimensions: a) the user,
b) the interaction mode and c) the domain. With respect to these dimensions, a user modelling
facility should be general enough to be employed for different users, applied with a variety
of interaction and communication modes (menus, graphics, natural language), and used with
different application domains.

Besides their dynamic utilisation for adaptive system behaviour (active user modelling), user
models can be equally important during UI design (passive user modelling), supplying a set of
design criteria that influence the designed UI structure. However, passive user models are more
rarely addressed in the literature and are not usually reported as explicit UI design components.
Knowledge about the user is implicit into the design rules rather than being a separate functional
part of the design tool. Explicit incorporation of user issues (as UI design criteria) is attempted
by user centred design approaches [ND83], in the process of analysis and integration of human
factors into the UI design. In user centred design, user group characteristics and abilities are
considered as important design specifications, but they are usually treated as a pointer to the
appropriate guidelines rather than as an active knowledge source (which is part of the UI design
tool) cooperating with other knowledge sources and the designer towards the UI specification.
Additionally, the lack of facilities for production of executable UI specifications from the
modelled human factors knowledge further limits the applicability of many user-centred design
tools (eg. see [BM92]).

2.2.4 Integration of “Passive” and “Active” user modelling

The above discussion on active and passive user modelling introduces some important observa-
tions which have been of significant importance for the design of the presented framework.



supported by User Interface Management Systems. Active user modelling is rarely treated as a
UI component cooperating with other dialogue control and interaction/presentation components
to provide adaptive UI behaviour. Existing approaches are “application-oriented”. They provide
either “one-off” solutions incorporated into the application code, or the more generic ones (see
[KF91]) support shells/servers which act as independent modules to provide user modelling
services to applications. These modules are isolated from other UI functions and in many
cases presuppose that the application itself is a knowledge base. This results in inflexible
systems utilised by a small range of applications, and to the isolation of user modelling from
UI development methodologies and tools.

Additionally, most of the user modelling approaches are focused to application-relevant rather
than application-independent user characteristics. Therefore, they support adaptivity to different
application usages rather than to diverse application users. However, this latter type of adaptivity
is of major importance to this framework.

Addressing further the above limitation, user stereotypes are constructed according to application-
relevant user characteristics and do not consider the motor, sensory and cognitive abilities of
the users. In this manner the UI manages to vary the way application semantics are presented
to the user, but it fails to control the dialogue syntax and the low level interaction techniques
according to the user abilities. This is an important limitation considering the requirement for
unified solutions for all potential users.

Most of the current systems utilising active user modelling draw their adaptivity from user
models which are crafted for specific UI structures and dialogue styles. They presuppose a
certain UI design with specific interaction media and metaphors. For example, the user model
is constructed under the assumption that the computer acts as an intelligent entity answering
database questions uttered in natural language. If the type of interface changes to menu driven
or direct manipulation, then the user modelling facility should be reprogrammed to the new
interface style and interaction metaphor. According to the user model generalization dimensions
proposed by [KF91], such user models are not general in terms of the supported . The cause
of this limitation is that design of active user modelling facilities is generally isolated from the
UI design process and has become rarely or partially incorporated into UI design tools ( UIDE
[SF93] is a UI design tool which incorporates certain facilities related to user modelling).

The adaptivity offered by active user models can not be defined in a single way for all the
different interface styles, metaphors and users. A number of UI design parameters such as
output media, interaction modalities, available devices and the user’s abilities influence the type
and degree of UI adaptivity that will be required in each case. The user model functionality
should be tailored according to the properties of the designed interface and the requirements of
the user group at hand. This will require:

� The incorporation of (passive) user models into UI design tools by the introduction of user
group abilities and characteristics as new design parameters (in the following, we briefly
explain how this requirement can be fulfilled through passive user modelling incorporated
into the UI design process).

� The incorporation of user modelling facilities into UI architectures as structural UI
components. This will enable the UI design tool to control and configure the adaptivity
of the developed UI.

It is obvious that the flexibility of tailoring, at design time, the active user model properties and



aims to integrate able and disabled users and address their diverse abilities and requirements
through appropriately designed interfaces.

Passive user models, even if they are rarely used explicitly in UI design tools, are vital for the
design of usable interfaces and the fulfilment of our key requirement for unified UI design for
all the different user groups. Relying on the above discussion, we argue that an integration of
passive and active user modelling is required for the maximization of the degree to which the UI
befits the user abilities and requirements. During the design process we can select and program
the major UI structural components that make the UI accessible to the modeled (passive model)
communication and physical abilities of a . During runtime the constructed UI is self-tailored
to the dynamically modeled (active model) user preferences and requirements.

Consider the following example; a user accesses an application with financial data. Data retrieval
is realised through the selection of items from menus. The UI uses active user modelling to
adapt the menu structure, layout, and menu-item ordering, according to the type of questions
that the user usually asks and according to the current dialogue path. Also, according to the
type of user (eg. manager, salesman, assistant) the UI selects different presentations, such as
pie-charts, data-tables, histograms, etc.

This is a typical example where active user modelling is utilised in a predefined UI structure.
In fact, when we design for an user, we implicitly assume a number of important design
parameters related to user abilities. We assume that the user is sighted and that he can easily
handle the mouse and the keyboard. But consider a blind user. He/she can not see the menus,
nor the graphical presentations. He/she can not have any clues of how to access the application
functionality since the dialogue structure composed by the specific layout of menus, buttons,
text fields and dialogue boxes are not “visible”. If he/she is accustomed with computers then
the keyboard is accessible. However the mouse, even if there is no obvious problem in getting
hold of it and moving it, without additional support is useless since it is a relative pointing
device that requires hand-eye coordination.

Through active user modelling, the UI of the above example application can be more usable to
the individual sighted users, but it is totally inaccessible to blind users.

One might argue here that an active user model can also contain application-independent user
characteristics such as the user abilities. In this way, it could facilitate a dynamic adaptation of
the UI according to the modeled abilities of the different user groups that operate the system.
However, this can be inflexible and sometimes even impossible.

Considering the blind users for example, the required adaptations are not any more restricted
to the selection of a presentation medium, a menu rearrangement or the provision of more
comprehensive runtime help. In fact, the whole UI structure should be rearranged requiring
changes to the lexical, syntactic and semantic level of the dialogue. New input/output devices
are required and the utilised media characteristics impose different dialogue structures. If, for
example, the menus are presented by means of speech output then the sequential and non-
persistive nature of speech should be taken into account. Does the user remember the menu
options that he has previously listened to? How does the user move between the “audio-menus”?
How the dialogue supports a spatial metaphor equivalent to the visual desktop? In the visual
world, application data are into different visual windows. How can the UI manage a degree of
data multiplexing for the blind user?

It is evident that all the above questions are difficult to be automated and dynamically supported



suggests in many cases global UI changes. Such global UI changes, which in certain cases may
result in total UI reconstruction, constitute important design decisions rather than dynamically
adaptable UI characteristics. The design complexity implies the designer intervention and
introduces resources and requirements which can not be realistically handled at runtime.

Additionally, user identification prior interaction introduces some difficult problems. Even if
dynamic adaptation to the user abilities is realistic, a method for user identification is required
that is appropriate for the user. For example, the use of a magnetic card or the keyboard
for entering the user identifier might be inappropriate for specific user groups. More exotic
approaches like voice and finger-print recognition are still not widely commercially available.

Under such a perspective, a solution is to introduce a two stage user modelling. At the user
modelling is introduced into the UI design process and incorporated into the UI design tool
(as we mentioned above we will call the modelling at design time “passive user modelling”).
As part of a UI design tool a user model can guide and assist the design decisions towards the
selection and configuration of the UI structures which fulfil the different user group abilities
and preferences. More specifically, passive user modelling could facilitate the design of the
skeletal UI parts and their configuration to a basic UI structure that fulfils the requirement of
being accessible to the modelled user group. Part of the constructed UI could be an active user
modelling facility which at a would handle the dynamic tailoring of the UI to the individual’s
preferences and to application-relevant user characteristics (as mentioned above, we assume
here that active user modelling is supported by the utilised UI runtime architecture).

Due to the importance of passive user models for the integration of the different user needs into
the UI design process, the presented framework mainly concentrates on the issues governing
the construction and use of passive user modelling as part of the UI design framework. In
the following sections we will present the framework architecture which incorporates a passive
user model as an important design knowledge source. A corresponding design agent utilises
the user model knowledge and acts in cooperation with other knowledge sources 4 and the
designer towards the specification of a UI that in respect to user abilities maximises the offered
application functionality.

Within the limits of this research it was not possible to elaborate on the design of active user
modelling facilities. As we further explain in the following section, the priority is to first
support passive user modelling which ensures the accessibility of the designed UI and then
support active user modelling which supports the tailoring of the UI to the individual user
preferences. However, the proposed framework has been designed to ease the future inclusion
of active user modelling facilities. In the following sections, where the framework intrinsic
features are described, we revisit this issue describing how the framework supports such an
inclusion.

During the above brief overview of the work related to UI design tools and models, we have
mentioned nothing about approaches that are explicitly directed to people with special needs.

4As it is explained in the following section the user model itself is not adequate. Other knowledge sources are
required for a complete design, such as those concerning the application conceptual model, the intended interaction
metaphors and the available modalities.



of this research work. The second reason is that, admittedly, only recent some approaches of
multimedia/multimodal UI design have begin to explicitly take into account the requirements
of people with special needs.

There is currently one UI tool (HOMER) which explicitly addresses disabled users. HOMER
has been developed by Savidis [SS93] in the context of a technical framework which facilitates
the development of UIs which can be concurrently accessible by sighted and blind users.
HOMER is based on UIMS technology.

Another effort which can be placed among those which explicitly address UI design for disabled
users is the provision of additional functionality into the programming libraries of the X
Windows graphical environment for the benefic of blind users The related work is carried
by the Disability Action Commitee for X (DACX). The MERCATOR Project 5 [MK92] has
contributed to the Commitee’s efforts.

More specifically, it is expected that a future release of X Windows will incorporate into the
toolkit libraries, special functions which enable the filtering of graphical information so that
they can be provided to the blind users in alternative forms such as speech, sounds and Braille
6. Even if the incorporation of special functions is basically an adaptation of an existing
graphical environment it can be also thought as the provision of a UI tool since the functions are
integrated into the system programming libraries. This kind of tool is of course very restrictive
considering the blind users, but it provides at least the possibility to make accessible to them
graphical applications running in a certain graphical platform.

In the context of graphical information filtering and non-visual presentation, the GUIB Project 7

[GC93] also provides some solutions which enable the filtering of graphical information in the
environments of MS-Windows and X Windows, and facilitate the provision of this information
in non-visual forms. Concerning the X Windows environment, the main differences between
the GUIB approach and the approach proposed by MERCATOR lay in the provision of different
non-visual interaction and presentation techniques, and a different methodology for utilisation
of the filtered graphical data.

The GUIB approach, as it is also the case with the MERCATOR approach, is intended for
the accessibility of available graphical applications rather than the design of new UIs for
applications. However, the offered filtering functions and the non-visual interaction techniques
can be thought as a kind of UI tool which enables the transformation of existing graphical UIs
to alternative non-visual forms, for the benefit of blind users.

Besides the above technical solutions a few theoretical approaches exist.

A functional model of a multimedia B-ISDN service along with design guidelines for its
accessibility by disabled people has been developed inside the RACE programme by the IPSNI
Project 8 [GB91].

5The Mercator Project is concerned with the development of “access strategies” to graphical UIs, for the
benefit of blind users. It is a joint effort by the Georgia Tech Multimedia Computing Group and the Center for
Rehabilitation Technology.

6Release six already incorporates these special functions but are still not usable due to some existing technical
problems.

7The GUIB Project is supported by the Commision of the European Communities DG XIII under the TIDE
Pilot Action (Technology Initiative for the Disabled and Elderly Persons).

8The IPSNI Project has investigated means to enable the accessibility of B-ISDN Services to various categories
of users with dissabilities. It has proposed quidelines in the form of functional specifications and models to be



been introduced [BR88, Kjo78].

However, there is an obvious lack of UI design/development methodologies and tools which
take a holistic approach into addressing disabled user needs. It is also absent a partial fulfilment
of individual user group requirements by appropriate UI design tools. For example, there is no
commercially available design tool or interface builder that supports UI design for blind users.
This user group is one of the most difficult to support through adaptations due to the increasing
use of complex graphical environments and the forthcoming virtual reality systems. Therefore,
the existence of such a tool will be of great importance to blind people.

Most of the literature and the work carried out for design of interfaces for people with special
needs, is in the form of guidelines which are not integrated into the real UI tools. Disabled users
rely on the degree to which these guidelines will be understood and applied by the designers
of commercial systems. The existence of appropriate standardisation, regulatory or legislative
measures usually enforces the guidelines application, even though the results can be sometimes
questionable. An important lesson learned today by developers of UI design methodologies
is that human factors knowledge treated independently of the design process is rarely used.
On the contrary, human factors have to be treated as an integral part of that process and the
corresponding tools, not as an add-on [RPE92]. It is therefore the availability of proper tools
that along with such measures ensure both the application and the correct use of human factors
guidelines.

The UI design methodology usually adopted for disabled users is the adaptation of existing
interfaces based on the inclusion of special devices, modification of device drivers, or addition
of some external functionality (eg. word prediction). In this manner, motor disabilities can
be in certain cases covered, but sensory and communication disabilities can not be adequately
covered by adaptations and modifications (consider blind users or the user which can only
communicate with symbolic languages). It is also important to mention that existing UI design
frameworks can not support disabled users. Even the more advanced and sophisticated ones are
lacking explicit models that capture knowledge about users, modalities and devices. Therefore,
they do not incorporate design rules for selection and configuration of modalities and devices
according to user abilities and requirements.

In such a context, the proposed framework adopts a unified view to the different user groups
and contributes towards the definition and development of UI tools that fill the gap between
able and disabled users. Such a holistic approach defines every user as an entity with abilities
and preferences that should be matched with the machine, rather than an entity that has to adapt
to a machine designed to serve only specific abilities and preferences.

used by the designers of services and terminal for the B-ISDN.



A fundamental step toward the definition of the framework is the analysis of the domain upon
which the proposed will be structured. In this section, we analyse the UI design domain in
order to specify a for user interfaces. The UI design space consists of the design dimensions
which should be modelled by the framework and of the corresponding knowledge that should
be captured by the proposed design theory for each one of the dimensions.

Upon the design dimensions we identify common knowledge sources which drive each UI
design. The knowledge sources are defined as design principles which are not specific to an
individual application type, user group or design perspective (eg. drawing applications, blind
users, graphical UIs), but are reusable across different designs for different users.

The design principles define the ways in which the dimensions are manipulated by the designer in
collaboration with the UI tool for exploration of the design space and specification of alternative
designs.

The novelty of the proposed design space relies on two facts:

� It explicitly incorporates the aspects of , and and integrates them together with application
semantics and UI building blocks into a common UI design theory.

� Rather than being a “picture” of existing knowledge for the UI design domain it is defined
as a structure formulating a device for modelling evolving design knowledge.

The above two facts are elaborated below.

Section two has provided considerable evidence that research on man-machine interaction has
rarely addressed the issue of incorporation of the requirements of different user categories into
the UI design process, except in the case where they have defined in terms of application-relevant
user characteristics (see in section 2.2.3 about user modelling). Existing UI tools mainly focus
attention on UI design for an “average” user, with respect to the user’s motor, sensory and
communication abilities. As a consequence, the requirements of people with special needs
are excluded from the design process. They are usually regarded as special user categories
that rehabilitation specialists should consider. Moreover, the “average” users themselves have
also been receiving a limited UI functionality that rarely satisfies their real capabilities and
preferences.

“Translating” these problems into technical terms, we find out that the defined by existing UI
design frameworks and tools lack the incorporation of an explicit dimension about the user and
a mapping of the “user dimension” into the dimensions of interaction/presentation modalities
and metaphors. More specifically, the tools focus on modelling the application and the UI in
order to provide a mapping between application and UI concepts (i.e map application semantics
to appropriate UI structures). They are lacking the integration of explicit models and design
knowledge about the user abilities, modalities and interaction metaphors. This deficiency limits
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categories, and in particular to explicitly take into account the requirements of disabled users.

The examination of the software engineering aspects of existing UI tools shows that reusability
of design elements has not been yet adequately addressed. As was elaborated in section
two, the provision of a compositional view of UIs by Kovacevic [Kov92] is an important
step towards UI components and UI structuring principles which are both reusable across
applications and different UIs. However, even this approach lacks the reusability of designer’s
knowledge concerning the selection of appropriate interaction and presentation modalities.
In this perspective the proposed design space supports the design on the basis of reusable
UI components and besides that facilitates the accumulation and effective reuse of empirical
knowledge that a designer holds for the selection of appropriate interaction and presentation
modalities. The accumulation of empirical knowledge is realised with the repetitive use of the
design tool.

In the following, we examine the design space dimensions and explain their synthesis into a UI
design space which addresses the above problems in the general context of UI design.

The definition of a separate UI design space which is examined in isolation to the general
application design and engineering issues relies on the idea of conceptual separation between
the application domain and its related UI concepts 1. In this view, an interactive system’s
functionality is divided in the part responsible for the various computations — the so-called
— and the part which is responsible for the communication with the user. Henceforth the
terms and will be used to denote only the functional part of an interactive system. Under
this definition, the UI can be seen as an entity mediating between the user and the application
(the functional part) in order to support communication between them. The application can not
directly communicate with the user.

Let us at this stage introduce an example application. It will be utilised throughout this section
and the next section to illustrate and elaborate the various design space properties and framework
mechanisms.

We consider a multimedia information retrieval system. The system can be thought of as a
locally stored database application or a remotely accessible service which retrieves data from
a remote database and delivers them to the user through a B-ISDN. Imagine that the user is
allowed to request information about ancient Greek pottery. The information is stored as images,
text, audio and speech. The user can see images of the pots, read short textual descriptions
about their history and design, listen to anecdotal stories and music (eg. listen to Byzantine
music as he/she views pots from that period). Besides the short text that provides a synopsis of
information the user can request information on specific artifact attributes (eg. the location that
a pot was found).

According to the above definition of the term “application”, the multimedia information retrieval
application corresponds only to the functional core that implements the functions for retrieval
of the multimedia data from the database. The interaction techniques for information searching
and selection by the user, as well as the presentation of the multimedia information to the user

1Some UIMS support also a physical separation of application and UI code
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Figure 3.1: The UI maps the Application Conceptual Model into Different User Conceptual
Models (Adapted from Kovacevic)

are handled by the UI.

Different UIs may be attached to a single application. The major role of the UI is to make the
application functionality accessible to the user. Considering our example application, different
types of UIs can be defined. A typical option is the provision of a graphical UI with icons,
option lists, buttons, and menus for browsing through the required information. An alternative
can be a non-visual UI which utilises synthetic speech for the construction of a menu driven
interface where the different layers of menus are realised through speech output. This latter
interface facilitates the accessibility of the application by blind users 2.

From the user’s point of view, the attached UIs may appear very different, but internally the
application functional part remains the same.

Figure 3.1 depicts the UI as a lens through which the user can look at the application and access
its functionality. Through the UI lens, the application functionality is diffused and thus is being
perceived differently by the various users (or user groups) standing in different places on the
other side of the lens. In other words, while service semantics (i.e the description of the service
in software engineering terms) remain always the same, they are intelligently mapped (by the
UI) into different as they are perceived by the user. In sections 3.3 and 3.4 we examine how
the designer can specify the desired user’s conceptual view of the application functionality.

The application semantics and functionality determine the that remains unchanged across
the different UIs. All the different UIs of a single application should communicate the same
information content, but may present it in various through utilisation of different and .

On the basis of the separation between information content and form, we can identify the first

2The example application is not an imaginary one. The application together with design issues about the
provision of both a graphical and a non-visual UI have been examined in the context of this work, as part of the
analysis of UI characteristics.



. This step is realised through the determination and description of all the application elements
(expressing semantics and functionality) which are relevant to the respective UI design. In
successive design steps, these elements should be mapped to appropriate UI characteristics
and corresponding UI building components. In this context, the application semantics and
functionality constitute an important type of knowledge that a UI design tool should incorporate
in order to assist the UI design.

3.1.1 UI-relevant Application Requirements

The first UI design step which is identified above can be considered as typical to every formal
system design process, that is the description of the set of requirements (or system specifications)
which should be satisfied by the design. In our case, a set of requirements —we will call them
application requirements— is provided by the application semantics and functionality. Speaking
in terms of modelling, we require a conceptual model of the application which captures,
in a domain-independent (and thus general) manner, knowledge about application semantics
and functionality, relevant to the UI design. The captured knowledge is utilised across the
development of the different UIs of an application. The tool facilitates various mappings of
captured application knowledge to appropriate UI constructs in order to implement different
user views of the same application semantics/functionality. We should emphasize here that
while the knowledge itself is specific for each application, the modelling constructs should be
by the different modelled applications. They should be targeted to the description of UI-relevant
application functionality and should be application domain independent so that different types
of applications can be described.

Besides the specification of application requirements, the application conceptual model serves
the purpose of defining a communication protocol for information exchange between the appli-
cation and the UI. This allows that the application and the UI can be separately modelled and
designed without affecting the quality of the communication channel that should be established
between them. The lack of an application conceptual model during UI design may result in the
provision of a very narrow communication channel between the UI and the application and thus
limit the quality of UI services. This limitation can be alleviated under the assumption that the
application itself is a knowledge base directly accessible to the UI. However, this assumption
limits the range of supported application types (eg. suppose that the application is coded in
a conventional, non-declarative language). In other words, the application conceptual model
defines a set of concepts which are between the application and the UI for the exchange of
information at both low and high semantic level.

Provision of an explicit representation of application semantics also facilitates transformations
of the application’s conceptual model while preserving the application functionality. The idea
of automatic design transformations that modify the application conceptual model has been
introduced by Foley [FKKM91] and further revised by Kovacevic [Kov92].

Changes to the application conceptual model affect the design of the corresponding UI. Consider
our example application. The user is provided with a single search operation and is required
to specify the type of information that he/she wants to know about. Available types are , ,
. In order to get information about technicians, the user should select the search operation
and then from a menu select the item (we consider a graphical interface). Alternatively,
instead of providing a single search operation with different options we could specialise the



Figure 3.2: The Pots Class

search function and provide three different search operations for the three different types of
information. In this case, the search operations are realised with three buttons (or a menu)
and the user gets information about technicians just pressing the button . In both cases the
functionality remains the same, but the change in the application conceptual model affects the
UI and as a consequence changes the user’s view of the application.

In conclusion, an explicit representation of the application conceptual model provides a basis
for extraction of UI design specifications, definition of the information content communicated
between a UI and an application and automatic model transformations which are propagated to
the final UI. But which are the UI-relevant application elements that constitute such a model?
The following two section attempt to identify them.

3.1.2 Shared Information between the Application and the UI

We have seen that the UI is responsible for the presentation of application concepts to the
user. The application generates these concepts as different data items which the UI should
appropriately encode and present.

For example, the multimedia retrieval application generates information about and . The
designed UI should determine the view that a user will have about data objects characterised as
pots or as technicians. Different views are possible through combination of physical and logical
information arrangements. For example, the information about the pot can be presented in one
or in two successive steps. In the first step the pot image together with a short description is
presented. Then, if the user requests so, all the pot attributes are presented.

Therefore, application concepts can be encoded as (eg. the class of pots, the class of technicians,
etc). Each class has a unique name and a set of attributes. For example, the class of pot objects
specifies that each pot will contain information about the material, the size, the shape, the use



Notice that before we know the of the shape attribute we cannot proceed to the determination
of appropriate means for its presentation to the user. The same information about the pot
shape can be encoded as a textual description or as an image depicting the shape. Therefore,
information about object classes is not enough for the construction of the application concepts
presentation. The of object attributes are very important for low level UI decisions such as
those concerning the engaged media and devices. We will discuss about these decisions during
the description of “UI components” and the mapping of application data to them (sections 3.5,
3.6, 3.7). Description of data types should not be dependent on specific predefined types. An
evolution of the modelling constructs through the introduction of new data types should be
supported. The facilities for introducing new data types and the corresponding design rules are
discussed in the following section, where a generic approach for the evolution of knowledge in
the models of the framework is defined.

Besides the presentation of application concepts, the UI is responsible for rendering accessible
the application functionality by enabling the user to manipulate the presented data. Possible
data manipulations can be encoded as sets of or that the user is allowed to perform on data
objects. In the multimedia retrieval application, we want to enable the user to search about
pots. So we define a action. Figure 3.2 depicts the “Look For Pots” action operating on objects
belonging to the class of pots.

The action parameters are a subset of the object attributes. For example, the pot attributes and
are used as parameters of the “Look For Pots” action. When a search operation is requested,
the application will use these two parameters as indexes for the retrieval of the desired pot from
the database.

and constitute the basic terms for communication between the application and the UI. After the
specification of data objects and the actions on them, the definition of the communication proto-
col between the multimedia retrieval application and any corresponding UI is straightforward.
The UI is responsible of sending the requested actions to the application. The application, in
response to these actions, delivers a set of data objects, which in turn the UI should appropriately
present to the user.

3.1.3 Application Semantics

and can not adequately describe the application semantics which determine the dialogue syntax
and sequencing. Suppose that our example application provides, besides the action, a action
which disables the presentation of a specific pot instance. The disabled instance is registered
in a history list for latter consideration. It is evident that the close action cannot be utilised
if at least one pot instance has been presented to the user. If we require that this restriction
is reflected to the UI, we should explicitly encode into the conceptual model an action which
states that the search action is enabled only when there is at least one data object instance which
belongs to the pots class. We generally require that semantics related to the context in which
actions can be performed are encoded into the application conceptual model so that they are
considered by the designed UI . The coding can be realised with appropriate “conditions” (i.e
preconditions and postconditions) attached to each action 3.

3The concepts of “actions”, “objects” and “conditions on actions” are similar to those proposed by Foley
[FKKM91] in the UIDE model. The similarity basically holds at the conceptual level. The concepts are represented



dialogue according to such relations. The most common case is the organization of object
classes into . For example, pots and pots can be defined as of pots. If this relation is explicitly
represented, we can use it to define different search operations for each of the subclasses. Other
can be specified as well, such as and relations. Consider a file manager application. objects
can be defined to be objects. The interface should appropriately represent this relation (eg.
use the convention that parts are located inside the space allocated for the container). Object
reference relations can be utilised for the creation of chains of information. New types of
relations can be defined if generic and meaningful UI mappings can be defined and generated
respectively. In the following section we will describe how such new types can be added in the
process of design knowledge evolution.

Definition of UI-relevant application concepts through objects, object classes, class hierarchies
and operations on objects is in accordance to the object oriented paradigm. Such a definition
favours applications which have been engineered under this paradigm, since major components
of the application conceptual model can be extracted in a straightforward manner.

Could the knowledge captured in the application conceptual model adequately support all the
aspects of UI design? The answer is no. For a long time the UI has been addressed from a
system-centred point of view and thus engineered in accordance to the application requirements.
However, the UI is not just a front-end to the application but a mediating entity which bridges
two other disparate entities. On the one side is the application with certain requirements and
on the other side is the user whose abilities and ways of functioning constitute an important
knowledge source for extraction of additional requirement specifications about the UI design.

Imagine a world with ubiquitous computer applications. In this world the interfaces between
humans and machines are designed in a somehow reverse way. Instead of attaching a to
each application, the designers examine the requirements of each user and provide him/her
with an that enables the “communication” with the different applications. While all the
user requirements are addressed by the “Application Interface” the users are still disappointed
since they rarely manage to communicate with and utilise the applications appropriately. The
provided “Application Interfaces” assume certain ways of application functioning which are
rarely or partially met by the individual applications or application categories. The reverse
situation holds today. The currently available UIs assume certain ways of user functioning
which are rarely met by the individual users or user categories.

The conclusion is obvious. Forgetting either the application or the user requirements results in
unbalanced UI designs with limited usability.

As Figure 3.3 depicts, before any design decision is to be taken, concerning the selection of
modalities and devices which realise the interaction with the user, the user requirements and
preferences should be considered besides the application requirements.

User requirements can be extracted from knowledge about user abilities. However, users are
capable of performing a range of tasks which might be irrelevant to UI utilisation/operation.
As we did with the application conceptual model we should isolate only those aspects (i.e

in a different way than that utilised by Foley. Their mapping to the appropriate UI code is also different.



Figure 3.3: Decision triangle for mapping service concepts to appropriate modalities and devices

user abilities) related to the UI design process. These can be generally categorised into , and
abilities as shown in Figure 3.4

determine the degree to which the user can effectively utilise the various input devices. These
basically include the ability to move and stretch the limps (mostly the upper limps), dexterity
abilities such as grasping, holding, lifting and exerting pressure, and fine control abilities related
to the speed and accuracy of limp movements.

are related to the perception of the different media through which information can be presented
by the UI. They include seeing and hearing abilities.

Finally determine both communication modalities and respective media that can be offered to
the user (by the UI) for interaction with the application. They include the ability to produce and
understand speech, and abilities for production and understanding of symbols associated with
conventional codes (eg. written language, graphic diagrams, pictograms, etc.).

, those related to human intelligence, memory and thought, are more difficult to address and
cannot easily supply clear specifications about appropriate UI design. In the present context,
we assume that the users for whom the UI is designed are at least capable of understanding the
application purpose and functionality, and their memory and thinking abilities can help them to
cope with the application complexity.

A user model capturing knowledge about user abilities can adequately cover the incorporation
of different user group requirements into the UI design. Such an incorporation is necessary if
the UI tool is to successfully cope with both high level design decisions (selection of interaction
metaphors, style and form of dialogue, etc) and low level UI aspects (selection of media,
modalities, interaction techniques, dialogue syntax, etc).

Consider again our example application. In the user model we declare that the user suffers a
total loss of vision and has a moderate ability of tactile sensing (this combination of symptoms is
not uncommon amongst people with diabetes). The total loss of vision excludes the possibility



Figure 3.4: User Abilities relevant to UI Design



The limited sensitivity of the users tactile channel indicates that the use of Braille or tactile
displays is not the best solution (Braille might also be excluded if the communication abilities
of the user indicate that he can not read the Braille code). The most appropriate solution is to
present information and feedback through speech and sounds, since the user’s hearing channel
is functioning well.

Other important decisions can also be inferred through the examination of user abilities. For
example, if the user has limited abilities in reading or understanding the English language,
textual information might be substituted by symbols and iconic descriptions. As another
example, limitation in moving the arm, but good control of the fingers, can result in selection
of a trackball instead of the conventional mouse.

As we discussed in section two, knowledge about the user which is utilised at the UI design
stage can facilitate the adaptation of the UI to the requirements of certain user groups. However,
it is impractical as a means to accommodate preferences and abilities of a particular user. The
latter can be provided through dynamic interface tailoring supported by active user modelling
facilities incorporated into the runtime UI. The issue of dynamic modelling is examined in
section 3.5.2.5 during the discussion about UI structuring elements and principles.

The mapping from user abilities to and constitutes a transfer from high-level specifications
about the user to UI-relevant design specifications. This mapping establishes devices and media
as design dimensions of the proposed UI design space.

While the combination of media and devices describes the in UI-relevant terms (i.e which
media and devices the UI should utilise in order to meet the user abilities), yet it does not
support the degree of specificity required for the generation of the target UI software. Consider
the above example with the blind user. Knowing about the user’s visual and tactile abilities we
have decided to utilise speech and sounds as the basic communication media. However, we
still need a way to apply this information in specific UI design decisions that will determine the
generated UI code. In other words, we need a method by means of which the inferred media
and device information will be incorporated into the process of decisions concerning dialogue
syntax and sequencing, and selection of appropriate interaction and presentation techniques.

A solution is provided through the integration of the knowledge about user requirements (ex-
pressed as media and devices meeting the user’s abilities) with the knowledge about the and
that the UI is required to support.

The required interaction/presentation tasks are generated through utilization of the knowledge
about the application (Application Conceptual Model) and the knowledge about the intended
(by the designer) conceptual view that a user should have about the application functionality
(User’s Conceptual Model of the application functionality). This latter type of knowledge is
related to the specification of and is described in a subsequent section (section 3.4). The
utilisation of these two knowledge sources provides information about the tasks which a user
should perform in order to application data, and about the tasks the UI should perform in
order to present the data and provide feedback. Typical interaction tasks are: selection of data
objects, activation of actions on objects, input of action parameters, manipulation of object
attributes. The presentation tasks are related to the different ways in which the UI presents
the application data such as iconic presentation (an arbitrary icon presents the data-object),
layered presentation (the data-object is presented in more than one step, for example first its
icon and then a more detailed view of its attributes), metaphoric presentation (an isomorphism
is established between the data-object attributes and the presentation-object attributes through



object presenting the data) 4.

The combination of knowledge about the application-required interaction/presentation tasks
and the user-required media and devices can determine the presentation forms and interaction
modes which fulfil the given task and are realised by media and devices which are compatible
to user abilities.

We will utilise the term in order to characterise the different interaction modes (input modalities)
and presentation forms (output or presentation modalities) through which communication with
the user is realised.

Notice that modalities have a higher degree of specificity compared to media and devices. They
can directly drive UI design decisions concerning the selection and configuration of the UI
building blocks which handle the communication with the user.

For example, assume that according to user abilities graphics is an appropriate medium and
the mouse can be operated without problems. Given that the user task is to choose between
three alternatives actions (eg. “Create Pot”, “Change Pot”, “Delete Pot”) the is selected as
an appropriate input modality. This selection can directly drive the instantiation of a graphical
interaction object (through an interaction toolkit library) which implements the menu . If the
medium was speech and the device was keyboard a 5 can be selected if the corresponding
interaction object is available.

Additionally, modalities subsume the concepts of media and devices, since the latter two can
be considered as basic modality features. For example, (an input modality) requires that the
medium of expression is graphics and a pointing device exists. So, we introduce modalities
as another important design dimension and we keep knowledge about the design dimensions
related to media and devices in the form of modality features which serve the modality selection.
Knowledge about media and devices is also kept in the form of rules which map user abilities to
the media and devices which meet the abilities. At this stage, we make the assumption that we
do not keep explicit knowledge about media/device features and thus do not support complex
reasoning procedures which infer the mapping according to the media and devices features.
The decision for the mapping is taken by the designer or a human factors specialist and the
purpose of the rules is to simply store the mapping and retrieve it when the same or similar user
abilities are specified to the tool. The rules do not represent a causal model and therefore they
neither infer the mapping nor explain it.

According to the above discussion we can view the selection of media and devices as an inter-
mediate design step. This step guides the passing from user abilities to appropriate modalities
which can be then directly utilised for selection and configuration of UI building blocks 6.
We have also seen that the selection of modalities requires, besides the knowledge for media
and devices, knowledge about the interaction/presentation tasks which should be fulfilled by
the selected modalities. We thus introduce interaction/presentation tasks as another design
dimension which is combined with the media and the devices dimensions to generate the design
specifications that guide the selection of modalities.

4The way the interaction and presentation tasks are related to the User’s Conceptual View of the application
functionality is further explicated in section 3.4.

5Such a menu can be realised if the menu options are uttered through synthetic speech as the user presses the
keyboard “up” and “down” arrow buttons. Pressing the “Return” button selects the last uttered option

6We will further exemplify this during the discussion of the UI building blocks and the synthesis of the UI
Design Space (sections 3.5, 3.6).



metaphors and dialogue styles. It examines the role of metaphors in the UI design process
and explains how the interaction metaphors determine the interaction/presentation tasks and
therefore affect the selection and combination of modalities.

The concept of modalities is central to the whole UI design space since it is closely related
to higher level concepts which, spanning over the selection of forms to present data and
ways to acquire user input, shape the whole UI design process. Inherent to the selection and
mixing of modalities are the concepts of and . Different interaction metaphors imply different
interaction/presentation tasks, which in turn require different combinations of modalities for
their realisation.

Metaphors and the implied dialogue styles are considered essential aspects of the UI design.
Hutchins [Hut89] argues that "� � � interface designers, sometimes unknowingly, encourage par-
ticular metaphorical interpretations of the interface they design, and that the choice of metaphor
has important, but often, overlooked, consequences for both the designer and the users of
interfaces � � � ”.

In the context of UI design, the knowledge about intended by the designer metaphors is equally
important to the knowledge about application and user requirements. The same combination
of user and application requirement specifications can be mapped to different UIs, each one
supporting different interaction metaphors. Knowing about the metaphorical interpretations
that a designer wishes to encourage, the tool can support the generation of the most appro-
priate UI from those which can be potentially generated according to the application and user
requirements.

Metaphors should not be viewed as fundamental properties of the UI behaviour, but as a means
to understand (as a user) or encourage (as a designer) an understanding of the UI behaviour
[Hut89]. In this perspective, the proposed design space does not support or favour specific types
of metaphors. Instead, it defines a set of concepts upon which the designer can specify different
metaphorical interpretations or, in other words, specify different user conceptual views of the
same application functionality. The introduced concepts constitute a set of indirect modality
selection attributes. According to the metaphors specified by means of these concepts, the
tool generates the interaction/presentation tasks that the UI should support and then selects the
modalities that can realise these tasks. In the rest of this section we examine the general types
of metaphors which are relevant to the UI design and we exemplify the general role that these
types of metaphors play in the selection of appropriate modalities. In the following section we
examine the concepts upon which metaphors can be specified and we compose them to a new
design dimension that determines the user’s conceptual view of application functionality 7.

Different types of metaphors can be defined at the various levels of UI design. At the level of
modalities we are mostly concerned with the as defined by Hutchins [Hut89].

Mode of interaction metaphors define different ways through which the user may view the
computer. According to Hutchins [Hut89] we can distinguish three basic types a) The , b) and

7In sections 3.6 and 3.7 we describe how the tool suggests or selects modalities on the basis of information
about intended metaphors



Traditionally, UIs have been designed under the conversational metaphor. The user converses
with an interpreter or according to the current trends with an intelligent entity whose task is
to perform actions in some world within or outside the computer. The interface is basically
a language medium in which the user and the system have a conversation about some world.
In many cases, the world about which things are said is not explicitly presented to the user.
Consider the command driven operating systems (eg. Unix). The hierarchical structure of the
filesystem is not explicitly observable by the user, who has to maintain his/her own model of
the filesystem. On the other hand, the user can take full advantage of the power of abstraction
available in symbolic references. For example, the user can very easily formulate a command
that deletes a whole filesystem tree, whereas in a graphical file manager he has to explicitly
select the files to be deleted.

In the model-world metaphor there is no intermediary between user and world. The interface
language can be seen as a world where the user can act. A model world is displayed to represent
the states of application entities and is acted upon directly by the user. The model-world
metaphor is more widely known as or metaphor. In the conversational metaphor the user
generates symbolic expressions with “meanings” which should be interpreted by the machine.
In the model-world metaphor the relationship between one thing (i.e the expression) and some
other thing that it represents (i.e the action) is eliminated since the user does not describe, but
directly acts. Also there is no need for the designer to explicitly describe the interface language
syntax since the modelled world properties constraint the user’s possible actions as it is the
case in the physical world (eg. we can not act on objects which do not exist). On the other
hand, repetition of an action on many similar objects requires separate actions, as it would be in
the real world. Additionally, complex actions may be hard to express (e.g imagine a complex
database query expressed as direct actions on database objects).

The cooperative manipulation metaphor combines the benefits from the conversational and the
model-world metaphors. Simple actions are performed directly on the model world. More
complex actions are performed through a dialogue with an interpreter (or intelligent entity) so
that the user can indirectly affect the objects of the modeled world.

Interfaces designed in accordance to certain mode of interaction metaphors have not strictly
defined features. Variant dialogue styles are possible in each of the basic metaphor types. For
example, in direct manipulation interfaces actions may be implicitly activated through object
manipulation, or explicitly selected from a menu. The former provides more “directness” than
the latter, but both give to the user the feeling of manipulating the objects of the model-world.

Let us exemplify the role of mode-of-interaction metaphors in the selection and mixing of
modalities. We refer to the previous examples where we have considered UI design for blind
users. According to the blind user abilities we have chosen audio (speech output and sounds) as
the basic medium for presentation. User input can be specified through a keyboard or speech.
Consider the multimedia information retrieval application. Under the conversational metaphor
the user is basically required to issue search commands about pots through the keyboard and
receive the answers by means of synthetic speech 8. Alternatively the search requests can
be specified by speech input. Also a menu-driven interface which is another variation of
the conversational metaphor can be realised by means of menus which are accessed through
synthetic speech and the keyboard.

8The pot images can not be presented to a blind user. This is a case where the UI cannot give a solution but the
application should supply the image information in alternative forms such as a textual description of the image.



means of sounds and speech? There are different presentation and interaction tasks than those
required by the conversational metaphor. The UI should support a of the pot objects so that the
blind user can them and upon them. Which are the modalities which can support presentation
and direct action on non-visual objects? We need to construct a spatial space metaphor through
the use of speech and sounds. The user should be able to select and manipulate “audio-objects”
arranged in a 2-D or 3-D space which is generated by the positioning of sounds in a virtual
acoustic space (in the same manner that visual objects are located in specific coordinates on a
screen) 9.

Notice that spatial presentation of sounds and speech enables the simultaneous provision of
multiple information to a blind user and assists the use of pointing devices for the selection
and manipulation of the “auditory objects”. This is a very important issue. While in the
visual display the use of pointing devices by blind users is not possible, the provision of an
auditory display facilitates pointing tasks by blind users and supports the interaction under the
model-world metaphor.

So, selection and manipulation of objects can be realised through pointing devices such as a
mouse (in a 2-D auditory display) or a data glove (in a 3-D auditory display). For example the
blind user can point with a data-glove to the direction where the sound comes from. Recognition
of the different audio sources located in the generated virtual acoustic space can be realised in
various ways. For example, specific user gestures might mean that objects located towards the
direction pointed by the user should identify themselves. The objects identify themselves by
generating synthetic speech or producing sounds whose characteristics have a meaning for the
user, as it is the case with visual icons.

Today, there are several efforts towards provision of presentation and interaction modalities
which will be based on non-speech audio. Gaver’s [Gav93] utilise environmental sounds that
have a semantic link with the object they present. Brewster [BWE93] has introduced the idea of
which are abstract, synthetic tones. They can be used in structured combinations to create sound
messages to represent parts of the interface. Crispien et al. [CWW94] have also introduced a
method for the generation of as a means to produce audio-based interfaces for blind users.

The above example emphasises two important issues about “mode of interaction” metaphors.
The first is that the intended metaphorical interpretations that the UI should be designed to
support determine to a great extent the ways in which the selected (according to user abilities)
media and device are used and combined to form the target interface. The same media and
devices can realise very different modalities under the assumption of different metaphors. The
second issue concerns the evolution of the design knowledge that the tool captures. The tech-
nological advancements and the consequent new interaction paradigms, continuously enhance
the design possibilities. Direct manipulation of objects through pointing devices is not possible
for blind users, considering the traditional visual display. The provision of new methods for
construction of auditory displays alleviates this limitation and makes possible the pointing tasks
and the understanding of spatial information by blind users. Remember at this point that one
major objective of the proposed framework is to support the evolution of the modelled design
knowledge. The above example clearly justifies the importance of evolving models. As new
modalities and ways to combine them become available, the UI design space changes through
introduction of new characteristics and interrelations between the modelled dimensions. The
designer should be enabled by the tool to add new design knowledge into the existing tool

9Today there are low cost commercially available devices with the capability of producing 3-D sounds



enhanced. In section 3.7 we further explain the important issue of model evolution and in
sections four, eight and nine we present how the framework architecture addresses it.

In the previous section we have indicated that the incorporation of modalities as a dimension
of the UI design space requires the provision of methods to select the individual modalities
and combine them in meaningful for the user ways. We have shown that combination of
information about the appropriate for the user media and devices and the required by the
application and the designer interaction/presentation tasks can support the modality selection
process. Taking a further step in this section we introduce the concept of metaphors as a
means to provide combinations of the selected modalities through appropriate generation of
the interaction/presentation tasks upon which modalities are selected. In the following section
we describe how knowledge about metaphors can be encoded in the UI design process.

In our discussion about metaphors we have generally assumed that the designer is the entity that
decides about appropriate metaphors. However, we have not discussed how the designer may
specify the intended metaphorical interpretations. It seems a quite attractive solution to let the
designer just specify at a very high level the desired metaphor and then have the tool to choose
the modalities and the corresponding dialogue syntax that maximize the degree to which the
metaphor is satisfied.

This idea has already been applied by Kovacevic [Kov92] who has introduced design transfor-
mation rules which configure the UI structure according to the dialogue style specified by the
designer. However, Kovacevic is not addressing user aspects and the possibility that certain
metaphors might not be applicable for some user groups.

The introduction of the user dimension into the design space increases the design complexity. It
will be very difficult to define rules that check the degree to which a metaphor can be supported
for a certain user group. Various dialogue styles are also possible for the same metaphor and
it is, therefore, almost impossible to generate all the possible combinations. Finally, it seems
that in practice designers do not use pure interaction metaphors and dialogue styles, but usually
combine their features. Multimodal interfaces push forward the integration of modalities and
thus the combination of interaction metaphors. It seems that the combination of metaphors and
dialogue styles, as in the case of the collaborative manipulation metaphor, might be the more
effective solution in order to maximise the interface usability.

Under this perspective, we introduce a new design dimension, the ( UCVAF for short, we
will also call it the User’s Conceptual Model of the application). Under this dimension we
will capture the knowledge that describes the designer’s , or more specifically describes the of
application functionality that the designer wishes to give to the users. The concept of UCVAF
incorporates a set of modelling elements that allow the designer to express the metaphors and
styles he knows or invents and therefore enable exploration of different designs.

In order to explain this new dimension and describe its relation to the other design dimensions,
we introduce the concept of . This type of metaphors provide the user with a structure for
understanding the nature of particular tasks as presented by the computer [Hut89]. For example,
in the multimedia retrieval application the user is supposed to search a with . The user at the
of the catalogue (i.e which artifact categories have been described into the catalogue) in order



detailed catalogue part where the specific of artifacts of the selected category are described.
The user again the interesting features in order to locate specific artifacts with these features.
For each artifact a record with known information is maintained. The user can simply view the
record information or the most interesting records for a quick reference to them at a later stage.

Notice that the application conceptual model provides the basic structures upon which task
domain metaphors are built. It defines the objects (museum artifacts, categories, artifact
features) and operations (Look for contents, select features, mark records) that exist in the
task domain. However, these structures are not in a form that can be easily mapped onto UI
structures and behaviours. For example, selection of the interesting museum artifact features
can be specified by issuing a command or directly selecting the features from option lists.

Since the same task domain metaphor (as it is described by the application conceptual model) can
be realised in any of the several mode of interaction metaphors we need additional knowledge
on how the user will view the domain. At this point the UCVAF provides a solution integrating
the different aspects related to the concept of mode of interaction metaphors. In more general
terms, it integrates the aspects related to the different views of system functionality that a UI
might offer to a user.

Indeed, UCVAF is built as a UI-relevant semantic enhancement of the system-relevant applica-
tion semantics which are captured in the application conceptual model. In this sense, UCVAF
comprises knowledge related to the control of application action activation and presentation,
and data object presentation and manipulation.

The basic idea is that each action and data-object can be with features which generate additional
specifications (additional to those already implied by the application conceptual model) on how
to present it and when to make it “visible” to the user. The specifications are provided as the
required interaction/presentation tasks which should be fulfilled by the selected modalities.

Let us demonstrate the basic concepts of UCVAF with some indicative examples.

Logically related actions can be grouped together implying that a presentation task depicting
the logical relation should be supported by the UI. For example, in the multimedia information
retrieval application we can group together all the search operations. Selection of an output
modality, such as a menu, can bundle together the search operations and depict the logical
relation.

Also, temporal relations between actions can be defined in order to control how modal or mode-
less the dialogue will be. When a set of actions is to other actions, dialogue sequencing should
be configured so that the action set can not be activated when any other action outside the set is
active. On the other hand, the user can simultaneously activate and operate on actions. Notice
that in this case appropriate modalities should be selected that permit parallel user input.

An action can be explicitly or implicitly activated. For example, the user might explicitly
activate the action “move” to select a menu option, or the action is implicitly activated when
the user starts to drag an icon which represents the object to “be moved”.

Different types of actions can be defined by attaching to them characteristics that imply special
treatment. For example actions which are irreversible or require considerable time to execute
can be characterised as . Critical actions should be always confirmed by the user. Also, critical
actions should not be manipulated by devices and modalities which are susceptible to erroneous
interpretations by the machine or the user. Consider the case where a motor impaired user



Figure 3.5: Different User Interfaces for the same application

selects the actions by pointing on the screen with an eye-gaze device 10 It is quite possible that
the user might fixate his/her eyes on a specific screen location without any real intention to
select something. If we can not avoid selection of critical actions by means of the eye-gaze
device we should at least ask the user’s confirmation. Similarly, activation of critical actions by
means of speech input and provision of machine feedback by means of speech synthesis might
cause erroneous message interpretations by the machine or the user (or both !). Notice again
that, as in the previous example, knowledge related to the UCVAF can be utilised directly for
interaction/presentation task specification and dialogue sequencing (eg. If user should confirm
the action then: “Initiate a modal subdialogue that asks for confirmation”) and thus provides
important information for the selection of appropriate modalities.

As already mentioned, the application conceptual model captures an internal representation of
the of application information. The content can be presented in various . The mapping from
internal to external representations (i.e from content to forms) constitutes a central aspect of the
UCVAF. Figure 3.5 gives a very good justification of this. It also demonstrates how different
can be the user’s conceptual views of the same application functionality, and how the knowledge
about UCVAF can guide the selection of modalities 11

Suppose a very simple application that shows the time and lets the user to set a new time.
There is only one object—the “time” object— with two attributes: the hours and the minutes.

10The device can determine where on the screen the user fixates his/her eyes providing the possibilityof pointing
and selecting similarly to the mouse.

11The UIs in this figure exemplify a number of interesting aspects about UCVAF, but in this section we want
just to introduce the UCVAF concept and show the alternatives of application objects presentation. In section
seven where UCVAF is further analysed, we revisit the example and better explain how the depicted UIs can be
generated.



“time” attributes. Consequently, the “set time” action has two parameters: new-hours and
new-minutes. We will assume that the design is for a sighted user with good motor abilities and
that a graphics platform is available.

Figure 3.5 shows four possible UIs for the same clock application. The first UI presents the
“time” object as an aggregation of two text labels which present the object attributes. When the
user wishes to change the “time” object he/she explicitly selects the “set time” action pressing
the corresponding button. The button press action activates a dialogue box which contains
two text entry fields. The user supplies the new “time” attributes using the text entry fields.
The second and third UI still present the time as an aggregation of object attributes but also
demonstrate a significant design decision: the coupling of user input and attribute presentation.
This in turn results in coupling of input and output modalities so that the same interaction object
both presents data and accepts new values about these data. The second and third UI support
a more “direct manipulation” style than the first. Notice that the interface “directness” is not
only a result of the different interaction objects. The sliders or any other type of gauge can
be utilised also in the first UI, as “presentation-only” objects in place of the text-entry fields.
What makes the real difference between the first and the second/third UI is the coupling of
input and output which establishes a different mode-of-interaction metaphor. Notice also that
the “Set-Time” action is activated in the second/third UI each time the user changes the “time”
attributes through the manipulation of sliders. In the first UI the user should activate the action
pressing the “Set-Time” button. In the second/third UI the user does not have to ask for the
desired action, but can directly the action manipulating the presentation objects.

In all of the three UIs the selection of output modalities have been based on the of the object
attributes. Additionally, the attributes presentation does not involve any transformation of the
attribute values. Consider for example the second UI. “Hours” and “minutes” are integers in
a small range. A slider can present them and also provide the means to change their values.
However, the fourth UI seems to have been based on a more complex mapping which imports
characteristics from real-world entities into the application objects. The mapping establishes an
or an between the entities and relations of the real word and our metaphorical representation.
An isomorphism explicitly states the matching similarities and its referents, usually in the form:
. In our example, the “Hours” attribute the orientation of the line object representing it the hours
the orientation of the clock hand of an analogue clock. Therefore, the isomorphism is based
on an arbitrary mapping from the domain of application objects to the domain of presentation
objects. It involves a transformation of the data-object attribute values to the values of the
attributes of the utilised presentation objects that represent real world entities.

It is the designers responsibility to choose mappings which are meaningful to users. For
example, the designer might decide that the clock face has different colours in the morning
(white), at noon (red), in the afternoon (cyan) and in the night (dark blue). The mapping of
colours to different parts of the day might not be understood right at the beginning by the
different users. Certain users might take it as a nice decoration.

The UI design tool should let the designer define isomorphic mappings, but should also guide
him/her to the utilisation of presentation modalities which are compatible with user abilities.

The designer indicates his/her intention to define an isomorphic mapping during the UCVAF
specification. This intention is an additional criterion for the tool to select appropriate modalities.
Two alternatives are possible. In the first, the designer is provided by the tool with all the
modality classes (i.e presentation object classes) which are compatible with user abilities (eg.



circles lines and rectangles might be provided). The designer can select a desired one and
specify the mapping stating the which relate application attributes with the attributes of the
selected presentation object class. If no presentation modality class from those provided by
the tool is appropriate, the designer can introduce a new one 12. In the second alternative, the
designer might provide a set of required presentation attributes like position, length, size, colour,
etc. On the basis of the specified presentation attributes, the UI tool should then select and
make available to the designer only the presentation modality classes which have the desired
attributes and are also compatible with user abilities. If, for example, the designer specifies
“colour” as the desired presentation attribute and the user is colour blind then the tool will detect
the incompatibility and report to the designer that “colour” can not be used for presentation
to colour blind users. Recall also the example with the spatial auditory display that enables
the of sounds and speech in a virtual acoustic space. Such kind of “spatial auditory objects”
have “position” as an additional presentation attribute. Assume that “spatial auditory objects”
are available and the designer requires that the isomorphic presentation objects should have
“position” as a presentation attribute. If the user’s visual and auditory channels function well
the tool should select as potential presentation objects both graphical objects (i.e spatial visual
objects) and “spatial auditory objects”.

The discussion on UCVAF properties 13 makes evident that the knowledge related to the user’s
views of application functionality is utilised both in a direct and an indirect manner. On the one
hand, it directly provides information for the definition of dialogue sequencing and information
flow control. On the other hand, it determines the interaction and presentation tasks related
to user input and system feedback respectively. These tasks are then assigned to appropriate
modalities which realise them.

Concluding our discussion on UCVAF we should mention that the conceptual view built by the
designer differs from the mental model that the user holds about the application. In order to
bridge this gap we should incorporate into the UI, the possibility of . By dynamic help and
adaptive operation the UI provides better opportunities for the individual user to understand
the conceptual view supported by the UI and bring his mental model closer to the conceptual
model that the designer has intended. The incorporation of user task related information as part
of the UCVAF is a first step towards UI adaptivity, but as we explain in the next section we
still need appropriate UI building blocks to implement the adaptive behaviour (see also section
2.2.3 about user modelling).

UCVAF constitutes a direct link with the designer. UCVAF together with the design dimensions
related to the user abilities and the application conceptual model are the dimensions which are
directly manipulated by the designer.

So far we have addressed UI-related application concepts, users, media, devices, modalities,
and interaction metaphors (UCVAF). However, we have not mentioned anything about the UI
itself.

12The introduced class is stored by the tool as a new presentation modality which can be utilised in a future
design situation (see sections 3.6 and 3.7.)

13The discussion only attempts to give a high level view of UCVAF aspects and justify its introduction as an
important design dimension. A more complete description of UCVAF properties will be provided in section seven.



modalities, media and devices which fulfil the application and user requirements and realise the
desired user’s view of application functionality (i.e the desired interaction metaphor). We have
shown that on the basis of such decision mechanisms, a UI design tool can generate the which
describe the appropriate behaviour and “look-and-fell” of the designed UI (i.e the dialogue
control and sequencing structures, and the communication modalities). What remains to be
described is what constitutes a UI and how the generated specifications can be “translated” into
an UI.

The term indicates our aim to phase rather than to provide high level UI specifications which
are interpreted and turned into an executable system by a separate, external process (eg. a UI
developer may realise the process by means of a toolkit or a UIMS-based tool). In other words,
we need a mapping of design specifications to executable UI specifications. The realisation of
the mapping requires an explicit representation of knowledge about UI concepts.

3.5.1 Mapping of Design Specifications to “executable” UI Components

In formal terms, every system design may rely on an explicit or implicit model. The system
model should describe the system’s and knowledge about the mapping of design specifications
to the components and their properties. In our case, we need a which integrates and the
knowledge to map UI specifications to these components. Regarding the UI as a software
system, we use the term to refer to any software object that can be regarded as a UI building
block. The explicit representation of components in a model enables the UI design tool to
reason about the components and manipulate them according to the design specifications.

The notion of UI components leads to a and UI representation. A different approach is the
description of UIs through executable specification languages. These languages require the
existence of a User Interface Management System (UIMS) which translates and executes the
UI specifications expressed through the language. Despite their expressional power, languages
are inflexible as a means to automatically construct the UI from high level design specifications.
They are lacking a declarative description of UI concepts and thus do not define an explicit
representation of their underlying models (eg. Underlying to many UIMS are ). Due to the
lack of an explicit UI model, solutions are limited regarding the support of direct and clear
representations of knowledge about the mapping from design to UI specifications.

On the other hand, the UI components define a UI specification language in terms of design
objects and their possible links and interrelations. The UI is structured upon the selection
of appropriate components and specification of their attributes rather than the generation of
language expressions with complex syntax rules. This also eliminates the burden of capturing
knowledge about language syntax.

The introduction of UI components as UI building blocks facilitates an . As explained in
[Mey87], object oriented design tends to blur the distinction between design and implemen-
tation. Design and implementation are essentially the same activity: constructing software
to satisfy certain specifications. In this sense the UI components constitute both design and
implementation objects. The defined classes of UI components elaborate through abstraction
and generalisation the basic UI design components. Through instantiation of these classes we
get the implementation components that can be composed to executable software code which
implements the UI.



design space properties (i.e the properties of the design dimensions) which have been already
discussed, such as user’s abilities, application data-objects and actions, media, modalities and
devices. Our aim is to map the generated specifications into instantiations and compositions of
the appropriate UI components.

3.5.2 Reusable UI Components

Composition of a UI from explicitly modeled UI components is based on the idea that both
the components and knowledge for structuring them into an interface can be reused across
applications and different UIs. This idea is in accordance to the compositional view of UIs
which has been introduced by Kovacevic [Kov92]. In this research work, we utilise the under-
lying concepts of Kovacevic’s “Compositional Model” of UIs but we adapt and redefine them
according to the constructed framework objectives and requirements (sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2
give a high level explanation of the relation between this research work and the Compositional
Model).

An of UI concepts provides a strong basis for the of both the and the for selecting and
configuring them into a UI.

In the following we examine the decomposition of an interactive system into modules. On the
basis of this decomposition, the different classes of UI components are then defined. The defined
classes introduce new design dimensions, the properties of which compose the UI runtime
architecture. Then, in sections 3.6 and 3.7 we integrate of all the identified design dimensions
and explain how the integration results in the generation of appropriate UI components and the
composition of the components into the target UI code.

3.5.2.1 The Structure of the Interactive System

UI components are classified into different types according to the general UI tasks which can
be served. The idea is to identify general tasks which are elemental and common to all the UIs.
On the basis of the common task types we define classes of UI components which realise the
tasks and can be reused across the different designs. In order to find the common UI tasks we
first define the structure of an interactive system.

Figure 3.6 provides a representation of the basic modules in which we decompose an interactive
system, and their constituent components. The figure can be interpreted both at a logical and
at a physical level. At the logical level it represents the basic functions of each module. At a
physical level it shows a “picture” of the running system and exemplifies the final structure of
the runtime code.

We define three basic modules and assume that each one is a separate process running in a
multiprocessing operating system. Alternatively, the processes can be distributed in different
networked machines.

The is the code portion of the system which implements the application concepts in an essentially
presentation independent way. This definition is in accordance to the conceptual separation
between the application domain and the UI issues, which has been defined in section 3.1. The
physical separation is justified by three important implementation aspects.
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specific coding conversions that should be followed in order to ensure the proper linking of
the application and the UI code. Instead, we let the functional core to be a separate process
which can be coded in the way the application developer wishes. We define a general
communication protocol between the functional core and the UI and require that the two
processes just adhere to the protocol when they want to communicate. The protocol is
realised by components incorporated into the functional core and the UI. Recall that
the protocol is defined on the basis of the application and which are modelled into the
application conceptual model. The inter-modulecommunication component incorporated
into the application should be coded according to the programming language in which
the application is developed.

� Definition of the UI and the functional core as separate processes facilitates the provision
of a of the dialogue with the user. Both the application and the UI can issue requests to each
other and in this way affect the dialogue flow. This maximises the degree of separation
between the application and UI functions, while it defines a “rich” communication channel
between the separated parts. Mixed/shared control is generally preferred over or control
where only the application or only the UI has the control respectively. The shown in
Figure 3.6 is a shared data structure in which the two processes post their requests. The
application posts data to be presented to the user and the UI posts actions to be executed
by the application. The management of the shared data structure is performed through
the inter-module communication components.

� The third aspect which encourages the separation is that, besides conventional applica-
tions, we also consider functional cores which implement B-ISDN services. It is desirable
to support the separation of the parts which implement the UI and the service code so that
these parts may reside in different machines on the network. The application code may
run on the service provider machine, while the UI code may run on the user’s computer.

Figure 3.6 shows that the UI code itself is separated into two modules. The is the code portion
which implements the internal functionality of the UI while the is the code which handles
the different input/output devices and implements the structure and behaviour of the selected
modalities (external functionality).

The higher-level UI is the main UI module and that which changes across the different applica-
tions and UIs. It is responsible of handling and controlling the and of the dialogue carried out
between the user and the functional core. For this reason it is also called .

The lower-level UI is responsible for the lexical details of the interaction; those which are
directly visible to the user. We will also call it , since it acts as a server which integrates
different libraries with interaction and presentation techniques (i.e lexical components) and
makes them accessible to the Dialogue Control module.

The Dialogue Control Module posts requests to the Lexical Server concerning the creation,
deletion and update of lexical components. It also receives and manipulates the input values
that the created lexical components get from the user. As we explain in the following the
DCM maintains certain UI components which control the requests about lexical components
and receive their outputs (their outputs are the user’s input).

The whole Lexical Server is across the different UIs. We suppose that in successive UI
designs we do not need to change the Lexical Server, since it presumably contains all the



the tool (each DCM realises a different UI). In fact the designer should update from time to
time the Lexical Server incorporating new lexical components which support new interaction
techniques and metaphors. The update may be initiated in order to either support alternative
interaction methods or supply new interaction methods that cover a part of user and application
requirements which can not be fulfilled by the already incorporated lexical components.

As we described in section 3.3 the tool represents knowledge about the different modalities in
order to reason about them and select the most appropriate on the basis of application and user
requirements. We will assume that the Lexical Server contains the lexical components which
implement the selected modalities. In other words, we will assume that the requests of DCM to
the Lexical Server can be always served, if they concern the modalities which are represented
into the tool models.

In the case that the tool fails either to locate into the modelled knowledge an appropriate
modality or adapt an existing one, it requests the designer to describe a new modality which
is appropriate in the specific situation. The new modality is automatically represented in the
models 14, but it is the designer’s responsibility to create the corresponding lexical component
into the Lexical Server. In the current stage of development the tool does not support any
facilities that automatically maintain the Lexical Server.

As already mentioned, this research work addresses mainly design issues, and thus, in this case, it
concentrates attention on the ways to represent and reason about the different modalities, rather
than supporting the incorporation and handling of their corresponding lexical components.
In this respect, the tool can select modalities even if the mapping to lexical objects is not
implemented. This is possible since the tool regards modalities as a design dimension and
can hold an explicit representation even for the modalities which do not have a corresponding
lexical object integrated into the Lexical Server. In this latter case, the specific design decisions
concerning modalities selection are produced, but can not be executed by the constructed UI.

On the other hand, the existence of the Lexical Server is very important for the provision of a
fully functional UI tool which manages to realise the design specifications into an executable
UI. For this reason, and in the context of the framework evaluation, we provide a Lexical Server
which at least supports a manual incorporation of the required lexical components. The Lexical
Server is implemented as demonstrator that fully supports a future integration of facilities for
its automatic maintenance. In the following, we briefly describe its basic features in order
to enable a better understanding of the UI components which compose the DCM (Dialogue
Control Module).

As figure 3.6 shows, the Lexical Server consists of two layers which provide a high degree of
flexibility and modularity concerning the integration of different lexical technologies. The first
layer realises the lexical components which directly map to the modalities represented in the
tool. Their key feature is that they are . The PILCs encapsulate the data structures and methods
that realise the appearance and behaviour of the modalities to which they are mapped, but they
do not directly correspond to the specific which are provided by the various hardware/software
platforms. By the term toolkit objects we generally mean any kind of code supplied by a library
which implements various interaction and presentation techniques. We will generally assume
that the library is built in an object-oriented manner so that the mapping of platform-dependent

14As we will explain later the tool stores the specified modality and the requirements that the modality fulfils as
a design case. The stored case can be retrieved and reused in future UI designs when similar modality requirements
are encountered.



of toolkit objects in order to implement the desired interaction and presentation techniques.

The toolkit objects are integrated into the second layer of the Lexical Server and a mapping
may exist between a PILC and different toolkit objects. For example the PILC “visual label” is
mapped to the “XmLabel” of the Motif toolkit, the “XwLabel” of the Athena toolkit, and the
“WsLabel” of the Microsoft Windows Toolkit. The mapping should be manually defined by
the designer 15.

The introduction of PILCs facilitates the abstraction of the low level lexical details of each
platform. Since the DCM handles only the PILCs it is not required to redesign the DMC
for each different platform. The only requirement is that the Lexical Server incorporates the
necessary toolkit objects for each required platform.

Let us now examine the DCM and identify the elemental types of UI components on the basis
of dialogue control tasks which are common to all the UIs.

3.5.2.2 Information transfer between the modules

The first obvious task of DMC is to support the communication with the functional core and the
Lexical Server. On the basis of this task, we define the . In a way similar to that supporting the
communication between the functional core and the DMC, the IMCC also defines a protocol for
the communication between the DCM and the Lexical Server. While the IMCC is important for
the communication of the interactive system modules, it does not relate to any design dimension
since it provides the same default functionality in every designed UI, irrespective of the specific
application and user requirements. Consequently, the tool does not have to take any design
decision for its selection and configuration. It is just instantiated once for each designed UI.

3.5.2.3 Communication with the User

The IMCCs are merely information carriers. In order to establish the communication with
the user the DCM should provide a mapping between external and internal representations of
the information which is carried between the user and the application. This involves UI tasks
related to the and the mapping is realised.

As we described in section 3.1 the application conceptual model determines the of the in-
formation, or otherwise is to be communicated between the application and the user. The
information content has an internal representation that the UI is responsible to map to different
external representations. The external representations realise different of the same information
content. The different forms in turn correspond to the modalities which are selected by the tool
and are implemented by the provided through the Lexical Server.

We should notice that the lexical components just implement the external information forms.
The Lexical Server obeys to requests of the DCM. It does not know information to map, to
find them and to create or update the lexical components that execute the mapping. Remember

15Assuming an object-oriented toolkit, the mapping is relatively easy. All the PILC methods and attributes
are mapped to the corresponding methods and attributes of the toolkit object. Consider that the UI runs in the
X Windows platform. If the DCM asks a PILC (eg. a visual menu) to make itself visible, the PILCs’ visibility
method will call the visibility method of the lexical object which has been defined as its corresponding object in
the X windows platform



incorporating many different lexical components and waiting for requests about which lexical
component to “display” 16, update, or destroy. This makes clear that it is not the Lexical Server
but the DMC which is responsible to control the mapping between the external and internal
representations and determine to do the mapping.

Consequently, an important task of DMC is to control which lexical components are instantiated,
control their appearance and behaviour, and handle their outputs. We thus introduce the which
controls the use of lexical components and realises the above task. Figure 3.6 depicts “user
communication” as a fundamental part of the DCM. The depicted box merely shows the general
functionality of the UCCs which is the communication with the user. In fact the tool generates
one UCC for each required lexical component.

The UCCs know which classes of lexical components should be requested from the Lexical
Server in order to present the application data (i.e mapping from internal to external representa-
tion). They control the specific values of the lexical component properties in order to determine
the required appearance and behaviour. Reversely (i.e mapping from external to internal repre-
sentations), they synthesise low-level lexical properties and events (eg. changes of position and
colour, mouse clicks, gestures) into higher lever structures (eg. changes of object attributes,
action selection, data object selection) which correspond to the internal representations of
application semantics (i.e data objects and actions).

We do not further sub-divide the UCC into and subclasses, but we define that both and
properties are coupled into it. In this way, it can handle in a more efficient and direct way
lexical components which serve both input and presentation tasks. Consider the second UI of
our example clock application (figure 3.5). The “sliders” are lexical components which use the
presented output as input. They are utilised to both present the time and set the new time. In
the case that the lexical components serve only the user input or only information presentation
the tool configures from the corresponding UCC those UCC properties which control only the
interaction or only the presentation respectively.

The appropriate configuration of UCCs is an important design decision. The tool configures
UCCs selecting the PILCs (platform-independent lexical components) which will be controlled
by them. Since the selected PILCs realise the interaction and presentation modalities, the
configuration of UCCs corresponds to the selection of the appropriate modalities which meet
the application and user’s requirements.

The fact that UCCs control the modalities through which the UI communicates with the user
introduces them as one of the design dimensions that determine the UI runtime structure.
Additionally, their configuration defines an explicit mapping between a design dimension that
generates design specifications—the modalities dimension—and a design dimension which
realises these design specifications generating the part of the UI which controls the realisation
of modalities. In other words, the UCCs configuration defines part of the mapping between
design specifications and UI components.

The configuration of UCCs also includes the assignment of values to certain UCC properties
which control the corresponding PILC appearance and behaviour. The tool does not directly
assign these values to the PILC. The values are held by the UCC which indirectly requests the
Lexical Server to instantiate the PILC with the specified values.

16The term “display” is treated with a more general meaning. The Lexical Server may display a visual object,
an audio object (see section 3.2 about auditory icons), or even a tactile object (eg. braille text on a braille display).



held by the tool in order to reason and select appropriate interaction/presentation techniques
according to the application and user requirements. The modalities are design components,
while the UCCs are part of the executable UI code and control the lexical components which
implement the selected modalities. The tool holds a declarative representation of UCCs (the
UCC class) as it does with all the other UI components in order to instantiate configure and
interconnect them into a final UI. On the other hand, the modalities concept is valid only at
design time and concerns design specifications. As we explain in section four the framework
defines a separate model which captures knowledge about modalities.

Now that the functionality of UCCs and of the Lexical Server has been defined we can explain
how the tool generates the “slider” objects for the second UI of the example clock application
(Figure 3.5). As we have seen in section 3.4 the tool should search for a modality which satisfies
the application and user requirements and realises the intended UCVAF. In our example, the
application requirement is to find an interaction and a presentation technique which facilitates
the selection and presentation of integer values in a small range (from 0 to 60 for the minutes
and from 0 to 12 for the hours). According to the user abilities and preferences the basic
medium of expression is graphics, and the device for modality operation is a mouse or any
similar pointing device (we assume an able user). The UCVAF specifies that selection and
presentation of the integer values should be realised by the same modality. Assume that the
tool locates the appropriate modality retrieving a past design case where the same requirement
specifications have been satisfied by the “visual slider” modality 17. The tool assumes that the
Lexical Server has a PILC which implements the “Visual Slider” modality and instantiates a
UCC setting as the lexical object which is controlled by the UCC the “Visual Slider”. The tool
also holds a declarative representation of properties related to the dynamic and static interaction
and presentation characteristics of the “Visual Slider” modality. According to these properties,
it configures the UCC to accept the slider output, to set the appropriate range of values (eg. from
0 to 12) and to appropriately set the values of the lexical object’ static properties such as the
font, the colour and the size (these properties are either requested by the designer or supplied by
the retrieved case). The Lexical Server maps the “Visual Slider” PILC to a toolkit object which
implements it at a specific platform. If, for example, the graphical platform is X Windows the
“Visual Slider” is mapped to a slider widget from the X toolkits (eg. from the Motif Widget
Set). Whenever the instantiated UCC requests the Lexical Server to display a “Visual Slider”
the Server will instantiate the slider widget from the Motif toolkit.

In the following, we will examine the UI components which control the UCCs will request the
display or update of the sliders and the UI components which store the data that are presented
and collected by the UCCs.

3.5.2.4 Information flow control and buffering

UCCs know to do the external mapping since they know which lexical components should
be requested from the Lexical Server. However, according to the way we have defined the
functionality of UCCs, we have only covered one of the two parts of the required mapping
between internal and external representations. We also need to specify supplies the internal
representations to the UCCs in order to map them to external ones, and to specify in which
internal representations the UCCs map the outputs that they collect from the lexical components.

17In sections 3.6, 3.7 and in section nine we explain how the tool select the modalities from prestored past design
cases which satisfy the given requirements.



between the functional core and the UI. The functional core sends data objects to be presented
to the user. The UI (i.e the DCM) sends the actions that the user wishes to do to the data objects,
anticipating that the functional core will execute them.

How do the data objects arrive to the appropriate UCC? We can suppose that as soon as data
objects are posted to the tuple space the IMCC sends them to the appropriate UCC. However, this
requires that for each application we reconfigure the IMCC to contain the mapping information
(i.e which is the UCC that receives each data object). This in not possible since we have
defined the IMCC to be identical in all the different DCMs. It has a default functionality
which is not altered by the tool. It just receives the communicated data objects whenever they
arrive to the tuple space. In order to serve the extra functionality of controlling the dispatch
of data objects to the appropriate UCC, we should introduce additional UI components. More
specifically, we need UI components in which the IMCC can the received data objects (i.e
the internal representations) in order to make them available for any further manipulation by
the UI. Additionally we need UI components which will function as an intermediary between
the buffered data-objects (information content) and the UCCs (information form). These will
realise the mapping from the received data-objects to the UCCs.

Consider also the other direction of communication which concerns the dispatch of actions from
the UI to the application. Can we suppose that as soon as UCCs receive the output of lexical
components they directly engage the IMCC to send the appropriate actions to the application?
The assumption introduces again problems. The IMCC can send only complete actions and
not pieces of actions. An action is complete when it has been selected by the user and all its
parameters have been provided. The different UCCs which handle the parameter specification
and selection of an action, need to buffer the parameter values and information about whether
the action has been selected or not. When all the information composing an action has been
specified, the IMCC can send the buffered action data to the application. Therefore the DCM
should support the of action data.

We can assume that the IMCC does not send the complete actions, but it sends the pieces of
action data as soon as these are generated by the UCCs. In this case it is not required to support
but it is also implied that the functional core (application) instead of the UI, it should maintain
the buffering of the intermediate information pieces which compose an action. However, this
is not desirable considering the issue of separation between application and UI functionality. It
would mean that a task which is common to all the UIs and is not related to the pure application
functionality is allocated to the application rather than the UI.

As in the case of mapping between buffered data objects and UCCs, the DCM should also control
the mapping between buffered action data and UCCs. This means that it should appropriately
channel the user input collected by UCCs into the appropriate action data buffers.

It is obvious from the above discussion that in order to complete the mapping both from internal
to external and from external to internal representations, the UI should support the following
two tasks.

� Provide some kind of which allows the UI to store the internal representations before
they are given to the UCCs and before they are passed back to the application. In other
words it should buffer information coming from the user and from the functional core.



Figure 3.7: The Buffering Component Classes

� Control where buffered information goes to and where it comes from from 18.

Upon these two tasks we define two new UI component classes which we call and . Figure 3.6
depicts these new component types in terms of their basic functionality which is and .

We divide BCs into and subclasses (Figure 3.7). The former temporarily store the data-objects
before they are mapped to the appropriate UCCs and the latter store the action data before they
are send to the application. BCs are generally responsible for holding the data between the
application and the UI. In contrast to UCCs they do not perform any conversion of information
but just keep the into the UI allowing a more flexible operation on them.

IFCCs interconnect BCs and UCCs. In general terms, they are the components which integrate
together the DCM functional parts. The task of controlling the flow of information between
the other UI components can be divided into two subtasks. The first is to control information
sources and destinations and the interconnection between them. The second is to control the
timing of information transfer between the connected sources and destinations. According to
these subtasks we subclass IFCCs into and components (Figure 3.8).

are further specialised to which control in which each UCC should send the collected
user information, and controlling from which each UCC receives application information 19

(figure 3.8)

activate and deactivate Information Monitoring Components (IMCs) and control the status of

18The underlying concepts of buffering and information flow control tasks are in accordance to Kovacevic
[Kov92] decomposition of elemental UI tasks.

19Action Monitoring, and Object Monitoring components are further specialised according to the type of
information they control and transfer. This specialisation is examined in the following section



Figure 3.8: The classes of Information Flow Control Components

UCCs. By enabling and disabling the IMCs they control information transfer takes place. They
can also exercise an external control to user action sequences by controlling the visibility and
activation (whether they are enabled or not) of lexical components. This is controlled through
the UCCs. In both cases the control is realised by the attachment of and components which
maintain the desired status attributes of the IMCs and UCCs. Status variables are . They can be
set or unset. For example a UCC (and therefore its corresponding lexical component) may be
visible or invisible and an IMC may be enabled or disabled. So, the precondition components
hold the conditions under which the status of a UI component is set. Postconditions are the new
conditions which apply after the status of a component has been set or after an interaction event
has occurred (this applies only to UCCs). The postconditions maintain the next valid state of the
UI. All the postconditions are posted to a . This component is responsible for checking which
preconditions are affected by the posted postconditions. So, sequencing control components
are subclassed to “precondition”, “postcondition” and “dialogue state blackboard” components
(Figure 3.8).

Below, we give an example of how UCCs, BCs and IFCCs are interconnected to compose the
UI. We will examine how the mapping from application data to the final lexical components is
realised and controlled.

Consider our example multimedia information retrieval system and imagine that after a user’s
request the UI has displayed an icon representing a pot object. Figure 3.9 depicts the part of
the UI which is responsible for the presentation of pot objects. As the figure shows the part is
composed by a set of appropriately configured UI components.

The icon is a lexical object that has been chosen to externally represent the internal representation
of the pot class. It is composed by a small bitmap of the pot image and a label with the name of



Figure 3.9: An example of UI construction on the basis of UI Components



in Figure 3.9. The internal representation of the pot is stored in an object buffering component
(Pot-Instance-234). An object monitoring component (Object-Monitor-234-1) connects the
object buffer with the UCC. The object buffer contains all the pot attributes but the object
monitoring component transfers to the UCC only the pot image and the pot name which are
mapped by the UCC to the icon bitmap and icon label respectively (see Figure 3.9).

Assume now that we have decided to provide a layered presentation of the pot object. First we
will present the icon with just the pot image and name and then we let the user to select the icon
in order to see more information. When the icon is selected, a “form” is displayed composed
by text fields with the pot attributes and their corresponding values.

All the pot attribute values are already stored into the pot object buffer. So, the detailed view
can be provided by connecting a new UCC (UCC-234-2) to the buffer by means of a new
object monitoring component (Object-Monitor-234-2). The new UCC will control the display
of the “form” and the object monitoring component will transfer from the buffer to the UCC
the pot attributes which are to be presented by the “form”. At this stage we also require some
form of sequencing control. More specifically we require that when pot objects arrive from the
application, only their icons are presented. The detailed view can be activated afterwards, if the
user selects an icon. Utilising the sequencing control components the DCM can directly realise
the required sequencing:

� As Figure 3.9 shows the object monitoring component which controls information flow
to the icon has no precondition component attached to it and is thus always enabled.
This means that whenever new pot objects arrive into the monitored pot buffers, they are
immediately sent to the appropriate UCC which handles their “iconic” presentation.

� On the other hand, a precondition (Precondition-234-2) is attached to the object monitor-
ing component which controls the information flow to “forms”. The precondition states
that the information flow to the UCC which controls the display of the form is enabled,
only if the icon of the pot object instance have been selected.

Accordingly, when the icon is selected (this is an event controlled by UCCs) the corresponding
UCC (UCC-234-1) generates a postcondition stating that the corresponding pot instance has
been selected:

Since the “High-Earthenware-jar” is an instance of the pot class the postcondition matches with
the above precondition and, as a consequence, the monitoring component will be enabled and
will send the pot attribute values to the “form” UCC (UCC-234-2) that handles the presentation
of the detailed pot view.

If we require that the icons should disappear when they are selected, we can use the negation
of the above postcondition as a precondition of the icons visibility (Precondition-234-1). The
visibility of an icon is controlled by the corresponding UCC to which we attach the visibility
precondition:



The presentation of buffering and information flow control components completes the descrip-
tion of the fundamental classes of UI components which can be reused across the different
designs for the translation of design specifications into an executable UI. The , , and component
classes correspond to the basic design dimensions which generate the UI runtime structure.
These dimensions are respectively the , and .

These design dimensions relate to the core UI tasks which are the minimum required for the
provision of a functional interface. Without the UI can not present information to the user
and get the user’s input. The absence of facilities for of the data between the application
and the UI results in a very narrow communication channel and limits to a great extent the
generation of appropriate shared data mappings. Finally, in the absence of facilities, the UI
can not synchronise the flow of information between the user and the application and support a
logical sequence of user actions and application feedback. Lacking any of the above facilities
the UI can not properly function.

On the other hand, the UI tasks supported by the identified classes are not the only ones which
a UI can potentially support. As Figure 3.6 shows, there are other UI tasks and corresponding
components which are fundamental for the quality of the UI. Their only difference from the
above three classes is that in their absence, the UI can still function even if it offers a less
qualitative interaction.

3.5.2.5 Active User Modelling

is a class of UI components which can increase the UI quality and facilitate the provision of
. These components can offer facilities and thus support the adaptation of the executable UI
to the preferences and application-relevant characteristics of the user. The adaptation may
be automatic or generated on user’s request. These components can also provide active help
showing to the user how to execute the desired tasks.

The need for active user modelling components is due to the fact that the user’s mental model
for an application will never exactly match with the intended (by the designer) user’s concep-
tualisation of application functionality (see section 3.4 about UCVAF) as it is provided through
the designed UI. A “dynamic” user model helps the elimination of misconceptions by the user
and misinterpretations of user’s intentions by the UI.

As we explained in section 2.2.3 and 3.2 a balanced integration of user modelling into the UI
design process, and then into the UI runtime structure facilitates the provision of UIs which
meet both the requirements of the different user groups and the preferences of the individual
users in each group. The incorporation of user abilities as a design dimension supports the
design of the UI according to the requirements of a user group through the selection of the
appropriate media, devices, modalities and interaction metaphors. The constructed UI meets
the general user group requirements (eg. the requirements of blind users or motor impaired
users, etc), but it may not meet the preferences of the individual users belonging to the group.

For example one blind user may prefer only speech output, while another may prefer a com-
bination of Braille and speech output. Also, while we may design the UI to provide scanning
facilities in order to enable selection of interface objects by motor impaired users it may be



performance.

Therefore, in order to provide a UI which maximizes the degree to which it meets the individual
preferences and requirements, we need the incorporation of active user modelling components
into the UI runtime architecture. These can support the provision of active help and the
self-adaptation of the UI.

For example, considering blind users, the designed UI may support both the provision of speech
and Braille output and then let the individual blind user to decide the desired combination.
The user modelling components incorporated into the executable UI will ask the user to supply
the desired combination offering to him/her some alternatives. Considering motor impaired
users, these components may monitor the user actions and the speed in which the user executes
the interface tasks, and accordingly automatically adapt the scanning rate, adjust the keyboard
sensitivity, slow down or eliminate the keystroke repetition, etc.

The way the user modelling components will function can be configured at design time according
to the user group abilities and the required interaction metaphor. In this way, the abilities of the
user do not only guide the design phase but can also guide the configuration of the appropriate
active user modelling facilities through the configuration of the user modelling components.

This report will not elaborate on how to construct the user modelling components. However,
the proposed UI runtime architecture supports an easy integration of such components and the
design concepts modelled by the framework can support their configuration and incorporation
into the UI code.

For example, on the basis of the captured knowledge about user abilities and the UCVAF, the
tool can configure “user modelling” components which provide dynamic help facilities. We
have seen that the tool generates the interaction tasks that are required for each application
action. Additionally, as we explain in the next section, part of the UCVAF specification is the
composition of actions into user task hierarchies. A task tree specifies how the actions can
be combined for the realisation of specific user tasks and describes alternative paths for task
execution. Searching the task tree the “user modelling” components can find the actions which
serve a user task, then find the interaction tasks that realise the actions and so provide help to the
user on how to realise the desired tasks (the type of help and navigation provided by the “user
modelling” components depends on the user abilities). Therefore, upon the existence of such
“user modelling” components, the tool can utilise the knowledge about user and interaction tasks
in order to configure them into a UI which provides automatic help and navigation facilities.

The present research work mainly concentrates on user modelling during the design process and
examines how the modelled user abilities relate to the manipulation of the three fundamental
design dimensions (i.e. User Communication, Shared Data Buffering and Dialogue Control)
that generate the UI runtime code.

User abilities is a fundamental design dimension which can not be omitted from the design
process without causing serious accessibility problems, considering the different user group
abilities. On the other hand, active user modelling is an added rather that a fundamental UI
component. It does not solve the UI accessibility problem since it generally serves the purpose
of fine-tuning the executable UI rather than restructuring it according to the user abilities (see
section 2.2.3). For example, in order to automatically adjust the scanning rate by means of
the active user modelling components, we first require that the UI has been designed to offer
scanning facilities. This means that we should first take into account the user abilities of the



The omission of UI components which support active user modelling does not limit the potential
of the framework in terms of its basic objectives. User modelling components can be thought
of as a future extension which will enhance the generated UI functionality.

The discussion about the “user modelling” components closes the definition of the UI component
classes which generate the basic structure of a UI, and also closes the analysis of the UI design
domain and its fundamental design dimensions. In the following, we systematise the outcome
of the UI design domain analysis by synthesising the defined design dimensions into a UI
design space. The synthesis involves two steps. In the first, we define how the collaborative
manipulation of the design dimensions by the UI designer and the tool results in the construction
of a UI that satisfies the application and user requirements. In the second step, we elaborate on
the design knowledge that the tool should capture in order to manipulate the design dimensions.
The knowledge represents the relations between the design dimensions and specifies a mapping
from high-level design specifications to the UI components which constitute the target UI code.

Figure 3.10 shows the design dimensions that have been defined through the analysis of the UI
design domain. They are divided into two basic subsets, according to the design phase to which
they are related:

� These which are above the dotted line are related to the description of application and
user requirements, and the intended interaction metaphors. The manipulation of their
properties generates the UI design specifications which should be met by the designed
UI. We will call them .

� Those which are below the dotted line are related to the UI runtime architecture. Their
manipulation generates the UI runtime structure. We thus call them UI Generation
Dimensions

The integration of the “Design Specification” and “UI Generation” dimensions results in the
provision of a which integrates the and the phase and thus supports the mapping of the
generated design specifications to the appropriate UI runtime structure.

In order to synthesise the design dimensions into the UI design space we further divide them
by incorporating an additional classification factor which is related to the way in which the
dimensions are handled by the designer and the tool. According to this factor the dimensions
are divided into the following four sets:

� These which are handled by the designer. The properties of these dimensions are
directly accessible by the designer and the property values are specified by him/her.
The set includes the dimensions concerning the “Application Conceptual Model”(ACM),
the “User Abilities” and the “User’s Conceptual View of the Application Functionality”
(UCVAF). By the term “dimension properties” we mean the basic concepts through
which the tool models the dimensions. For example consider the ACM dimension. The
properties of this dimension are the “Data-Objects” and “Actions” which describe the data
shared between the application and the UI, and the “Preconditions” and “Postconditions”



Figure 3.10: The Fundamental Dimension of the UI Design Space



should specify the “Application Conceptual Model” (ACM) giving values to the above
properties.

� These which are handled by the designer in collaboration with the tool. The properties
of this set of dimensions are known by the designer, yet it is the task of the tool to
specify their values. When the tool can not generate the specifications which concern the
properties of these dimensions, it asks the designer to take the design decision and choose
the desired properties values. The tool stores the designer’s choices as a new which
can be retrieved and reused in a future similar case 20. This set includes the dimensions
concerning the “Media”, the “Devices” and the “Interaction/Presentation Tasks”.

� The third set consists of only one dimension which is the “Modalities” dimension. This
dimension is also handled in the same way as the dimensions of the second set. However,
we define a separate set in order to explicitly encode the relation which exists between
the “Modalities” dimension and the dimensions of the second set. As we have mentioned
in section 3.2, the “Modalities” are selected on the basis of “Media”, “Devices” and
“Interaction/Presentation Tasks”. So the tool, at a first step, generates the design speci-
fications which concern the selection of modalities and are related to the dimensions of
the second set. At a second step, the tool selects the modalities which meet the generated
specifications.

� The last set includes the dimensions concerning the “Shared Data Buffering”, the “Di-
alogue Control” and the “User Communication”. The properties of these dimensions
are the properties of the corresponding UI component classes and thus handling of these
dimensions corresponds to the configuration and interconnection of the UI components
towards the generation of the UI runtime structure (i.e the UI software code). These
dimensions are transparent to the designer. The designer is not required to know about
them and about their properties. They are related to the low level UI details which are
handled only by the tool.

The UI Design Space is constructed upon the above classification of the design dimensions.
The identified subsets compose four separate design subspaces. The whole UI design space is
generated as a composition of the subspaces.

Figure 3.11 shows the design dimensions classification and the design space as a composition of
the four corresponding subspaces. Each subspace contributes to the whole design in a different
and complementary to the other subspaces way.

The first subspace (examining the figure from top to bottom) is composed by the design
dimensions which are directly handled by the designer. This subspace constitutes the interface
between the designer and the tool. It supports the first design step which is the description of
the primary high level design specifications under which the UI should be constructed. We will
thus call it the (in short PDSS). The designer generates a point in this subspace specifying:

� The application semantics and functionality (Application conceptual model)

� The intended User’s Conceptual View of the Application Functionality (UCVAF)

� The User abilities
20The following section elaborates the notion of design cases.



Figure 3.11: The UI Design Space



subspace is composed by the design dimensions (and the corresponding UI component classes)
which generate the UI runtime structure. Therefore, a point in the fourth subspace corresponds
to a specific UI. The point (i.e the UI) is generated through the specification of the appropriate
Shared Data Buffering, User Communication and Dialogue Control components. The fourth
subspace is the space of all the UIs which can be generated by the different configurations and
combinations of the UI components and so it will be called the or the .

As Figure 3.11 depicts, the mapping from a point in the PDSS to a point in the Runtime Specifi-
cations Subspace is not entirely realised in a direct way, but it also requires an intermediate step.
More, specifically, the Shared Data Buffering and Dialogue Control components are directly
selected and entirely configured from the “Primary Design Specifications” which are described
by the point in the PDSS. On the other hand, the configuration of the User Communication
components requires some additional information which is provided by on the basis of which
the tool selects the appropriate . Recall that User Communication components are configured
by assigning to them lexical components which implement the selected modalities 21.

The Intermediate Design Specifications about modalities are generated by the second subspace
which is called the or the (in short IDSS). A point in the IDSS specifies that the selected
modality should:

� Meet the requirements of a specific interaction/presentation task

� Be realised by a combination of specific media and devices.

The tool maps a point in PDSS to a point in IDSS in the following way. It first selects
the media and the devices which are compatible with the user abilities. It then generates
the interaction and presentation tasks that the UI should fulfil according to the application
functionality and semantics, and according to the User’s conceptual view of the application
functionality (UCVAF). The combination of the selected media and devices, and the derived
tasks, which is described by the IDSS point, determines the selection of the modality/ies which
in turn partially determine the generation of a point in the UI subspace as the figure shows (i.e
the generation of the UCCs).

We should emphasise here that a point in IDSS does not correspond to a modality but to the
specifications which should be met by a modality. The IDSS dimensions do not describe
modality properties but “requirement specifications” which should be met by the selected
modalities. It is the same case as with the PDSS, where a point does not correspond to the
UI but to the primary specifications that the UI should meet. In other words the IDSS is an
intermediate space through which we map the space of “Primary Design Specifications” to the
space of “Modalities” which is the third subspace depicted in figure 3.11.

The figure shows that only the PDSS is directly manipulated by the designer. The dashed lines
which connect the arrow that goes from the designer to the tool with the arrows which connect
the tool with the IDSS and the “Modality Subspace” denote that the designer handles the IDSS
and the “Modality Subspace” indirectly through the collaboration with the tool. The absence
of a dashed line in the case of the UI subspace denotes that the UI subspace is handled only by
the tool.

21In fact we follow the convention that the name of the selected modality is the same with the name of the
corresponding Platform Independent Lexical Component (PILC). Therefore, the selection of modalities is basically
the selection of the PILCs which are assigned to the User Communication components which control them.



Figure 3.12: The Dependencies between the Design Dimensions

3.6.1 The Mapping Functions

Figure 3.12 depicts the relations between the different subspaces, but it does not show the exact
dependencies between the dimensions in each subspace. In order to complete the synthesis of
the UI Design Space and be able to explore its properties, we should also specify how each
dimension contributes to the specification of the others.

Figure 3.12 depicts in detail the inter-dependencies between the design dimensions of each
subspace. The different shapes denote the four subspaces. The triangles include the dimensions
of the UI subspace, the circles the dimensions of the PDSS, the rectangles the dimensions of
the IDSS and the ellipse the “Modalities” dimension. An arrow denotes the dependence on the
design dimension in which the arrow ends to the design dimension from which it begins. The
dependencies determine the functions which map one dimension to another. We are looking
for the three mapping functions FSDB�FUC�FDC whose co-domains are respectively the three
dimensions of the UI subspace. The mapping of the other design dimensions to the UI subspace
dimensions equals to the generation of the target UI code from high level specifications about
the application, the intended interaction metaphors and the user. The mapping functions help
us to specify the mapping rules which generate the UI components that in turn compose the UI
runtime structure (i.e the target executable UI code).

According to the figure, the three functions are defined as follows:

SharedDataBuffering � FSDB�ACM� (3.1)

DialogueControl � FDC�ACM�UCV AF � (3.2)

UserCommunication � FUC�ACM�UCVAF�Modalities� (3.3)



Modalities � HMod�Media�Devices� IPT �

The Media, Devices and IPT dimensions are in turn dependent to the PDSS dimensions:

Media � GMed�UserAbilities� (3.4)

Devices � GDev�UserAbilities� (3.5)

IPT � GIPT �ACM�UCVAF � (3.6)

So, the three mapping functions take the following final form:

SharedDataBuffering � FSDB�ACM� (3.7)

DialogueControl � FDC�ACM�UCV AF � (3.8)

UserCommunication � FUC�ACM�UCV AF�

HMod�GIPT �ACM�UCVAF ��

GDev�UserAbilities��

GMed�UserAbilities��� (3.9)

“Shared Data Buffering” components are selected and configured on the basis of the knowledge
about the “Application Conceptual Model” (function 3.1).

The selection and configuration of “Dialogue Control” components is determined by the com-
bination of knowledge about the “Application Conceptual Model” and the “User’s Conceptual
View of the Application Functionality” (function 3.2).

The selection of “User Communication” components requires the combination of knowledge
about the “Application Conceptual Model”, and the “User’s Conceptual View of the Appli-
cation Functionality” (function 3.3). Then their configuration requires knowledge about the
“Modalities” through which interaction with the user will be realised (function 3.3).

The Modalities are in turn determined by the combination of knowledge about the “Interac-
tion/Presentation Tasks” which should be fulfilled by the selected modalities , and the “Devices”/
“Media” which compose the modality (function 3.4).

The “Interaction/Presentation Tasks” are in turn determined by the combination of knowledge
about the “Application Conceptual Model” and the “User’s Conceptual View of the Application
Functionality” (function 3.7) while “Media” and “Devices” are determined by knowledge about
“User Abilities” (functions 3.5 and 3.6 respectively).

Functions 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 are the final forms of the three mapping functions which incorporate
all the intermediate mappings. The above functions indicate how the knowledge that the
tool captures about the design dimensions is combined to generate the UI components. The
knowledge source combinations which are defined by each function are realised through which
combine and map the properties of the dimensions which constitute the function domain to the
properties of the dimension which constitutes the function co-domain.

The rules realise the appropriate mapping in two different ways. According to the first, they
encode a which explains the causalities between the dimension properties. This type of
mapping is needed when the designer is not participating in the reasoning process. This means
that it is the task of the tool to make the reasoning and infer the mapping. The inference



in the mapping of application concepts to UI components. The reasoning that correlates UI
components and application concepts should be entirely encoded into the rules. The alternative
is that the reasoning is made by the designer and the rules just encode the designer’s decision in
order to support the reuse of the same decision in a future design case when similar requirement
specifications will be given. This is the second type of mapping which is needed when the
designer is involved in the design process. In this case the rules support the reuse of a past
mapping that has been specified by the designer (i.e they reuse the designers experience)
without the need to know why the mapping has worked in the past. In other words the mapping
is realised without the need of a causal model since it is not inferred but it is retrieved from a
repository of past mappings which have been specified by the designer in previous design cases.
As the following section explains, this type of is utilised for the mapping functions HMod,
GMed and GDev, where the functions’ co-domain is the “Modalities”, “Media” and “Devices”
dimensions respectively. More specifically, the following section examines how the tool should
represent the design rules that realise the mapping functions. The basic requirement is that the
rules should be encoded into the tool in a way that makes them reusable across the different
designs and enables their enhancement and evolution through the accumulation of new design
knowledge.

Besides the modelling of the design dimensions and their properties, the tool should also capture
knowledge on how to manipulate the dimension properties–map one to the other according to
the defined mapping functions–in order to generate the UI code that implements the “Primary
Design Specifications”(i.e the specifications generated through the manipulation of the PDSS
dimensions by the designer).

The basic requirement is to represent the design knowledge in a way which facilitates its across
the different designs, and supports the learning of new knowledge in the cases that the already
represented knowledge cannot render a solution. So, the notion of reusability is relevant to both
the UI components and the knowledge which is used by the tool for their configuration into the
target UI code. This is justified as follows.

Section 3.5 has defined a set of UI component classes which perform mandatory UI tasks and
are common for all the UIs. Across the different designs the same UI components can be used
to generate the UI code by appropriately configuring and interconnecting them. While the
UI components have the potential to be in successive designs their 22 is in fact determined
by the degree to which the tool incorporates knowledge for their automatic selection and
configuration. Therefore, besides the creation and description of the reusable UI components
it is equally important to represent reusable design knowledge that assists their selection and
configuration for the construction of the target UI.

The design knowledge is reusable, if it is not specific to a certain application type , user group
or interaction metaphor, but it supports the generation of appropriately configured UI com-
ponents in the case of different combinations of application/user requirements and interaction
metaphors. In other words, it is reusable if, whenever it is applied to different “Primary Design

22Reusability is a measure of the ease with which one can use the same concepts or components in a new design
situation [Kat94]



In formal terms, the design knowledge should facilitate the realisation of the mapping functions
FSDB ,FDC and FUC for the different values that the function parameters may take. The
function parameters are the design dimensions and therefore different parameter values are
generated by the different configurations of the design dimension properties (eg. different user
abilities, different application conceptual models, different media and devices, etc).

As we explained at the end of the previous section, for the dimensions which are entirely
handled by the tool, a causal model should exist which permits the tool to reason about the
design dimension properties and infer the mapping between them. On the other hand, for the
mappings in which the designer is involved, the tool is not required to make the reasoning, but
to encode and store the mappings which are inferred by the designer so that they can be reused
in future similar design situations. In the following, we will show that the integration of and
offers a clear and efficient solution for representing reusable design knowledge which realises
the above two types of mapping and also allows the learning of new design knowledge in the
form of accumulated empirical design knowledge 23.

In order to realise the two types of mapping the design knowledge is represented into the tool
in two basic forms.

The first form is which represent the design knowledge captured into the tool. Static design
knowledge is the knowledge which can not be maintained by the designer. It is encoded once
into the tool and remains the same across the successive uses of the tool. The mapping rules
provide a mapping from the properties of one or more dimensions to the properties of another
dimension. They are utilised under two conditions. The first is the existence of a causal model
which elaborates the relations between the mapped dimensions. The second condition is that
the domain and co-domain of the mapping function, which is realised by the rules, should be
static. The first condition ensures that we can define a “reasoning” upon which the rules will
infer the mapping. The second condition ensures that the dimension properties on which the
rules operate do not need to change from design to design and thus the fixed set of mapping
rules that will be initially incorporated into the tool can always render a solution without the
need to maintain it in the successive uses of the tool. This in turn ensures that the mapping rules
can be reusable across the different designs.

When the above two conditions are not satisfied the design knowledge is represented by means
of and which represent the design knowledge captured by the tool. This type of knowledge
involves the encoding of the designer’s empirical knowledge and it thus dynamically evolves
across the uses of the tool. The cases and case retrieval rules realise an mapping between the
design dimensions. In contrast to the mapping rules the case retrieval rules do not the mapping,
but instead they to find an appropriate mapping from similar past design . Cases are a special
kind of knowledge structures which store the mappings that have been applied in previous
designs. So the case retrieval rules search for past cases which are similar to the current design
specifications. The similar cases are retrieved, adapted to the new design problem and reused.

It is obvious from this definition that cases can be used for the description of mappings which
are not defined on the basis of a causal model but are encoded as empirical design knowledge
which is reused in new design situations. Therefore, case retrieval rules generate a mapping
without the need to know why the mapping has worked in the past. The designer is responsible

23In this section we concentrate on the underlying concepts which govern the selection and integration of
rules and cases. In the next section we will describe how the integration is realised through the combination of
Rule-Based and Case-Based reasoning.



mapping into the models) which are then encoded by the rules as new design cases with the
prospect to be reused in future similar design cases (the case retrieval rules are responsible to
both retrieve the cases and encode the new ones when the retrieval is not successful). The
combination of cases and case retrieval rules provides an efficient and natural way to encode
the designer’s experience and reuse it across the different designs (see also [Kat94]). Besides
the support for reusability of the empirical design knowledge, cases offer a good basis for
representation of incomplete design knowledge that dynamically evolves in time since they
support the of new knowledge which can be accumulated into the tool in the form of new cases.
This is an important issue since it facilitates the continuous maintenance and enhancement of
the design knowledge through the accumulation of the designer’s empirical knowledge.

According to the definition of mapping rules and cases, the design knowledge captured into
the tool is divided into a static part represented by the mapping rules and a dynamic part
represented by the cases and the case retrieval rules. We should clarify at this point that this is a
functional rather than a conceptual separation and aims to maximize the maintainability of the
proposed UI Design Space. The separation shows the possibilities that the tool offers towards
the enhancement of the captured knowledge. The static knowledge parts can not be changed by
the tool while the dynamic ones can be improved since they encode the designer’s experience
which continuously evolves.

From a conceptual point of view, the UI design knowledge is never complete and consequently
can not be defined as static. It continuously evolves as our understanding of Human-Computer
Interaction changes and new technological advancements introduce new interaction techniques
and paradigms. However, in the context of the UI design tool the properties of the design
dimensions do not change across the successive uses of the tool. So from a functional point of
view, the mapping rules that correlate the properties can be defined as a finite set which remains
unchanged across the different designs and thus the design knowledge that the mapping rules
capture is defined as static. In the case that new properties or a new dimension should be
modelled (eg. add a new UI component) the mapping rules should be restructured, but this is a
rare case which happens only when the whole tool is revised in order to enhance its functionality.
The restructuring of the mapping rules is not a task of the UI designer and thus from his/her
point of view the knowledge which is captured as mapping rules is static.

On the other hand, the situation is different when the mappings are retrieved from a repository
of existing mappings rather than being inferred through correlation of fixed sets of design
properties. Each time that the tool can not find a relevant past mapping the designer is asked
to take the decision about the appropriate mapping. The designer’s decision is stored as a new
mapping case and thus the design knowledge is improved since in a similar future case the
stored mapping can be potentially reused. In this sense, the knowledge captured through cases
is dynamic.

Now that we have defined the concepts of mapping rules and cases we can examine the three
mapping functions which generate the UI components and define which functions or function
parts are realised with mapping rules and which with cases and case retrieval rules.

3.7.1 Shared Data Buffering

The first mapping function is related to the “Shared Data Buffering” dimension of the UI
subspace and accordingly generates the Shared Data Buffering Components:



The function has only one argument which is the ACM dimension. The mapping is from
the properties of the ACM to the properties of the Shared Data Buffering Component. The
properties of the ACM are set by the designer in order to specify the conceptual model of
a given application (see section 3.1). The domain and co-domain of the function are fixed
sets of properties. Additionally, according to the definition of the ACM and the Shared Data
Buffering (SDB) component there is a causality between them. The ACM describes the data
shared between the application and the UI. The SDB components temporarily store the shared
data in order to permit their mapping to external representations and vice-versa. Therefore, the
reasoning for the selection and configuration of SDB components is realised by as follows:
For each shared element described in the ACM (i.e data object or action) a corresponding
SDB should be instantiated. The instantiated SDBs are configured to hold the attributes and
parameters of their corresponding data-objects and actions respectively. The following is an
example of a mapping rule that generates an component for each which is described in the
ACM 24. The rule generates the buffer (i.e the classes) at design time. The buffer instances are
created at runtime on the basis of the prototypes.

IF ?x ISA “Data Object”
AND DOES NOT EXIST ?y SUCH THAT ((?y ISA “Object Buffer)
AND (?y is the object buffer of ?x))
THEN CREATE an “Object Buffer” for ?x

3.7.2 Dialogue Control

In the same way as above, the second mapping function which generates the Dialogue Control
components can be realised through :

DialogueControl � FDC�ACM�UCVAF �

The operate on the fixed sets of ACM and UCVAF dimension properties and directly map
them to the fixed set of properties of the Dialogue Control components. The reasoning encoded
in the mapping rules is the following: For each data object and action defined in the ACM
the rules will generate Object Monitoring and Action Monitoring components which control
the information flow and the buffering components which are generated by the first mapping
function. Then, according to the defined in the ACM action pre- and postconditions and the
specified into the UCVAF object presentation and intra-/inter-action syntax the rules generate
the appropriate Precondition and Postcondition components. These components control the
activation of the Object and Action Monitors, and the visibility/activation of the User Com-
munication components 25 so that the required dialogue sequencing is realised (see figure 3.9
in section 3.5.2 and the corresponding example). The following mapping rule generates and
configures “Object Monitor” components. The rule configures the “Object Monitor” to transfer

24Assume that the tool holds a model which describes the ACM properties and the specified (by the designer)
values of the properties. In section four we will see that the tool holds a number of models which represent the
properties of the different design dimensions.

25We assume that User Communication components are already generated by the use of the third mapping
function which is described next.



the values. If there is no “Object Monitor” the rule creates one. The rule is triggered only when
the UCVAF specifies that the data object is presented through a “Simple Presentation” (in other
types of presentation such as “Layered Presentation” more complex mappings are required).

IF ?attr ISA “Object Attribute” of the “Data Object” ?obj
AND ?obj HAS a “Simple Presentation”
AND ?ucc ISA the “UCC” which handles the ?attr presentation
AND ?buf ISA the “Object Buffer” of ?obj
THEN
IF DOES NOT EXIST ?mon SUCH THAT
((?mon ISA “Object Monitor”) AND (?mon is the monitor of ?obj))
THEN CREATE an “Object Monitor” for ?obj
AND CONFIGURE it to transfer the value of ?attr from the ?buf to the ?ucc
ELSE CONFIGURE ?mon to transfer the value of ?attr from the ?buf to the ?ucc

3.7.3 User Communication

The third mapping function which generates the User Communication components is the most
complicated one since it requires the utilisation of both mapping rules and case retrieval rules.

UserCommunication � FUC�ACM�UCV AF�Modalities�

In a similar way to that used in the first two functions, we define a set of mapping rules
which utilise the first two function parameters which is ACM and UCVAF in order to generate
User Communication components (UCCs). The reasoning encoded into the mapping rules is the
following: For each data object defined in ACM, the rules generate a set of User Communication
components according to the intended conceptual object view that has been specified in the
UCVAF. For example, when a simple presentation is required the rules generate one UCC for
each presented data-object attribute and also generate a UCC which will act as the container
of the UCCs which present the attributes. Figure 3.9 in section 3.5 presents another example
where a layered presentation has been required and the mapping rules have generated one UCC
which handles the iconic presentation and one that handles the more detailed presentation of
the pot objects.

Accordingly to “data objects” the rules generate the UCCs for each “action” defined in the
ACM taking also into account the intended action view that is specified in the UCVAF. For
example, the rules generate one UCC for each action parameter in order to handle the input of
the parameter by the user. They also generate one UCC that handles the action selection by the
user. If the UCVAF specifies that a direct manipulation dialogue style is required then the rules
do not generate separate UCCs for the action parameters. Instead, they configure the UCCs that
handle the presentation of the corresponding data object attributes to also get from the user the
new attribute values and propagate them (through an “Action Monitor”) to the corresponding
action parameters which are stored in the “Action Buffers” 26. Consider for example the clock

26Here we assume that the UCCs have already been configured to handle modalities which can couple together
the interaction and presentation tasks. The selection of modalities is realised by case retrieval rules as we explain
in the following paragraph.



and corresponding UCCs that enable the input of the new time (see figure 3.5). The sliders both
present the data object “time” and also support the “setting” of the new time.

The mapping rules can generate the appropriate UCC components according to the ACM
and UCVAF dimension properties but can not completely configure the generated UCCs As
the function shows the configuration of UCCs also requires the selection of the modalities
which will be handled by these components. As already mentioned, the selected modalities
correspond to the PILCs (Platform Independent Lexical Components) which will be handled
by the configured UCCs.

In contrast to the previous mappings the modalities are not generated by mapping rules which
encode causal relations between dimension properties. They are selected from a repository of
past cases by . The purpose of the case retrieval rules is to find through a past design case the
modalities which fulfil the “Intermediate Design Specifications”. Remember that the “Inter-
mediate Design Specifications” are generated as a combination of the Interaction/Presentation
Tasks (IPT) which should be supported by the designed UI (according to the application re-
quirements and the intended UCVAF), and as the set of Media and Devices which meet the
“User Abilities”:

Modalities � HMod�Media�Devices� IPT �

The following paragraphs justify the use of cases and case retrieval rules as a means to encode
knowledge about modalities.

Looking at figure 3.11 in the previous section we notice that in contrast to the “UI” subspace the
“Modalities” subspace is not composed by a set of dimensions. The figure depicts “Modalities”
as an one-dimension (1-D) space. In fact, the “Modalities” dimension constitutes also by itself
a UI Design Subspace which is not further decomposed to “sub-dimensions”. This is justified
as follows.

In the context of the whole UI Design process we have defined “Modalities” as an important
design dimension contributing to the UI generation. In a recursive manner, considering sep-
arately the modalities design process, we could have also defined certain “sub-dimensions”
which determine fundamental modality properties upon which a reasoning process could in
turn generate different modalities. However, this research work is not concerned with the
design of new modalities but with the definition of a method which facilitates the selection of
known modalities according to a set of design criteria which in our case are described by the
“Intermediate Design Specifications” generated by the IDSS dimensions.

So there is no need to decompose the “Modalities” dimension into “sub-dimensions” since,
according to the above, the modalities are not generated through the configuration and compo-
sition of certain modality properties, as is the case with the UI 27, but are from a “repository”
of available modalities according to the “Intermediate Design Specifications”.

More specifically, the selection of a modality is realised by the retrieval from the “repository”
of a past which encodes the modalities that have been selected in the past when the same or
similar “Intermediate Design Specifications” have been encountered.

27The UI subspace depicted in figure 3.11 shows that a UI is composed by the configuration and composition of
three basic properties, which are Shared Data Buffering, Dialogue Control and User Communication.



“modality repository”, and the improvement of its quality. These requirements imply the
enrichment of the “repository” with new modality cases, and its automatic reorganisation, so
that the accumulated cases can be efficiently retrieved.

Suppose that the designer learns about a new modality or designs with the help of another tool 28

a new modality. Assuming that there are lexical objects which implement the new modality the
tool can add the new modality into the repository and upon which requirements specifications
(in our case these are the “Intermediate Design Specifications”) the new modality should be
selected. The assumption about the existence of lexical components is necessary in order to
ensure that besides the selection of the new modality the corresponding UI code that implements
it can be generated.

Now that we have defined how the modalities are selected on the basis of the “Intermediate De-
sign Specifications” it remains to examine how the media, devices and interaction/presentation
tasks which all together constitute the “Intermediate Design Specifications” are generated.

As the following functions show, the media and devices are determined according to the specified
user abilities:

Media � GMed�UserAbilities�
Devices � GDev�UserAbilities�

In the same way as with modalities, media and devices are not generated by the configuration and
composition of their properties, but are selected through the retrieval from another repository
29 of a which encodes the media and devices combination that have been selected in the past
when the same or similar user group abilities have been specified by the designer.

As we explained in section 3.2, the tool does not support a “reasoning” (i.e a causal model)
which relates the user abilities with certain properties of media and devices. The “reasoning”
process which the appropriate combination of media and devices is a task that the human
partner performs using his/her experience (i.e the Human Factors specialist or the designer
who collaborates with the tool). The tool can then encode the human decisions in the form of
empirical knowledge which can be reused in similar future cases.

Finally, the interaction/presentation tasks are generated by a set of mapping rules which combine
the properties of the ACM and UCVAF dimensions as the following function shows:

IPT � GIPT �ACM�UCV AF �

For each data-object specified in ACM the rules examine its attribute types and the intended
object presentation (eg. simple presentation, layered presentation, isomorphic presentation,
etc) specified by the UCVAF dimension, and generate the appropriate presentation tasks. For
example, consider the clock application. In the first UI (see figure 3.5) the rules generate two
presentation tasks for the attributes “Hours” and “Minutes” of the “Time” object:

28For example Bleser [BS90] provides a tool which assists the designer to generate new interaction techniques
on the basis of human factors criteria.

29As we explain in the following section, the repositories of modality and user group cases are held into the
models which represent the “Modalities” and “User Abilities” dimensions respectively.



The presentation tasks indicate that the selected modality which satisfies the tasks should be
able to present a “Single”, “Integer” value specified in a “Range” and do not accept user input.

In the second and third UI of the clock application the UCVAF specifies that the object output
is used as input which means that the selected modality should both present the time and allow
the input of the new time. The generated tasks that encode this requirement are the following:

Get-Input
Get-Input

In a similar way, for each action specified in ACM the mapping rules examine its parameter types
and the intended action presentation (eg. direct/indirect action selection, logical relations with
other actions, etc) specified by the UCVAF dimension, and generate the appropriate interaction
tasks. For example, for the first UI of the clock application the generated interaction tasks are:

These interaction tasks are not generated in the cases of the second and third UI of the clock
application since the input of parameters is handled by the presentation objects as we have
described above.

By the definition of the way in which interaction/presentation tasks are generated, we complete
the examination of the knowledge types that the tool utilises in order to represent the design
knowledge which realises the three mapping functions. Figure 3.13 summarises the above
discussion depicting which functions are realised by mapping rules and which by cases and
case retrieval rules.

In the following section we present the framework architecture, specifying how the identified
design dimensions and the “case repositories” are represented into a set of models. We also
specify how the defined architecture represents the mapping and case retrieval rules that as we
explained above generate the target UI code by interrelating the design dimension properties
according to the three mapping functions.



Figure 3.13: The Knowledge Types by which the Mapping Functions are realised



In the previous section we analysed the UI design domain and presented a . The proposed
UI Design Space is synthesised from a set of fundamental through mapping functions which
encode the dimension interdependencies. The design dimensions define the design issues which
should be modelled into a UI design tool. The mapping functions determine the that should be
captured into the tool in order to support the manipulation of the dimension properties for the
generation of the UI code.

In this section we present the framework architecture which is built upon the proposed .
We analyse the representational framework and the reasoning mechanisms for modelling and
manipulating respectively the design dimensions. We explain how the adopted knowledge rep-
resentation and inference methods result in the integration of the individual design dimensions
and in the provision of a design theory which incorporates the mapping functions.

The framework architecture is based on the combination of modelling for knowledge description
together with rule-based and case-based reasoning for knowledge manipulation. The major
characteristic of the framework structure is its composition from a set of multilevel models
which provide the basic constructs upon which the design dimensions and the design knowledge
is represented. This is the reason why the framework is called .

The adopted representational framework utilises the structuring mechanisms offered by frame
systems and semantic networks. The design dimension properties are represented as knowledge
frames, each of which consists of slots which keep the values of the property attributes. The
reasoning process upon the information encoded into the frames is realised by a combination
of rule-based and case-based reasoning.

As we explained in the previous section the modelled design knowledge can be distinguished
into knowledge supported by a well known theory (i.e it defines a causal model that generates the
design decisions) and knowledge concerning the designer’s experience (i.e it encodes solutions
provided by the designer and reuses them in new design situations without the need to know why
those have worked in the past). We have thus chosen to combine the effectiveness that rule-based
reasoning (RBR) provides when a theory exists which can offer unique UI design solutions,
and the simplicity and performance that case-based reasoning (CBR) provides when design
decisions are based on experience rather than theory. Additionally, CBR provides a good basis
for automatic evolution of the models through abstraction and storage of experiential design
knowledge in the form of design cases which can be retrieved and reused.

The proposed architecture supports the two basic framework objectives, which are the inte-
gration of the different user categories (able and disabled users) and the reuse of UI design
elements. Establishing, through the integration of the UI design models (i.e the design dimen-
sions), an explicit relation between user abilities and UI functionality, it guides and supports
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edge together with UI components, it provides reusable repositories of UI design knowledge
and UI components.

A modelling perspective has been followed throughout the construction of the framework
architecture. In the context of this research work, we take the view that the development of
knowledge-based systems is a modelling activity.

The first step of the modelling process is the definition of the basic model concepts and their
interrelations by conceptualising the UI design domain. This step is accomplished through
the specification of the UI Design Space. The next step is the construction of the knowledge-
level models [AHW93] for the identified design dimensions of the UI Design Space. The
knowledge-level models provide: 1) the structures upon which specific knowledge about the
dimension properties is built; and 2) the metastructures which describe the theories about
the use of the captured knowledge for the generation of the UI code. An inference engine
controls how and when the theories contribute to the UI design process. The models along
with their behavioral structures (problem-solving functions) and the inference engine constitute
the framework architecture. In the subsequent paragraphs we further rationalise the modelling
process.

It is not the intention of this framework to just map the concepts and structures of the UI design
domain onto a representation formalism, such as frames and rules, and then to a corresponding
programming environment. The adoption of a modelling process for knowledge integration into
the framework denotes our aim to build the framework around conceptual-level models which
provide a statement of the UI design problem and a means to facilitate the understanding of the
UI design process. The models serve as a basis upon which to build the tool and as a conceptual
rationale for the principled application of the tool by the designer. In this wider perspective we
provide the UI Design Space as a conceptual model of the UI design process. In section three
we have mainly concentrated on the explanation of the concepts that constitute the process. In
this section we examine the knowledge structures that represent the concepts and compose the
process. By this two step rapprochement we succeed to define the UI design process as a set
of models which have a conceptual flavour (basically represent the concepts in a way which is
independent of particular Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques and methods) and still provide
a straightforward and effective way to implement them (i.e knowledge-level models).

Here we should draw attention on an important point. The UI Design Space, as a conceptual
model, is not developed to be a “picture” of the UI design problem but rather a device for the
formulation of knowledge about it. This stems from a approach. 1 holds that the world is
completely and correctly structured in terms of entities, properties, and relations. Meaning is
something that exists in the world quite aside from experience. The impact of prior experience
and human interpretation is seen as leading to partial understandings and biased understandings.
So the goal is to strive for the complete and correct understanding. On the other hand 2 holds
that, while there is a real world, the meaning is imposed on the world by us , rather than existing
in the world independently of us. There are many ways to structure the world, and there are

1The definition has been taken from [DJ92].
2The definition has been taken from [DJ92].



that we are striving for. So from a constructivist perspective we are not looking for the , but for
those models which can be useful as a means to facilitate our understanding of the UI design
domain.

Another important observation about modelling is that it is an approximate and infinite process
and that the derived models are always incomplete [MWKE93]. The notion of approximation
and the fact that a model never reaches a finite state is termed as by Morik [MWKE93]. The
models that we build in this framework represent our knowledge about the UI design domain
(explicitly gained through experience or implicitly acquired by other work on user modelling,
modalities, UI building blocks, etc). Both the UI design domain and our knowledge change
over time, especially when we consider the recent establishment of the HCI field and the
exponential growth of new findings. This observation poses the problem of maintenance of the
constructed knowledge-based UI tool. The maintainability increases when the captured design
knowledge is expressed in a modular and clear way. The UI Design Space provides a clear
view of the knowledge roles and types and drives towards a modular model structuring. The
other issue about maintainability and scalability of the tool, concerns the degree to which the
tool itself facilitates learning and automatic revision of the models. This issue is related to
the accumulation of empirical design knowledge in the form of reusable design cases as it has
been explained in the previous section. In the following section we present the models which
compose the framework and then in a subsequent section we examine the models structure and
their composition into a coherent UI Design Theory.

A challenging and most important aspect of the framework architecture is the way we choose
the structuring principles for knowledge integration and model formation. Model structuring
determines the degree of generality, intuitiveness, usability, maintainability and computability
of the final integrated system. According to the above mentioned requirements of the modelling
approach we should choose structuring principles which:

� Are consistent with the conceptual-level and implementation-independent modelling
(generality, intuitiveness, usability).

� Compensate for model incompleteness and support easy model revision (computability,
maintainability).

� Provide clear possibilities, and support methods of implementation in specific knowledge
representation formalisms (computability).

A and decomposition of the UI design domain has been adopted to satisfy the identified
requirements. “Horizontal” implies a modular UI design knowledge decomposition into a set
of models. “Vertical” implies that models are constructed as multi-layer structures.



els/Theories

The first important structuring principle is not to express the UI design concepts and knowl-
edge as a single monolithic knowledge-base, but rather split the domain into a number of
submodels/subtheories which at the end are unified into a modular and consistent UI design
model/theory. Modularity is strongly implied and supported by the decomposition of the pro-
posed UI Design Space into a number of design dimensions and into corresponding knowledge
sources which formulate the design tasks upon the dimension properties.

Specification of the dimension properties and the corresponding design knowledge into separate
models facilitates a clear design and enhances model construction and maintenance.

Under this perspective the UI design Space is “horizontally” decomposed into the following set
of models.

4.2.1.1 Application Model

The (we call this also a Shared Data Model) specifies the properties of the “Application
Conceptual Model” (ACM) dimension of the UI Design Space. It thus describes the application
3 data, actions and semantics which are between the application and the UI. It also holds
the which manipulate the above concepts in order to generate and configure the Buffering
Components which store internally to the UI the shared data and actions.

4.2.1.2 User’s Conceptual Model of Application Functionality

The specifies the properties of the UCVAF dimension of the UI Design Space. It models
the concepts which facilitate the description of the intended by the designer view that a user
should have about the application functionality. The UCMAF is built upon the Application
Model. The Application Model provides the concepts for an internal representation of the
application functionality. The UCMAF provides the meta-concepts describing the required
external form in which the application concepts should be presented to the user. According to
the intended action and data-object views specified into UCMAF a set of mapping rules (which
are held into the model) generates and configures the Information Flow Control components.
The rules also generate the User Communication components and interconnect them with
Buffering components by means of the generated Information Flow Control components. The
configuration of User Communication components is not completed by the UCMAF, since
it also requires the selection of Modalities, which in turn requires knowledge about the user
abilities. However, the UCMAF contributes to the selection of Modalities by providing the
mapping rules, which generate the specifications about the required interaction/presentation
tasks that should be supported by the selected modalities 4. Recall that Interaction/Presentation
Tasks are defined as a UI design Space dimension which generates part of the Intermediate

3Henceforth, in order to avoid repetitions, whenever we use the term “application” we will mean “application
or service”.

4Due to the close interrelation between the concepts in the Application Model and the UCMAF the mapping rules
in the UCMAF manipulate the concepts in both models in order to generate the Information Flow Control and User
Communication components, and part of the modality requirement specifications (i.e the interaction/presentation
tasks).



the expressiveness criteria according to which the modalities will be selected. For example, in
the clock application the selected modalities should be expressive enough to both present and
get input for integer values in a certain range.

4.2.1.3 User Model

specifies the properties of the “User Abilities” dimension of the UI Design Space. It provides
the concepts which model user characteristics in terms of motor, sensory and communication
abilities, and the concepts through which user properties are mapped to appropriate media and
devices.

Therefore, the user model contributes to the selection of modalities generating specifications
about the media and devices which meet the modeled user abilities. Recall that “Media” and
“Devices” are the other two design dimensions which together with “Interaction/Presentation
Tasks” generate the Intermediate Specifications about Modalities.

The User Model represents the interconnection between user abilities and appropriate me-
dia/devices by means of . A user group case is defined as a pair consisting of a and a . The
describes a specific user group in terms of user abilities. The MDSC describes the correspond-
ing media and devices that meet the user group abilities. A set of case retrieval rules (which are
held into the model) facilitates the reuse of stored user group cases in new design situations.
Given certain user abilities, the rules retrieve a user group case where the user component
encodes user abilities which are similar to the given ones. The rules retrieve the required media
and devices from the MDSC of the retrieved case. When a similar case cannot be found the
designer may provide the system with a solution which is stored in a new user group case in
order to be reused in a future similar situation.

The specifications about appropriate media and devices concern the effectiveness criteria ac-
cording to which the modalities are selected. A modality is effective when the media through
which it is realised can be perceived by the user and when the required devices can be operated
by the user.

4.2.1.4 Modality Model

specifies the properties of the “Modalities” dimension of the UI Design space. It models the
concepts which describe modality characteristics and encode the mapping from intermediate
design specifications to the modalities which meet the specifications.

This model contributes to the completion of the configuration of the User Communication
components (UCCs). The modalities selected by the model correspond to the classes of the
PILCs (Platform Independent Lexical Components) which will be handled by the configured
User Communication components. The modelled characteristics of modalities are utilised for
the configuration of the UCC properties which control the presentation attributes and interaction
events pertaining to the corresponding PILCs.

As we explained in the previous section, the Modality Model represents the mapping from
intermediate design specifications to modalities by means of . In a similar way to , a modality
case is represented as a pair consisting of a and a . The former component specifies a set of
requirements which are met by the modality described by the latter component. The Modality



� The about modalities which are generated by the UCMAF as a set of Interaction/Presentation
tasks which should be fulfilled by the modalities.

� The about modalities which are generated by the user model as the set of media and
devices through which the selected modalities should be realised.

The combination of these two sets constitutes the intermediate design specifications which are
related to the three dimensions of the IDSS (see section 3.6 about the Intermediate Design
Specifications Subspace).

The Modality Model holds a set of case retrieval rules which facilitate the reuse of modality
cases in new design situations. In each UI design the UCMAF and User Model generate
the intermediate design specifications about modalities. Then the task of the case retrieval
rules is to locate between the encoded modality cases one in which the Modality Specification
Component encodes requirement specifications which are similar to the generated intermediate
design specifications. The corresponding Modality Component encoded into the retrieved case
supplies the information for the configuration of the User Communication components.

4.2.1.5 UI Runtime Architecture Model

specifies the properties of the “Shared Data Buffering”, “Dialogue Control” and “User Com-
munication” dimensions of the UI Design Space. It provides the modelling primitives which
represent the UI component classes and formulate the UI Runtime Architecture. In its imple-
mented form, the Runtime Architecture Model serves also the purpose of providing the code
which implements the UI component behaviour according to their configuration. In this way,
the UI components act both as reusable design and as reusable implementation components.
As design components, they support the reasoning process (realised by the other models) which
generates the UI runtime structure through their configuration and interconnection. As imple-
mentation components they abstract and generalise the code structures which are reused across
the designs for the implementation of the target executable UI.

4.2.1.6 Lexical Technologies Model

provides the concepts and the mapping rules for linking Platform-Independent Lexical Com-
ponents to appropriate lexical constructs that implement the desired structure and behaviour at
a specific platform (e.g. selection of interaction objects from a toolkit or selection of blocks of
low level library calls implementing a specific low level interaction/presentation step, or config-
uration of a device driver, etc). This model is described only for the purpose of completeness.
As we explained in section 3.5 this report does not elaborate on the provision of facilitates which
enable the maintenance of the Lexical Server. The Lexical Technologies Model constitutes a
future extension of the framework towards the provision of a fully functional UI tool which will
also facilitate the integration of various lexical technologies into the Lexical Server.



Modality selection is a design task which requires the cooperation of the different framework
models. The involved models (i.e Application Model, UCMAF and User Model) contribute to
the task by generating the requirement specifications which should be fulfilled by the selected
modalities. The accumulated specifications are then used by the Modality model which executes
the task retrieving a past modality case which meets the specifications. The past modality case
provides information about which modality/ies has/have been utilised in the past when similar
requirement specifications have been encountered. In this way, the past solution is reused in
the new design situation.

According to the definition of the UI Design Space the requirement specifications are related
to the properties of the three dimensions of the Intermediate Design Specifications Subspace
(IDSS) which are “Media”, “Devices” and “Interaction/Presentation Tasks”. The properties of
these dimensions constitute the terms upon which the models cooperate for modality selection.
In this context, the concept of is introduced as a set of modelling primitives which represent
the properties of the IDSS dimensions and act as a link between the cooperating models.
The primitives are modeled into the which takes its name from the fact that during the
model cooperation it acts as a blackboard in/from which the models post/retrieve the generated
specifications. The primitives are distinguished to and 5. The former are also called since
they relate to system requirements while the latter are also called since they relate to the
requirements of the user. As we explained above (during the definition of the models) the rules
which generate the specifications are represented into the UCMAF and the User model 6.

The models can be divided in two sets. The Application Model, the UCMAF, the User Model and
the Modality Model constitute the set of . The Design Models hold the concepts and rules which
describe the domains involved in the UI design. They encode the information and the design
rules which drive the design process. The Blackboard Model and the UI Runtime Architecture
Model constitute the set of . The UI Specification Models hold the concepts upon which the
Design Models specify the UI. More specifically, the Design Models use rules to transform the
information encoded in them to intermediate (interaction/presentation tasks, media and devices)
and executable (UI components) UI specifications. Next we present the models’ structure in
more detail describing the “vertical” decomposition of the captured knowledge.

4.2.2 Multi-Layer Structuring of the UI Design Models

The individual models are not expressed as a single structure but are vertically decomposed into
multiple layers. The UI Design Subdomain knowledge which is captured in each model is split
and categorised to a specific layer according to the role that it plays in the reasoning process
about UI design. Model layers correspond to knowledge structures which support different
levels of abstraction over the represented knowledge. At higher layers, the captured knowledge
becomes less associated to the modeled UI subdomain and more relative to certain design goals.
Vertical decomposition further enhances modularity and maintainability and supports a more

5Media and Devices Specifications are generated by the User Model from the MDSC of the retrieved user
group cases.

6In fact the System-Relevant Modality specifications involve both the Application Model and the UCVAF but
for efficiency reasons we represent all the relevant rules and concepts into the UCMAF so that the generation is
accomplished in one rather that two steps. This requires that the rules in the UCVAF should also have access to
the concepts modeled into the Application Model.



Figure 4.1: The KADS four-layer model

intuitive and general knowledge structuring.

Knowledge categorisation in the multi-layer models is in accordance to KADS methodology for
the development of knowledge-based systems [WB86, HJB87]. KADS framework distinguishes
four categories of knowledge (Figure 4.1):

� The first category of knowledge concerns consisting of domain concepts and their
attributes, and of relations between domain concepts. The static knowledge can be
viewed as a layer of knowledge representing a declarative theory of the domain. It is
supposed to be task neutral and thus is expressed in a form that is independent of its use in
the problem solving process. Separation of domain knowledge from its use provides more
opportunities for knowledge reusability and flexible utilization. For example, subdomain
knowledge about the user and about the intended user’s conceptual view of service
semantics, can be used both statically by an inference engine which guides the UI design
decisions, and dynamically by inference rules which provide navigation and help during
the interaction of disabled users.

� The second type of knowledge concerns defined as elementary steps in the reasoning
process that derive new information from existing knowledge. An inference step is
characterised by the type of information that it uses to make the inference, the type of
information that it produces, and the type of applied domain concepts and relations.
Canonical inference steps assumed by KADS include .

� The third category contains knowledge about how elementary inferences can be combined
to reach a certain goal (e.g. maximise interaction efficiency by the combination of
modalities, or select and configure a modality according to user abilities, or configure and
interconnect UI building blocks that implement a specific dialogue sequence). The prime
knowledge type is the which can be defined either statically (a control structure with usual
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Figure 4.2: The three-layers into which UI Design Knowledge is decomposed

control primitives) or dynamically (as a planner function which interprets descriptions of
the second knowledge category). Tasks satisfy a particular with a many-to-many relation.

� The fourth category of knowledge is the which determines what goals are relevant to solve
a particular problem (e.g. in our case design of the UI for a specific service, regarding blind
users). Goal achievement is determined by the task knowledge (third layer). Strategic
knowledge deals with situations where the aforementioned knowledge categories fail
to produce a partial solution. This might happen in the case that information is not
available (it basically refers to the inevitable model incompleteness mentioned above in
the description of the adopted modelling approach), or because contradictory information
is produced (in our case it is the problem of model integration into unified consistent
UI design theory). In such cases, the strategic reasoning should suggest new lines of
approach (e.g. through a conflict resolution mechanism) or attempt to introduce new
information (e.g. through assumptions).

The aforementioned categories can be seen as knowledge in the sense that each successive
layer interprets the description at the lower layer 7.

KADS framework has not been directly mapped into our framework. We have mainly kept
the basic idea of multi-layer models but follow a slightly different decomposition as well as a
different terminology.

Figure 4.2 presents both the decomposition of UI design knowledge into three layers and the
adopted terminology. A possible correspondence to KADS layers is depicted in Figure 4.3.

7The Description of the KADS methodology and the corresponding figure (Figure 4.1) have been taken from
Akkermans [AHW93]
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4.2.2.1 UI Design Subdomains Layer

The (UDS) layer integrates the type of knowledge which is represented in the layer of KADS
methodology. In each model this layer holds the concepts which describe the design subdomain
represented into the model, such as the domain of application functionality and semantics, the
user abilities domain, the modalities domain, etc. So, knowledge at this layer consists of domain
dependent concepts, concept attributes and concept relations (static domain knowledge). We
follow an object-centred representation.

The knowledge about the modelled concepts is collected into objects. An object has a name
which denotes the concept that it models and is composed by a set of attributes which describe
the concept properties and a set of attributes which describe its relation to the other concepts into
the model. The object-oriented representation facilitates an easy and intuitive understanding
of the models (an important objective of the conceptual modelling process) and at the same
time provides a straightforward transition to an implementation architecture. More specifically,
choosing as the implementation architecture a frame-based system, objects are directly mapped
into frames, and object attributes into frame slots. A discussion of implementation issues is
provided at the end of the section.

We will refer to the objects which represent the model concepts as . In accordance to the
terminology used by the adopted implementation architecture (i.e a frame based system) we
will refer to the model component attributes as and to their values as .

In the Application Model, the UCMAF, and the Runtime Architecture Model, the model
components represent the properties of the design dimensions which are encoded into the
models. In the Blackboard Model, the model components represent the concepts shared between
the models in the form of requirement specifications about modalities. Finally, in the User Model
and the Modality Model, the model components represent and store the User Group Cases and
Modality Cases respectively.



The layer concerns the knowledge that is required to combine subdomain dependent knowledge
(captured at the UDS layer) with UI design concepts for carrying out the design tasks involved
in the UI generation. These tasks concern the UI component generation and configuration, the
decomposition of the user dialogue into the appropriate interaction/presentation tasks and the
retrieval of past design cases which provide information about user group requirements and
appropriate modality combinations. The Agents layer corresponds to the combination of the
Infererence and Task layer of KADS methodology. This layer is defined only for the Design
Models which are involved in the execution of the design tasks. The Blackboard and UI Runtime
Architecture models do not incorporate design rules. They just represent the concepts in which
the UI is specified and so they utilise only the UDS layer.

Knowledge at the agents layer constitutes a set of theories which “know” how to manipulate
knowledge encoded into the model components in order to accomplish the UI design tasks.
Splitting the knowledge into a part which is encoded by means of the model components and
to a part which is encoded into the agent theories offers the possibility to separate knowledge
specific to the individual UI subdomains from knowledge specific to the UI design itself.

For example, the model components which constitute the UDS layer of the Application Model
represent the data-objects that the user will view and act upon, and the actions which are
offered by the application for data manipulation by the user. These concepts are specific
to the application domain. On the other hand, the corresponding agent will know how to
manipulate the model components and contribute to the UI design tasks generating UI-relevant
specifications (i.e interaction/presentation task specifications), and UI components which realise
information buffering about actions and data-objects. The concepts (encoded into application
model components) manipulated by the application agent—Interaction/Presentation Tasks and
UI components—are more or less independent of the application domain and more specific to
the UI design tasks.

The UI design theory that an agent has about a particular subdomain is defined in terms of
rules which derive the design tasks combining information stored in the corresponding model
components or in the Blackboard model components which are shared by the models. The
rules encoded into the agents realise the three mapping functions which have been presented
in section three. These rules are in the form of mapping rules or case retrieval rules. As we
have explained in section three , depending on whether the design tasks (represented into the
mapping functions) are based on a causal model or on encoded past design experience (no
causal model), the rules either infer mappings from the properties of the Design Models to the
properties of the UI Specification Models, or reuse past mappings retrieved from accumulated
past design cases which are similar to the given design situation.

Case retrieval rules are used in the (the agent of the User Model) and the (the agent of the
Modality Model). The former retrieve the media and device specifications from accumulated
. The latter select modalities from accumulated The Modality Cases are retrieved according
to the generated intermediate design specifications about modalities which are posted to the
Blackboard Model by the UCMAF and the User Model.

Integration of the individual UI design models is achieved to a certain degree at the agents
layer. The agent theories cooperate through the blackboard model and operate upon the same
UI specification language which is provided by the Runtime Architecture Model in the form of
UI components.



Each �, has a T� about the UI design domain.
IF Δ� is the base set of facts known for the domain by � (facts are represented at
the UDS layer as model component instances)
and Π� is a set of inference rules,
THEN T� is formed by the closure of Δ� under the inference rules Π�.

4.2.2.3 Inference Engine Layer

The layer concerns the knowledge that determines which are the goals and how they should
be solved to attain the UI design for a given application, interaction metaphor (UCVAF) and
user group. The inference engine controls the agents’ inferences or, in other words, knows how
and when to ask the agents to solve particular UI design tasks which combined solve the UI
design problem. Knowledge at the inference engine layer corresponds to the layer of KADS
methodology.

The agents introduce the first level of integration of the models. The inference engine completes
the integration process by combining the agent’s UI design subgoals into a complete specification
and configuration of a UI (i.e generation and configuration of the appropriate UI components).
The integrated models then constitute a consistent theory about UI design:

TUIdesign � TUser

�
TApplication

�
TUCMAF

�
TModality

Figure 4.4 depicts the frameworkarchitecture as the synthesis of the defined models. The Design
Models (Application, UCMAF, User, and Modality Model) are formed from the combination
of the model components which represent the subdomain, with the corresponding subdomain
agent. The UI Specification Models (Blackboard, UI Runtime Architecture) do not have an agent
and thus consist of model components which represent the related UI specification concepts (i.e
modality specifications and UI components).

Now that we have defined the models and the basic structuring principles we will examine the
individual model properties in more detail. The subsequent sections present the components
in each model and give examples on the model use. They also examine the model agents and
explain their composition from mapping and case retrieval rules. First, we examine the UI
Specification Models (i.e the Runtime Architecture Model and the Blackboard Model), since
we will refer to their properties during the examination of the Design Models.



Figure 4.4: The Framework Architecture



In section three, we have specified the basic classes of the UI components which are used as the
building blocks of the designed UI. These components constitute the UI Runtime Architecture
Model. Figure 5.1 presents the complete set of the UI components showing also the subclassing
of the “Action-Monitor” component which had not been presented in section three. In section
three, we have specified and explained the general functionality of the UI components. In this
section, we proceed with the examination of the information maintained in each component
through the presentation of the UI component attributes (slots).

5.1.1 Dialogue Control Tuple Space Manager

The is another name for the Inter-Module Communication Component which facilitates the
communication of the UI (the Dialogue Control Module) with the application (the functional
core) and the Lexical Server. It takes this name since it controls a tuple space which is shared
between the modules. We can imagine the tuple space as a table consisting of different types
of tuples. Each module is a separate process that fills and posts certain types of tuples into the
space in order to share data with the other processes 1.

The DC-TSM writes to the tuple space the actions which the user requires to be executed by
the application and the actions which should be executed by the Lexical Server (eg. Create,
Update, Make Invisible/Visible, Enable lexical objects) for the presentation of the application
data-objects to the user. It also retrieves from the tuple space the data-objects to be presented
to the user (posted by the application) and the replies of the Lexical Server (Events and Lexical
Object Updates).

The slots of the DC-TSM are shown in Table 5.1 2.

The counters stored into the last three slots are used to give indexes to the posted tuples and
thus control the order in which they are retrieved. While the DC-TSM is defined here as a
component of the Runtime Architecture model, it should be noted that Tuple Space Managers
should be also located into the Application and into the Lexical Server. The writes into the
tuple space the data-objects which are to be presented to the user, and retrieves from the tuples
space the actions which should be executed by the application. The writes to the tuple space the

1The tuple space is a kind of shared memory which is constructed according to the Linda Model [CJY92]. It
has been realised utilising certain libraries which implement the Linda Model.

2Throughout the rest of the section we follow the convention that name slots ending with an exclamation mark
will denote a method slot (slots store either a value or a method). In order to make the presentation of components
more intelligible we have used component and slot names which, up to a certain degree are self-explanatory
concerning the function and use of the components and their slots.
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Figure 5.1: The complete set of the UI component classes



DCTupleSpaceManager

GetSharedObjects! Reads posted data-objects from the tuple space
UpdateSharedObjects! Updates the data-objects in the tuple space
SendAction! Writes the action to be executed by the application in

the tuple space
BufferDataObjects! Stores the retrieved data-objects into the appropriate

buffers
ConnectToTupleSpace! Connects to the tuple space for reading and writing

(initialisation)
DisplayLexicalObj Writes a request to the Lexical Server to display a

lexical object
UpdateLexicalObj! Writes a request to the Lexical Server to update a

lexical object
DestroyLexicalObj! Writes a request to the LexicalServer to destroy a

lexical object
GetLexicalObjectUpdates! Reads the updated lexical object properties and inter-

action events posted by the Lexical Server
ObjectsRead A counter for the data-objects read from the tuple

space
ActionsPosted A counter for the actions posted to the tuple space
LexSrvReqPosted A counter for the requests to the Lexical Server posted

to the tuple space

Table 5.1: Slots of the Dialogue Control Tulpe Space Manager component



OrderedListOfParameters A list of action parameters specified in the order to
which they are given to the application

NumberOfParameters The number of action parameters
NumberOfSpecifiedParameters The number of parameters which have a value. This

number is compared to the number kept in the “Num-
berOfParameters” slot to check if all parameters have
been specified and the action is ready to be posted to
the tuple space

CreateParameterSlots! This method reads the “OrderedListOfParametersS-
lot” and creates the slots which keep the parameter
values

BuffersAction The Action which is buffered into this Action Buffer

Table 5.2: Slots of the Action Buffer component

updated properties of the lexical objects and the corresponding events which occur from user
actions onto the lexical objects. It also reads from the tuple space the requests of the dialogue
control to display and update the lexical objects. The A-TSM and LS-TSM are defined in a
similar way to the DC-TSM.

5.1.2 Buffers

The information maintained into the are shown in Table 5.2. The Action Buffer stores all the
action parameter values. When all values have been specified the complete action is posted to
the tuple space by the DC-TSM.

The component stores the data-objects which are retrieved from the tuple space by the DC-
TSM. The Object Buffer is created as a class. When the DC-TSM retrieves a data-object from
the tuple space it finds the Object Buffer Class allocated for the class of the retrieved data-object
and creates an Object Buffer instance into which it stores the data object. This job is executed
by the “BufferDataObjects!” method of the DC-TSM. The slots of the Object Buffer are shown
in Table 5.3.

5.1.3 User Communicator

(or User Communication components) control the data-object presentation and the collection
of user input. Each user communicator controls the display of a lexical component (a PILC)
and receives the events and outputs generated by the lexical component.

Table 5.4 shows the information maintained into this class of the UI components. A User Com-
municator enables action selection or supplies the value for an action parameter by requesting
the Lexical Server to display the lexical object through which the user selects an action or inputs
the value of an action parameter.

The received parameter values are channelled to the appropriate Action Buffer slots by Action
Monitors which observe the Communicator slots into which the values from the lexical com-



ObjectAttributes The buffered object attributes
ObjectRelations The relations of the buffered object with other objects.

For each relation type (eg. superclass, subclass, part-
of, node-of, etc) described by the slot, the Object
Buffer of the object to which the relation holds is
contained

NumOfObjectInstances The number of instances which have been created for
this buffer. It shows the corresponding data-object
instances which have been retrieved by the tuple space

ExternalName Contains an external name through which the user
can select an object class or instance. It is used when
slection through pointing to a corresponding presen-
tation object is not possible. For an object class it is
the name of the class. For an object instance the name
is the concatenation of the object class name and the
object instance name

BuffersObject The data-object class allocated to this Object Buffer

Table 5.3: Slots of the Object Buffer component

ponent are stored. So, the monitored User Communicator slots store the interactive properties
of the corresponding lexical component. These interactive properties are specified into the slot
. When the communicator asks the Lexical Server to create a new lexical object it also supplies
the contents of this slot in order to declare the lexical object properties which are of interest.
These properties correspond to lexical object attributes which can be manipulated by the user.
Each time the user changes the values of these properties the Lexical Serves sends the “update”
to the tuple space. The DS-TSM receives the “update”, finds the concerned User Communicator
and updates the slots which hold the interactive properties (according to the list stored into the
“InteractiveProperties” slot the User Communicator creates a set of slots which store the listed
properties). The “update” of the interactive property values is observed by the Action Monitors
which change the corresponding Action Buffer slots.

Besides the updated interaction properties the Lexical Server sends to the Communicator
the events which describe changes of the lexical object status (eg. “selected”, “focused”,
“unfocused”, etc). The slot describes the events in which the Communicator is interested. For
each listed event the Communicator creates a corresponding slot. These slots are monitored
by Action Monitors as we explain in the following subsection. A Postcondition component is
posted to the Dialogue State Blackboard each time an event is received. Whenever the DC-TSM
receives an event from the Lexical Server it finds the concerned Communicator and fills the
corresponding event slot. Then it posts a Postcondition to the Dialogue Status Blackboard in
order to declare the event arrival to other interested UI components.

The slots and describe two types of lexical object status which are controlled by the dialogue
instead of the user. The control is achieved by attaching to them appropriate Precondition
components. The methods , , and are utilised when the Preconditions are evaluated in
order to propagate the status changes to the Lexical Server (through calls to the methods of
the DC-TSM). As with the case of User Controlled Status slots, each time a Communicator



UserCommunicator

PILC-Class The Platform Independent Lexical Component which
is handled by the Communicator

PresentedObject The presented data-object (it has a value only
when the Communicator is used for data-object
presentation)

InteractiveProperties The PILC properties which are manipulated by the
user for action selection and provision of values for
action parameters

DynamicPresentationProperties The PILC properties which are used for data-object
presentation

StaticPresentationProperties The PILC properties which are specified once during
its creation and determine aesthetic and ergonomic
issues

UserControlledStatusSlots The different types of events related to PILC manipu-
lation by the user and describing the PILC status (eg.
Focused, Selected, etc.)

IsVisible A dialogue controlled status slot controlling the visi-
bility of the PILC

IsEnabled A dialogue controlled status slot controlling whether
the PILC is enabled (accepts input) or not

MakeVisible! Asks the DC-TSM to post a request to the Lexical
Server for making the PILC Visible

MakeInvisible! Asks the DC-TSM to post a request to the Lexical
Server for making the PILC Invisible

Enable! Asks the DC-TSM to post a request to the Lexical
Server for enabling the PILC

Disable! Asks the DC-TSM to post a request to the Lexical
Server for disabling the PILC

CreateSlotsinList! It reads a list of slots and creates them. It is used for
the creation of slots specified in the above property
and event lists

UpdatedPresentationProperties A list of the slots which have been updated by the
object monitors. It is used in order to propagate the
updates to the Lexical Server

Table 5.4: Slots of the User Communicator component



interested components.

As explained in section three, according to the desired UCVAF, a User Communicator might be
used to control user input, or control output to the user , or even both of them. So, besides the
display of lexical components which get the user input, User Communicators can also ask for the
display of lexical components which presents one or more attributes of the buffered data-objects.
The slot specifies the data-object which is presented. The slot maintains a list of the lexical
object properties which present the data-object attributes (eg. text-label, size, position, length,
orientation, colour, pitch, etc). For each property in this list the Communicator creates a slot
which holds the property value. The created slots are connected to Object Monitors. When new
information arrives into the monitored Object Buffers the Object Monitors transfer the buffered
data-object attributes to the slots in order to be presented. Whenever these slots are updated
by the Object Monitors the Communicator asks the Lexical Server to update the corresponding
presentation properties of the controlled lexical object. The Dynamic Presentation Properties
which are directly manipulated by the user for specification of new values (see UCVAF in
section three about using output as input) should be also specified into the list of Interactive
Properties.

Besides the Dynamic Presentation Properties the Communicator holds also a list of Static
Presentation Properties into the slot. These properties are provided to the Lexical Server
only once—during the lexical component creation—and are not changed in the lifetime of the
lexical component. The Static Presentation Properties control the lexical object aesthetics and
ergonomics (eg. position, size, fonts, etc). They also specify properties which control the
lexical component functionality but remain static after the object creation (eg. the options of
a menu, the minimum and maximum value of a slider, etc). We should note that according to
the use of a lexical object the same presentation property (eg. size) might be used in a static
or dynamic manner. If the property is used dynamically then it carries a semantic meaning for
the user (eg. the “size” attribute of the object presenting a pot might denote the volume that
the pot has). If it is used statically then it controls the presentation object appearance (eg. the
“size” attribute of the objects presenting the pots is not related to any of the pot attributes. It
is set to a default value that enables the readability and selection of the presentation object and
also allows the presentation of many objects on to the screen) Another important remark is that
Static Presentation Properties, such as lexical component size or font size, are sometimes very
important for the accessibility of the UI. For example the same lexical component might be
accessible or inaccessible to a visually impaired or a motor impaired user according to the size
of the component.

For all the requests to the Lexical Server, the User Communicators use the “DisplayLexi-
calObj!”, “UpdateLexicalObj!” and “DestroyLexicalObj!” methods of the DC-TSM.

The User Communicators are configured by the UCMAF and the Modality model through the
specification of values for the , , , , and slots.

5.1.4 Information Flow Controllers

The connect the Buffers with the Communicators and determine when the flow of information
between Buffers and Communicators is enabled. We will examine first the which realise the
connection and information transfer between the Buffers and the Communicators, and then we
will examine the which control information flow is enabled.



ActionBufferToTransfer The ActionBuffer to which information is transferred
MonitoredCommunicator The Communicator component which is monitored
TransferIsEnabled A status slot specifying whether transfer of infor-

mation from the User Communicator to the Action
Buffer is enabled

HasPostCondition The Postcondition component which changes the di-
alogue state whenever the information transfer status
slot is updated

Table 5.5: Slots of Action Monitor component

GetParameterValue

MonitoredInteractiveProperty The Interactive Property Slot which is monitored
TransfersInformationToSlot The Action Buffer slot into which information is

transferred
Constraint Function A function which transforms the monitored values

before their transfer to the action buffer
DynamicFeedback Specifies whether dynamic feedback os required
RelatedObjectAttribute The object attribute corresponding to the parameter.

It is used in order to transfer the new attribute value,
if dynamic feedback is required

Table 5.6: Slots specific to the Get Parameter Value monitoring component

5.1.4.1 Action Monitors

are divided to and which serve the two directions of information flow between Buffers and User
Communicators. Action Monitors serve the transfer of information from User Communicators
to Action Buffers. Table 5.5 describes the information maintained in .

We subclass the Action Monitors according to the tasks into which they are involved. We
distinguish the following tasks and corresponding Action Monitor subclasses.

Get the value of an action parameter The user specifies a parameter value manipulating a
lexical object. The received value is stored into an “InteractiveProperty” slot of the correspond-
ing communicator. A monitoring component (Table 5.6) observes the interactive property
which is specified in slot , and transfers the value to the appropriate Action Buffer slot which
is specified in slot . In the slot we may provide a function which transforms the monitored
values. The transformation is required when there is an established isomorphism between the
monitored presentation property and the corresponding data-object attribute (see section 3.4
about UCVAF). The constraint function describes the one direction of the isomorphic relation:
from the values of the presentation object properties to the values of the data-object attributes.
As we will see, the other direction is maintained by constraint functions specified in the Object



MonitoredUserControlledStatus The UserControlledStatus slot of the Communicator
which is monitored

TransfersInformationToSlot The Action Buffer slot into which information is
transferred

Table 5.7: Slots specific to the Indirectly Get Object monitoring component

DirectlyGetObject

MonitoredInteractiveProperty The Interactive Property Slot which is monitored
TransfersInformationToSlot The Action Buffer slot into which information is

transferred
ObjectBuffer The object buffer through which the monitor finds

the external name of an object (it is contained in the
object buffer slot “ExternalNane”)

Table 5.8: Slots specific to the Directly Get Object monitoring component

Monitors. The slot specifies whether the parameter value should be transferred to the corre-
sponding object attribute in order to trigger a dynamic update of the presentation objects and
give immediate feedback to the user. The corresponding object attribute is specified into slot

Indirectly get the object on which an action operates The user indirectly specifies an object
by selecting (pointing to) its presentation object (i.e lexical component). The “object-selection”
is an event which is stored into a “UserControlledStatus” slot of the Communicator that handles
the presentation object. An monitoring component (Table 5.7) looks for incoming events
in the Communicator’s status slot which is specified in slot . When a new event comes, the
selected data-object is retrieved by the slot “PresentedObject” of the monitored Communicator
component.

Directly get the object on which an action operates The user directly specifies an object by
providing its name. This is the case in which either the selected object is presented to the user
but it is not selectable (eg. The user sees the directory files but cannot select them by the mouse.
Instead he/she has to write the name of the desired file) or the objects from which the user selects
are not presented at all and thus cannot be selected by pointing. In this case the specified object
name is stored in an “InteractiveProperty” slot of the Communicator which handles the lexical
component by which the user specifies the name. The monitoring component (Table 5.8) uses
the contents of the slot in order to locate the Object Buffer of the object specified by the user.
The Object Buffer contains the external name through which the object can be specified. This
external name is compared with the monitored value in order to find out whether the user has
specified the expected object name.

Implicitly get the object on which an action operates This is a variation of the above
described direct object selection method. The difference is that the user specifies an object



MonitoredInteractiveProperty The InteractiveProperty slot of the Communicator
which is monitored

TransfersInformationToSlot The Action Buffer slot into which information is
transferred

ObjectBuffer The object buffer class through which the monitor
locates the object buffer instance which stores the
value of the specified object attribute

ObjectAttribute The object attribute whose value is used by the mon-
itor in order to find the object name

Table 5.9: Slots specific to the Implicitly Get Object monitoring component

IndirectlyGetAction

MonitoredUserControlledStatus The UserControlledStatus slot of the Communicator,
which is monitored

Table 5.10: Slots specific to the Indirectly Get Action monitoring component

through an object attribute instead of the object name (i.e the external name of the object). With
reference to the example application presented in section three (i.e the multimedia information
system), the user may delete a pot instance specifying instead of . is the value of the attribute
of the class while is the name of the pot instance whose attribute has the value “Cretan-Jar”.
While the user specifies the value of an object attribute, the monitoring component (Table 5.9)
finds the object instance whose attribute has the specified value and transfers into the action
buffer the required object name. The and slots are utilised by the monitor in order to locate the
object buffer instance which stores the specified value. From the located object buffer instance
the monitor retrieves the required object name.

Indirectly get a selected action The user specifies an action by selecting (pointing to) a
presentation object which denotes the action (eg. a button or a menu option). The “object-
selection” is an event which is stored into a “UserControlledStatus” slot of the Communicator
that handles the presentation object. An monitoring component (Table 5.10) looks for incoming
events in the Communicator’s status slot which is specified in slot . When a new event comes,
the Indirectly Get Action monitor sets the Action Buffer slot which describes whether the action
is activated. Note that this monitoring component does not really transfer any information. It
merely waits for the event which activates an action.

Directly get a selected action The user specifies an action by providing its name. In this
case, we do not allocate separate presentation objects for the available actions, which can be
selected by the user. Instead, there is a common interaction technique (realised by a lexical
component), such as “text-entry” or “Speech-Input”, by which the user specifies the names of
the desired actions. The specified action names are stored in an “InteractiveProperty”slot of
the Communicator which handles the lexical component by which the user specifies the names.



MonitoredInteractiveProperty The InteractiveProperty slot of the Communicator,
which is monitored

ValidActionNames The names by which the user can explicitly specify
the action

Table 5.11: Slots specific to the Directly Get Action monitoring component

ImplicitlyGetAction

MonitoredInteractiveProperty The InteractiveProperty slot of the Communicator,
which is monitored

Table 5.12: Slots specific to the Implicitly Get Action monitoring component

A monitoring component (Table 5.11) observes the “InteractiveProperty” slot and checks if
the action names “arriving” into the slot are the same with the name of the action which is
connected to the monitoring component. In fact the component compares the monitored action
names with the names specified in slot . This slot specifies the possible names by which the
user can specify the action. If the compared names are the same, the component sets the Action
Buffer slot which describes whether the action is activated.

Implicitly Get Action In this case the user does not explicitly select or specify an action.
The action is implicitly activated by the user manipulation of an interactive property of a lexical
component. This happens when the designer specifies a direct manipulation dialogue style,
where the actions are activated as a result of the users operations on the presentation objects
(see section 3.4 about the UCVAF). Consider the example clock application presented in section
three. In the second UI realised by the “slider” object the user does not have to explicitly specify
the “Set-Time” action. The action is implicitly activated as soon as the user operates any one
of the “slider” objects. The implicit action activation is handled by an monitoring component
(Table 5.12). This component monitors the Communicator’s “InteractiveProperty” slot which
is related to an action activation. When a new value arrives in the slot, it means that the user has
operated on the specific interactive property of the corresponding Lexical component and thus
the action should be activated. The monitoring component is not concerned with the property
values. It only monitors the value changes which trigger the action activation.

5.1.4.2 Object Monitor

Table 5.13 describes the information maintained in . As presented above, the Action Monitors
transfer information from the User Communicators to the Action Buffers. The is the subclass
of the Information Monitors which serves the other direction of information flow. They are
engaged to transfer information from Object Buffers to User Communicators.

More specifically an Object Monitor observes an Object Buffer slot (specified in slot ) and
transfers the received attribute values to a User Communicator slot which describes a Dynamic
Presentation Property of the Communicator (specified in slot ). The slot is used only in the case



UserCommunicatorToTransfer The User Communicator to which informa-
tion is transferred

MonitoredObjectBuffer The Object Buffer which is monitored
MonitoredObjectAttribute The Object Attribute (i.e the Object Buffer

slot) which is monitored
TranfersInfoToDPresentationProperty The Dynamic Presentation Property slot of

the User Communicator into which the object
attribute value is transferred

Constraint Function A function which transforms the monitored
attribute values before their transmission to
the action buffer

TransferIsEnabled A status slot controlling whether the transfer
of attribute values to the User Communicator
is enabled

HasPostCondition The Postcondition component which changes
the dialogue state whenever the information
transfer status slot is updated

Table 5.13: Information maintained into the Object Monitor component

that the monitor is involved in an (see section 3.4 about UCVAF). In this case the slot contains
a function which transforms the values of the monitored attribute, before they are transferred to
the User Communicator for presentation. The status slot controls whether the transfer of the
monitored attribute values to a User Communicator is enabled. As explained in section 3.5.2.4
the status slots of UI components (i.e of Object Monitors and User Communicators) are set
and unset by Precondition components. The Precondition component attached to a status slot
holds the conditions (as predicates) under which the status is set. As we later explain, these
preconditions are provided by the designer when he specifies the Application Conceptual Model
and the UCVAF. The slot maintains a link to the Postcondition component which encodes the
effects to the dialogue state of the activation/deactivation (i.e transfer is enabled/disabled) of the
Objects Monitor. The effects are encoded as predicates which are posted or retracted to/from
the Dialogue State BlackBoard (see the following section).

5.1.4.3 Sequencing Controllers

The control the timing of input and output events and thus maintain the overall dialogue
sequencing. They are divided into three interrelated subclasses which are the , the and the
components. The components are attached to the of User Communicators and Object Monitors,
and determine when the status slots are set or unset (i.e become True or False respectively). In
this way they control when input can be specified by the user, and when output is presented
to him/her. A Precondition component is composed as a set of which encode the conditions
under which a status slot is set or unset. The components determine the next valid dialogue
state. Whenever a status slot is updated, a set of , maintained into a Postcondition component,
is posted/retracted to/from the in order to declare the effects of the status change. The Dialogue
State Blackboard is responsible of evaluating the next valid dialogue state by checking all the



ControlsComponent The UI component which is controlled by the
Precondition

ControlsComponentStatus The UI component status slot which is controlled
ListOfPredicates The predicates which must be true for the Precondi-

tion to be satisfied
PreconditionSatisfied The status of the Precondition
ActivatesMethodIfSatisfied The Method which is called when the Precondition

becomes satisfied. The method belongs to the con-
trolled UI component

ActivatesMethodIfNotSatisfied The Method which is called when the Precondition
becomes not satisfied. The method belongs to the
controlled UI component

Table 5.14: Slots of the Precondition component

Predicate

PredicateName The name of the Predicate
Arg1 The first argument of the predicate
Arg2 The second argument of the predicate
InPrecondition The Precondition component to which this predicate

belongs
PredicatesSatisfied The status of the predicate

Table 5.15: Information maintained in a Predicate

posted predicates and activating the relevant Precondition components (i.e those Preconditions
whose all predicates are in the Blackboard) which in turn activate their attached components 3.
In the following the information maintained in each one of the three subclasses is presented.

Precondition Table 5.14 presents the slots of the Precondition component.

A Precondition is satisfied (i.e the value of the slot becomes True) when all the specified in
slot are posted in the Dialogue State Blackboard. A is specified as shown in Table 5.15. It
has a name and two arguments (A predicate is not actually a UI component but we presented it
here in order to give a more clear view of how dialogue sequencing is managed).

Upon satisfaction of the Precondition the controlled status slot (specified in ) is set to true.
Additionally, the and slots contain the methods which are called every time the Precondition
becomes satisfied or unsatisfied. For example the Preconditions which control the of User
Communicators will call the methods and whenever is set to true or false respectively.

3The control of the dialogue sequencing by means of Preconditions and Postconditions is a variation of the
Event Model proposed by Hill [Hil86].



PredicatesToAdd The predicates which are added to the Dialogue State
Blackboard

PredicatesToRemove The Predicates which are retracted from the Dialogue
State Blackboard

Table 5.16: Slots of the Postcondition component

Postcondition Postcondition components maintain information about the new conditions
which apply after the status of UI components is changed or after an interaction event occurs (the
latter concerns the UCCs). As Table 5.16 presents, each Postcondition component maintains
a set of predicates which are posted in the Dialogue State Blackboard (DSB), and a set of
predicates which are retracted from the DSB.

Dialogue State Blackboard The (Table 5.17) maintains the dialogue context and has the
overall control of dialogue sequencing. The slot contains all the predicates posted through the
Postcondition components. The methods and post and retract the set of predicates which
are contained into the Postcondition components. In each interaction cycle the method checks
all the posted predicates and activates or deactivates the affected Preconditions. The overall
dialogue control is managed by the method which continuously cycles through the following
steps:

� Evaluate Preconditions.

� Retrieve the shared application data from the tuple space (it calls the methods provided
by the Tuple Space Manager).

� Send to the Lexical Server presentation requests about the updated User Communicators.
The updates are due to the incoming and updated application data, and due to the changes
to the User Communicator status slots after the preconditions evaluation.

� Retrieve user input posted in tuple space by the Lexical server. The user input is in
the form of Lexical Object updates and interaction events and is retrieved calling the
appropriate methods provided by the Tuple Space Manager.

The action execution requests are posted automatically to the tuple space by the Action Buffers
whenever all required information concerning action execution is made available. Therefore
this task is not included into the dialogue loop.

The provides the means to represent the system requirements and user requirements concerning
the selection of the modalities which will be utilised for the construction of the UI. It thus
consists of two model components each one representing a set of modality-relevant requirement
specifications.



Predicates The predicates posted through the Postcondition
components

GetPredicates! This method posts a set of predicates to the blackboard
(the set is a method argument)

RetractPredicates! This method retracts a set of predicates from the
blackboard (the set is given as a method argument)

EvaluatePreconditions! Checks the
blackboard predicates and activates/deactivates the
affected Precondition components

DialogueLoop! Executes the main dialogue loop

Table 5.17: Slots of the Dialogue State Blackboard component

IPTS

SpecificationName The name of an Interaction/Presentation the proper-
ties of which are contained in this IPTS component

ListOfSpecAttrValPairs A list of <, > pairs which encode together with their
values. The specification attributes encode the prop-
erties of the interaction task which are relevant to
modality selection

UserCommunicator The User Communicator which serves the Interac-
tion/Presentation Task which is specified in this IPTS
component

Table 5.18: Slots of the IPTS component

The (Interaction/Presentation Task Specification) component represents the system require-
ments as the Interaction/Presentation Task which should be fulfilled by a modality. It maintains
the name of the task and a set <attribute, Value> pairs which encode the task properties which
are relevant to the modalities selection.

The (Media and Devices Specifications) component represents the user requirements in the
form of the media and devices which are appropriate for the target user group.

The information maintained by the two components is shown in Table 5.18 and Table 5.19.
A better explanation of the components use is provided later during the presentation of the
UCMAF Agent, User Agent and Modality Agent. The first two Agents generate the IPTS and
MedDevSpecs components while the third one uses the information contained in the components
in order to select the appropriate modalities which satisfy the specifications.



MedDevSpecs

UserGroup The target user group for which this Media and De-
vices specification is applicable

PrimaryInteractionMedium The primary medium to be used for realisation of
Lexical components

SecondaryInteractionMedium A medium that can be also used, besides the primary
one, for Lexical component realisation

SpatialArrangementDevice The device to be used for spatial arrangement of the
Lexical components (eg. 2D Graphics, 2D or 3D
audio, etc

CommunicationMedia The presentation media and forms which can be used
for communication of information to the user, includ-
ing substitute language forms (eg. image, video, text,
braille, sign language, pictograms, diagrams)

ObjectSelection The device or method through which the user se-
lects Lexical components presenting application ob-
jects (eg. mouse, data glove, eye gaze, scanning,
tablet)

ObjectManipulation The device for manipulation of the interactive prop-
erties of a Lexical component

MoveFocusInSpatialContainer The device or method of changing focus between
Lexical components grouped into a spatial container
(eg. mouse, eyegaze, scanning, keyboard)

MoveFocusBetweenContainers The device or method for moving between spatial
containers (eg. mouse, eye gaze, scanning, data
glove)

EstablishFocus The device for setting the focus when explicit set-
ting is required (eg. mouse button, keyboard, special
switch

SelectionOfEnumeratedValues A device or method for selecting between a set of
values. This is applicable in the case of user input for
enumerated data types

Table 5.19: Slots of the MedDevSpecs component



The Application Model “captures” the application requirements in terms of and to be presented
to the user, which the user can perform on the data, and under which the actions can be
performed.

The modeled data and actions constitute the information between the UI and the application
and thus define the communication channel between the application UI and the application
functional core.

Figure 6.1 depicts the model components which maintain the above information. The relation-
ships between the components are also shown. We follow the application conceptual modelling
introduced by Foley in the UIDE model [FKKM91]. We keep the concept of the seven mod-
elling primitives defined in the UIDE model but we define a rather different representation and a
different interpretation of knowledge captured by the primitives (i.e the interpretation at the level
of the agents). We also introduce one more modelling primitive (model component) by means
of which we maintain information about the relations which hold between the data-objects.

Another important difference from the UIDE is that we do not enforce specific data types and
data-object relationships, but we allow the designer to either select from the predefined ones or
specify new types and relationships. In the latter case the framework models are automatically
enhanced in order to incorporate the new data types and relationships. This is possible due to the
use of which encode past design knowledge. As we further explain during the Modality Model
presentation, when the case retrieval rules cannot locate a modality in order to present or get
the user input for a new data type, the designer is asked to specify an appropriate modality. The
models are reorganised so that the new data type and the corresponding modality are learned.
This means, that in a future design, if the same data type is to be encountered, the rules will be
able to retrieve and reuse the modality that has been specified by the designer.

In the following we briefly describe the model components.

6.1.1 Application Object

represent the data-objects which are made available by the application to the user. An Appli-
cation Object (Table 6.1) maintains information about the attributes that constitute the object (
slot) and the relations to other Application Objects (slot).

It also holds information about the Actions by means of which the user manipulates the
Application Object ( slot), and about the specific Action Parameters which refer to this object.

The slot contains a special kind of object attributes, the values of which are “pointers” to
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Figure 6.1: The components of the Application Model and their relationships



ApplicationObjectDescription A textual description of the object functionality and
purpose

HasAttributes The links to the Object Attribute components which
describe the attributes of this data-object class

HasRelations The links to Object Relation components which de-
scribe relations with other Application Object classes

Hyperlinks A set of special object attributes which contain ref-
erences to other data-objects. It is used to describe
hyperlinked data

HasActions The links to Application Action components which
describe applicable actions

IsRelatedToParameters The links to Action Parameter components which de-
scribe action parameters referring to this Application
Object class

Table 6.1: Slots of the Application Object component

other Application Objects. For each of these attributes the application sends both the values
which should be presented to the user and a set of pointers which link the values with other
application data. As we later describe, the Modality Model allocates the appropriate lexical
components which handle this kind of attributes (according to their specified data-type, such
as hypertext, hyperlinked-image, etc), but it is also necessary to explicitly declare them as
“Hyperlink” attributes in order to direct the tool to appropriately select and configure the
appropriate Information Monitoring components. By means of “Hyperlink” attributes we can
describe and present applications with “hyperlinked” data.

Finally, the slot may contain a textual description of the object functionality and purpose. This
description can be used to provide help to the user (assuming that appropriate UI components for
dynamic help facilities are provided, as described in section 3.5.2.5) or just as a reminder for the
UI designer. A similar slot is also maintained for all the other Application Model components.
In order to avoid repetitions we will not refer again to this slot during the presentation of the
other components.

We do not maintain into the Application Objects information about the object classification.
The information about which object is subclass or superclass of the others is automatically
maintained by the inheritance mechanisms of the Prototyping Tool which has been utilised for
the representation of the models (the Prototyping Tool is Intellicorps’ KAPPA Expert System
Shell).

6.1.2 Application Action

components (Table 6.2) maintain information about the actions which are made available by the
application for the manipulation of data-objects by the user. Each Action component contains
information about the information needed for the action to be performed ( slot), the objects to
which the action is applied ( slot), the conditions under which the action can be performed (
slot), the effects of performing the action ( slot), and the name of the application function which



ServiceActionDescription A textual description of the Action functionality and
purpose

HasParameters The links to the Action Parameter components which
describe the parameters of this Action

ActsOnObjects The links to Application Object components on which
the action is applicable

HasPrecondition The link to a Precondition component describing the
conditions under which the action can be performed

HasPostcondition The link to a Postcondition component describing the
effects of performing the action

CallsApplicationMethod The name of the application function or method which
executes this Action

Table 6.2: Slots of the Application Action component

ObjectAttribute

ObjectAttributeDescription A textual description of the attribute purpose
IsAttributeOf The links to the Application Object components

which contain this attribute
IsRelatedToParameter A link to the action parameter through which the

attribute values are provided
HasDataType A link to a Data Type component which contains

information about the data type of the attribute values

Table 6.3: Slots of the Object Attribute component

executes the action ( slot).

6.1.3 Object Attribute

The Information about each attribute pertaining to an Application Object are maintained by
components. The slots of the this component are presented in Table 6.3. An Object Attribute
may belong to more than one objects. The slot contains the links to the objects to which the
attribute belongs. The action parameter which handles the attribute values is contained in slot .
The data type of the attribute values is specified through the slot .

6.1.4 Action Parameter

Each component maintains a unit of information which is required for the actions to be
performed. The represented information types are shown in Table 6.4. Each parameter has a
specific purpose which is described in the slot. The defined parameter usages are contained in
slot . According to these types an Action Parameter may be used to select the object manipulated
by the action, or select the action itself, or change/specify the value of an object attribute, or



ActionParameterDescription A textual description of the parameter purpose
IsParameterOf The links to the Application Action components

which require this parameter
ParameterUsage The purpose of this parameter
DefinedParameterUsageTypes Holds the values that the slot ParameterUsage can

take and which describe defined usages of action pa-
rameters. These are “SelectObject”, “ModifyObjec-
tAttribute”, “SelectAction” and “SpecifyValue”

IsRelatedToAttribute A link to the attribute
that takes values through this parameter. Valid if
ParameterUsage=ModifyObjectAttribute

IsRelatedToObject A link to the object that is selected through this pa-
rameter. Valid if ParameterUsage=SelectObject

HasDataType The data type of the parameter. Valid if Parame-
terUsage=SpecifyValue else the data type is found
from the related attribute

MinNumOfReqValues The minimum number of values which are required
for a complete specification of this parameter

MaxNumOfReqValues The maximum number of required values for this
parameter

Table 6.4: Slots of the Action Parameter component

simply specify a value. In the last case the value does not correspond to any object attribute
value but is required for the action execution. Consider the action:

The parameters “printer-name” and “file-name” correspond to attributes of the objects “Printer”
and “File” respectively. The last parameter is not related to any object attribute but it is still
required for the execution of the “Print” action.

The data type of the parameter is determined according to the specified parameter usage. If the
parameter is used for object selection the data type is by default 1. If it is used to change/specify
an object attribute the data type is the same with the data type of the corresponding attribute
which is specified in slot. If the parameter is used for action selection the data type is by default
2. Finally, when the parameter is user for specification of a value the slot contains a link to a
Data Type component which specifies the data type of the value.

The and slots describe the minimum and maximum number of values respectively, which are
required for a complete and correct specification of the parameter by the user.

1During the UCMAF specification this data type may be further specialised to “Direct Object Identifier” or
“Indirect Object Identifier” or “Implicit Object Identifier” (see above the description of Action Monitors).

2During the UCMAF specification this data type may be further specialised to “Direct Action Identifier”, or
“Indirect Action Identifier”, or “Implicit Action Identifier” (see above in the description of Action Monitors).



DataTypeDescription A textual description of the data type
IsDataTypeOf The links to the object attributes and action parame-

ters which are defined with this data type
DataTypeName The name by which we refer to this data type (eg.

integer, real, image, audio-string, etc
DataTypeProperties A list of properties specific to this data type
ModalitySelectionProperties A list of properties (and their possible values) which

are used for the selection of appropriate modalities
which will handle input/presentation of the data type
values

DefinedDataTypes A list with the names of all the data types which have
been already defined

Table 6.5: Slots of the Data Type component

6.1.5 Data Type

The components (Table 6.5) “capture” information about the types of values which are main-
tained into object attributes and action parameters. The knowledge about the defined data types
is utilised, as we further explain later (see UCMAF and Modality Models), for the selection of
the appropriate lexical components which present the object attributes and get the values for
action parameters.

The slot contains the links to the object attributes and action parameters (only those parameters
with ParameterUsage=SpecifyValue) which are defined with this data type. We keep the
name by which we refer to the data type into the slot . This name constitutes part of the
Interaction/Presentation Task specifications according to which the modalities are selected (we
will examine this in the following section).

Each data type has a set of properties that are required for the configuration of the User
Communicators which handle the input/presentation of the data type values. These properties
are described in the slot . For example, considering the data type , we should define a lower and
upper limit of values and possibly the step by which the defined range increments/decrements.

Additionally, for each data type we may keep a set of properties which are used as addi-
tional requirement specifications during the selection of modalities which will handle the
input/presentation of the data type values. For each such property, we also keep the list of
possible values. The properties and the lists of defined values are encoded by means of the slot
. For example, a property which may be defined for the data type is the with which we require
to input/present the real values. As another example Table 6.6 shows the data type class . It has
the property “ImageFormat” which may take the values GIF, JPEG and TIFF.

As already mentioned the Application Model does not encode a fixed set of data types. The
designer can define new data types according to the requirements of the modeled application.
The new data types are encoded into the Application Model as subclasses of the Data Type
component. Then the specific data types for each object attribute and action parameter are
generated as instances of the subclasses. The slot contains all the Data Type subclasses which



DataTypeDescription This Data Type is used for presentation of images in
different formats

IsDataTypeOf Null
DataTypeName Image
DataTypeProperties Null
ModalitySelectionProperties ImageFormat, (GIF, JPEG, TIFF))

Table 6.6: An example of a defined Data Type class

are already defined by the designer 3. So, whenever the designer wishes to specify a data type
he/she can select one from those already defined or generate a new type if no one of the existing
is appropriate. The new data type may be defined from scratch as a subclass of the Data Type
component, or may be defined as a specialisation of an already existing data type class (eg The
class is further specialised to ). This specification of new data types results to a continuous
evolution of the Application Model. When we will later describe the Modality Model we will
explain how the new defined data types are treated by the case retrieval rules in the Modality
Agent.

6.1.6 Action Precondition

components encode the semantic dependencies between the application actions. These de-
pendencies do not concern the syntax of the designed UI, but only the application semantics.
For example consider an action which is used only for a specific class of objects. The Action
Precondition should encode a condition that enables the action only if at least one instance of
this class exists: instance-count(my-class, ?x) AND greater(?x, 0). The conditions encoded
into Action Precondition components together with conditions concerning the dialogue syntax
(the latter are specified through the UCMAF) are used for the configuration of the components
of the UI Runtime Architecture Model 4.

Table 6.7 presents the information maintained into an Action Precondition component. The
slot contains the link to the action which is controlled by the Precondition component. The
slot contains a set of predicates which encode the conditions which must be true for the Action
Precondition to be satisfied. The predicates are represented as described in section 5.1.4.3 (see
Table 5.15).

6.1.7 Action Postcondition

The components encode the semantics of application actions in terms of conditions which
become true or false after a successful action execution. They encode only the conditions which
are required for the evaluation of the Action Preconditions. In other words they encode how an

3This slot is maintained only by the Data Type component and is not inherited to the subclasses
4The Action Precondition components of the Application Model are used at design time to just encode a set of

conditions. Then the Precondition components of the UI Runtime Architecture Model are the runtime primitives
which are engaged in the evaluation of all the dialogue sequencing conditions which are specified during the
design.



PreconditionDescription A textual description of the Precondition purpose
ControlsAction The Application Action component which is con-

trolled by the Precondition
ListOfPredicates The predicates which must be true for the Precondi-

tion to be satisfied

Table 6.7: Slots of the Action Precondition component

Action Postcondition

PostconditionDescription A textual description of the Postcondition purpose
IsPostConditionOf A link to the Application Action component

whose semantics are encoded by this Postcondition
component

PredicatesToAdd The predicates to be added to the Dialogue State
Blackboard

PredicatesToRemove The Predicates to be retracted from the Dialogue State
Blackboard

Table 6.8: Slots of the Action Postcondition component

action execution affects the activation of other actions. As with the case of Action Preconditions,
the information maintained into Action Postconditions is used for the configuration of the
Postcondition components of the UI Runtime Architecture.

Table 6.8 shows the slots of Action Postcondition components. The and slots contain the
set of predicates which should be posted and removed respectively from the Dialogue State
Blackboard (see section 5.1.4.3) when the action specified in slot is executed.

6.1.8 Object Relation

The component facilitates the explicit representation of relations between the application
objects. Object relations can be encoded as ordinary object attributes. However, as with the
case of “Hyperlinks”, we support an explicit representation in order to facilitate the appropriate
representation of this type of object attributes. If the designer wishes to present the objects
to which another object relates by simply providing their names, then he/she can define the
relation as an object attribute. On the other hand, if the designer wishes to allocate special
presentation modalities which will represent the relation then he/she should use the Object
Relation component.

The concept of object relations is treated in the same way as the “data types” concept. Instead
of encoding a fixed set of relations, we allow the designer to define relations according to the
requirements of the modeled application. The new relations are encoded into the Application
Model as subclasses of the Object Relation component. Then, the specific relations between the
application objects are generated as instances of the subclasses. The slot (Table 6.9) contains



ObjectRelationDescription A textual description of the Relation
FromObject The application object from which the relation

originates
ToObject The application object to which the relation goes
RelationName The Name by which we refer to the relation (eg. Has-

Parts, Has-Childs, Has-Nodes, etc
InverseRelationName The name of the inverse relation (eg. Is-Part-Of, Is-

Child-Of, Is-Node-Of, etc)
DefinedRelations A list of the already defined relations

Table 6.9: Slots of the Object Relation component

all the relation subclasses which are already defined by the designer 5.

Now that we have completed the presentation of the Application Model Components, we can
present a simple example of how the Application Model is used for the specification of the and
of an application.

We consider a more sophisticated version of the clock application (Figure 6.2). We assume
that the application has been designed to present the time and date in different countries of
the world. The user specifies the number of the different times that will be simultaneously
presented through the actions and . During the creation of a new “country clock” the user may
specify the values for the hours, minutes and date from which the new clock will start to count.
Alternatively the and actions can be used to set the time of any of the presented “country
clocks”.

Finally the user is provided with the action which activates an alarm that gives an audio and a
textual message (as a reminder) when the time and date of the specified “country clock” take
the values specified by the user.

The application semantics which are encoded in the model are the following:

� The , , and actions can not be used if at least one “country clock” is presented to the user
(i.e instance(“CountryClock”, ?x) AND greater(?x, 0)).

� No more than six “country clocks” can be simultaneously presented. This means that
after the user has created six “country clocks” the action is deactivated (i.e the action is
active until instance(“CountryClock”, ?x) AND lessOrequal(?x, 6)).

Figure 6.2 depicts how the Application Model components are utilised for the specification of
the conceptual model of the clock application. In order to reduce the complexity of the figure,
only a small part of the component relations are depicted.

5This slot is maintained only by Object Relation component and is not inherited to the subclasses.



Figure 6.2: An example of the Application Model usage



As mentioned in section 4.2.1.1 the holds the mapping rules through which the captured
knowledge about a given application is utilised for the generation and configuration of the
Buffering components (see also section 5.1.2).

In fact, the Application Agent could also partially generate the Interaction/Presentation Task
specifications, and contribute to the generation/configuration of the Sequencing Controllers.
The represented data types of application attributes and action parameters are part of the
information which determine the required Interaction/Presentation Tasks (IPTs). Additionally,
the encoded action preconditions and postconditions constitute part of the information upon
which the Sequencing Controllers are configured (i.e determine the dialogue sequencing that is
imposed through the application semantics).

However, we choose to encode all the mapping rules that generate the IPTs and the Sequencing
Controllers as part of the UCMAF Agent. The UCMAF maintains the rest of the information (i.e
the intended interaction metaphors and the required dialogue syntax) required for the completion
of the IPTs specification and the configuration of Sequencing Controllers. The transfer of all the
mapping rules into the UCMAF Agent facilitates a more efficient and less complex execution of
these design tasks since they are performed in one rather than two steps. The only requirement
is that the UCMAF Agent should have access to the components of the Application Model. In
the following section where the UCMAF is presented we will further elaborate this issue.

The mapping rules of the Application Agent generate and configure the Buffering components
utilising the information maintained into the , , and components of the Application Model (i.e
part of the components which constitute the UDS layer of the Application Model):

Application Object X Object Attributes�� Object Buffer

Application Action X Action Parameter �� Action Buffer

The above two mappings realise the mapping function FSDB which has been discussed in
sections 3.6.1 and 3.7.1. The rules that perform the mappings have the form which has been
presented in the examples of section 3.7.



The User’s Conceptual model of Application Functionality (UCMAF) reinforces the organisa-
tion of service semantics letting the designer to control and alter the user’s view of the service.
It introduces a higher level of semantics over those captured in the Service model. It can be
essentially viewed as a means of semantic enhancement over the pure service semantics.

The UCMAF extends the properties of service objects and actions and controls the dialogue
style specifying ways of action activation and object presentation.

The UCMAF modelling components support abstractions of the ways through which different
interaction metaphors are supported by a UI. Therefore, they provide a means for exploration
of different UI designs, enabling high level descriptions of the designer intentions and goals.

As mentioned in section 4.2.1.2 the UCMAF is built upon the Application Model, providing a
set of meta-concepts which annotate the concepts of the Application Model with UI-Relevant
semantics. While the close relation of the two models implies the possibility of merging them,
we choose to provide separate models for two reasons.

The first is our intention to follow a conceptual level modelling. It is important to clearly indicate
the different dimensions of the UI design process. The provision of two models provides a clear
separation of the concepts which model the pure application functionality and semantics from
those concepts which model the ways in which the functionality and semantics can be made
accessible to a user. On the other hand, the links maintained into the models adequately encode
the interrelations between the components of the two models.

The second reason for the separation is that it offers a modular UI design. The designer
can specify a single Application Model and then build different UCMAF instances exploring
different UIs for the same application.

Figure 7.1 depicts the UCMAF components and their interrelations. The boxes with the dashed
lines represent component of the Application Model and are used in order to show the links
between the two models.

In the following we will examine the information maintained into each component.

The , , and components maintain information about the intended view that the user should
have about the application objects and actions. The and components respectively, encode the
conditions under which an object view is activated, and the effects of the object view activation
to the dialogue sequencing. The component bundles together certain actions encoding a
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Figure 7.1: The components of the UCMAF and their interrelations



provided application actions in order to perform certain tasks. The first slot of each component
may contain a textual description which explains the specific purpose or functionality of a
component instance. It is used as a reminder for the designer.

7.1.1 Object Conceptual View

The component defines, at a conceptual level, (i.e media independent) the view that a user
should have about a particular application object. Different views can be specified for each
object. The views correspond to different ways of object presentation and manipulation.

Table 7.1 depicts the slots of the OCV component. The slot contains the object attributes
which are shown to the user. Different views of the same object may show different attribute
combinations. In particular, this slot contains links to components which specify the desired
attribute conceptual view (see section 7.1.2 which follows).

The slot contains information which drive the tool in the selection of the User Communicators
and the corresponding Lexical components which will realise the desired object view. Possible
types of view are , and . In presentation an arbitrary visual, auditory or tactile icon is utilised
to display the object specified in slot . If the Boolean value of the slot is true then the name
of the object is also presented, together with the icon, in order to facilitate the identification of
different object instances.

In general, for any type of presentation the slot controls whether the name of the object (i.e the
name by which a specific object instance is known to the UI and the Application) is displayed
as an additional object attribute.

If the type of view is specified to be , then all the attributes specified in slot are presented by
means of the presentation attributes of a single Lexical component (eg. the attributes “size”,
“rotation” and “colour” of an object in the class “rectangles” are presented by means of the
corresponding presentation attributes of a single Lexical component which shows a rectangle
on a visual display).

If the type of view is then the object is presented as an aggregation of Lexical components each
one displaying one of the attributes specified in slot.

The content of the slot is utilised in the case that more than one views have been specified for
a single object. In this case the slot specifies if this view is initially active.

The slot contains a link to an component which encodes the conditions under which the
view is activated. The slot contains a link to an component which implicitly encodes (i.e as
new conditions which are posted to the Dialogue State Blackboard) the effects that the view
activation has on the dialogue sequencing.

7.1.2 Attribute Conceptual View

The components (Table 7.2) maintain additional information (besides those maintained in the
related Object Conceptual View component) on how to present the individual object attributes
which constitute each object view.

The slot specifies whether the user is allowed to update the attribute value through direct manip-



ObjectViewDescription A textual description of the specified object view and
its functionality

ViewedObject A link to the application object for which we specify
this conceptual view

TypeOfView The required type of presentation. Possible types are
, ,

ViewedAttributes Contains links to components. These components
specify the object attributes to be presented by this
object view, and the required attribute views

ViewObjectName A Boolean specifying whether the Object Name
should be treated as an extra object attribute to be
presented

InitialView A Boolean specifying whether this view is the first to
be presented to the user when multiple views exist for
the same object

HasViewPrecondition The link to a component which controls when this
object view is activated/deactivated

HasViewPostcondition The link to a component which implicitly encodes the
effects to dialogue sequencing of this view activation

Table 7.1: Slots of the Object Conceptual View component

ulation of the Lexical component which presents the attribute. Consider the clock application
and the second UI which has been described in section 3.4. In this UI the attributes of the object
“time” are presented by “sliders”. Additionally, the user can use the output as input and can
change the “time” by directly manipulating the “sliders”.

The slot describes what type of mapping is required between the attribute and the Lexical
component which presents it. Two type of mappings are possible: and .

In mapping the object attribute values are directly mapped to values of a presentation property
of the selected Lexical component. In the clock application, the values of the attribute “Hours”
are assigned as values of the presentation attribute “SliderValue”. This type of mapping is
also called mapping because the tool selects generic Lexical components which are capable
of presenting and (if required) getting as input values of the specified attribute data type. Such
generic Lexical components are provided by various toolkit libraries. Indicative examples of
such components are , , , , , , etc.

In mapping the designer establishes partial analogies between real world objects and application
objects. This type of mapping is achieved through a mathematical interrelation of the object
attribute with the presentation property of a Lexical component (eg size, colour, orientation,
position, pitch, volume, etc). The presentation property is specified in the slot. The value of
the isomorphic presentation property is determined by the value of the corresponding object
attribute through the application of a constraint function which is specified in the slot. In the
case that direct manipulation of the presentation property is allowed (i.e AllowDirectManipula-
tion = TRUE), a “reverse” constraint function is required in order to transform the values of the
presentation property to the values of the object attribute. This function is specified in the slot.



AttributeViewDescription A textual description of the specified attribute view
and its functionality

ViewedAttribute A link to the object attribute for which we specify this
conceptual view

AllowDirectManipulation A Boolean controlling whether the user can directly
modify the attribute values (i.e use output as input)

TypeOfMapping The type of mapping between the attribute and the
Lexical component which presents it. Possible types
are: ,

IsomorphicPresentationProperty The presentation property (owned by a lexical com-
ponent) onto which the object attribute is mapped in
order to establish the isomorphic relation. Applicable
only if TypeOfMapping = Isomorphic

AttrToIPPFunction A constraint function which transforms the values of
the object attribute to the values of the Isomorphic
Presentation Property (IPP). It is applicable only if
TypeOfMapping = Isomorphic

IPPToAttrFunction A constraint function which transforms the values
of the Isomorphic Presentation Property (IPP) to the
values of the object attribute. It is applicable only if
(TypeOfMapping = Isomorphic AND AllowDirect-
Manipulation = TRUE)

Table 7.2: Slots of the Attribute Conceptual View component

The isomorphic mapping is also called mapping since the selection of the Lexical component
is not based on the attribute data type, but on an arbitrary selection of a presentation property
which can present the partial analogy with the property of a real world object.

7.1.3 Action Conceptual View

The components (Table 7.3) maintain information on how the user should view and access the
application actions.

The slot describes the method by which the user selects the action specified in slot . Possible
methods are , , and .

In the user specifies an action by selecting (pointing to) a presentation object which denotes
the action (eg. a button or a menu option).

In the user directly specifies an action by providing its name (i.e the name by which the object
instance is known to the application and the UI). In this case, the slot contains alternative names
which can be provided by the user in order to select the action (eg. delete, destroy, remove,
eliminate).

The above two methods support an explicit action selection. However, it is also possible
that the action is implicitly activated as a result of the update of an object attribute by the



object attribute (direct manipulation dialogue style). The slot contains the attribute whose
update triggers the implicit action selection. In order to request this method of activation the
“ActionSelectionMethod” is specified as .

The slot contains a link to an Action Context component which encodes information about
grouping this action with other logically related actions.

The slot contains a Boolean value which specifies whether confirmation should be requested
by the user before the action execution. This is required for actions which are irreversible or
computationally intensive. It may also be used in order to request the action execution before
all the action parameters have been specified.

The slot may contain an estimated or observed frequency of action use. This information
is used during an automatic evaluation of the design 1 or during an automatic generation of
the UCMAF (See section 7.1.9 about Dialogue Style component). The most frequently used
actions should be directly accessible to the user and if possible should not require an explicit
action selection operation.

The and slots maintain information which are used for the provision of dynamic help facilities
(see sections 2.2.4 and 3.5.2.5 on Active User Modelling) and evaluation of the designed UI 2.
The former specifies a link to a User Task component which describes the user task which is
served by the action. The latter specifies a general class into which the action belongs. The
class denotes the type of operation that the action performs on an application object. Possible
action classes are , , , and .

7.1.4 Parameter Conceptual View

The component (Table 7.4) encodes information on how the user should view and provide input
for the action parameters.

In the case that the parameter is used for the modification of an object attribute (i.e Parame-
terUsage = “ModifyObjectAttribute” where ParameterUsage is a slot of the Action Parameter
component in the Application Model), the slot specifies whether the parameter value is pro-
vided through a direct manipulation of the Lexical component which presents the related object
attribute. If this slot has the value “FALSE” then the tool allocates a Lexical component which
is capable of getting user input for the specified parameter data type. In order to “use output as
input” (i.e UseOutputAsInput = TRUE), the slot of the Attribute Conceptual View component
which is attached to the related object attribute, should have the value “TRUE” 3.

In the case that the parameter is used for an object instance selection, the slot describes the way
by means of which the user selects the object. Possible ways are , and .

In the user indirectly specifies an object by selecting (pointing to) its presentation object (i.e
the Lexical component).

In the user directly specifies an object by providing its name (i.e the name by which the object
instance in known to the UI and the application).

The above selection methods support an explicit object selection. There is also the possibility

1This facility in not currently supported
2These facilities are not supported and thus we will not further elaborate on them in this report.
3This interdependency is automatically maintained by the rules of the UCMAF Agent.



ActionConceptualView

ActionViewDescription A textual description of the specified Action view
ViewedAction A link to the Application Action for which we specify

this conceptual view
ActionSelectionMethod Specifies the way of selecting an action and there-

fore determines how the action is presented to the
user. Possible ways are: DirectSelection, IndirectSe-
lection, ImplicitSelection

ImplicitTriggerOfActionSelection Contains the object attribute whose update triggers an
implicit action selection. Applicable only if Action-
SelectionMethod = ImplicitSelection

ActionSynonyms A set of names which the user can specify in order
to select the action. Applicable only if ActionSelec-
tionMethod = DirectSelection

BelongsToActionContext A link to an Action Context component which groups
together logically related actions

ServesUserTask A link to a User Task component which maintains in-
formation about a user task which is realised through
this action

AskConfirmation A Boolean specifying whether user confirmation
should be requested before action execution. This
may true for actions which are irreversible or compu-
tationally intensive

ActionFrequencyOfUse An estimated or observed frequency of use for this
action. Possible values are: , , and

ActionClass A classification of the action to a generic action class
according to its usage for application object manipu-
lation. Possible classes are: , , , and

Table 7.3: Slots of the Action Conceptual View component



ParameterViewDescription A textual description of the specified Parameter view
ViewedParameter A link to the Action Parameter for which we specify

this conceptual view
ObjectSelectionMethod Specifies the way of selecting an object and thus deter-

mines how the parameter value specifying a selected
object instance is retrieved from the user. Possible
ways are: DirectSelection, IndirectSelection, Implic-
itSelection. This is applicable only when the slot Pa-
rameterUsage of the presented parameter has value
“SelectObject”

ObjectAttribute Contains the object attribute whose value is used for
the implicit object selection. Applicable only if Ob-
jectSelectionMethod = ImplicitSelection

UseOutputAsInput A Boolean specifying whether the parameter value
is specified through a direct manipulation of the
lexical component which presents the correspond-
ing object attribute or through a separate lexical
component. Applicable only when the slot Pa-
rameterUsage of the presented parameter has value
“ModifyObjectAttribute”

Table 7.4: Slots of the Parameter Conceptual View component

that the user specifies an object instance providing the value of an object attribute other than
the object name. In this case the UI should use the attribute value in order to retrieve the object
name which is required by the action. In order to denote this implicit selection method the
value of the slot is set to “ImplicitSelection”. The slot contains the object attribute through
which the implicit selection is achieved.

7.1.5 Object View Precondition

An component (Table 7.5) is attached to an component in order to specify the conditions under
which the object view is activated. The conditions are then used for the configuration of the
Precondition components of the UI Runtime Architecture Model. The conditions are encoded
as a set of predicates which must be true for the Precondition to be satisfied. The encoded
conditions relate to the incoming interactions events (see example in section 3.5.2.4) and the
creation or update of application object instances.

7.1.6 Object View Postcondition

An is attached to an component in order to implicitly specify the effects that the activation of
the object view has to dialogue sequencing (i.e activation/deactivation of other object views).
The effects are encoded as new conditions which apply after the view is activated. As Table 7.6
shows, each Postcondition component contains a set of predicates which are posted in the



PreconditionDescription A textual description of the Precondition Purpose
ControlsObjectView A link to the Object conceptual View component to

which the Precondition is attached
ListOfPredicates The predicates which must be true for the Precondi-

tion to be satisfied

Table 7.5: Slots of the Object View Precondition component

ObjectViewPostcondition

PostconditionDescription A textual description of the Postcondition purpose
IsPostConditionOf A link to the Object Conceptual View (OCV) compo-

nent to which the Postcondition is attached in order
to encode the effects to dialogue sequencing of the
activation of the object view specified into the OCV
component

PredicatesToAdd The predicates to be added to the Dialogue State
Blackboard

PredicatesToRemove The Predicates to be retracted from the Dialogue State
Blackboard

Table 7.6: Slots of the Object View Postcondition component

Dialogue State Blackboard (DSB) and a set of predicates which are retracted from the DSB.
These predicates are used for the configuration of the Postcondition components of the UI
Runtime Architecture Model.

7.1.7 Action Context

Logically related actions can be grouped into bundles by means of the component (Table 7.7).
For example the actions “SAVE”, “OPEN”, “NEW” and “PRINT” which operate on user files
can be grouped into a bundle. The slot contains the links to the Action Conceptual View
components which control the view of the bundled actions. When there is a large number of
actions, the bundles can be hierarchically ordered. The action context hierarchies are maintained
by the and slots.

7.1.8 User Task

The components (Table 7.8) are used for the description of the ways in which the user may use
the application actions in order to perform certain tasks. The different user tasks that can be
served by the application are organised into hierarchies of tasks and subtasks ( and slots). The
“leaf” tasks are connected to the actions which execute them by means of the slot. For each
task we also maintain a user plan ( slot) which describes the order under which the subtasks
should be performed by the user. Alternative paths for task execution can be specified by means



ActionContextDescription A textual description of the logical relation between
actions which is encoded by this action context

GroupsActions The links to the Action Conceptual View components
which control the view of the actions that are bundled
together by the context

IsSubContextOf Links this Action Context to its SuperContext. Main-
tains the Action Context component hierarchies

IsSuperContextOf Links this Action Context to its SubContext. Main-
tains the Action Context component hierarchies

Table 7.7: Slots of the Action Context component

of the slot. The slot may contain a textual description of the preconditions under which the
task should be performed by the user.

The main purpose of the User Task components is to maintain information which can be
dynamically (i.e at runtime) utilised by the constructed UI for the provision of automatic help
and navigation facilities to the user. As explained in section 3.5.2.5 (Active User Modelling) the
provision of such facilities also requires the existence of the appropriate UI components which
will handle the information about user tasks and plans. While this report does not elaborate on
the construction of such UI components, the provision of UCMAF components which maintain
user task information supports a future inclusion of UI components which support active user
modelling.

7.1.9 Dialogue Style

The component (Table 7.9) facilitates a very high level specification of the conceptual view that
the designer wishes for the user to have. By configuring the UCMAF components discussed so
far, a designer can change the various aspects which constitute the user’s conceptual view and in
this way go from one dialogue style to another or intermix aspects from different dialogue styles.
It is possible to automate this process with the component. The designer can specify a desired
dialogue style and the tool can automatically configure the appropriate UCMAF components
by means of a set of rules “capturing” knowledge about specific dialogue styles 4. Possible
dialogue styles can be , , , , , etc.

At this stage, we do not support the rules which utilise the information maintained in the
components in order to automate the UCMAF configuration. However, we present the Dialogue
Style component in order to give a more complete view of the UCMAF functionality and the
possibilities offered for the specification of interaction metaphors.

4This kind of facility is similar to the dialogue style transformations introduced by Kovacevic [Kov92]. The
main difference is that while Kovacevic introduces rules which directly change the UI structure, in our case the
rules configure the UCMAF components and offer a more clear and flexible manipulation of the aspects which
control the UI “Look and Feel”.



UserTask

UserTaskDescription A textual description of the User Task
IsServedByAction The link to the Action Conceptual View which spec-

ifies the view of the action that can serve this task
HasAlternativeTasks The links to User Task components which define al-

ternative dialogue paths that a user may follow for the
execution of the same task

IsSubTaskOf A link to the User Task component which requires
this task as an intermediate step. Maintains User
Task hierarchies

HasSubTasks The Links to the User Task components whose com-
bination realises this task. Maintains User Task
hierarchies

TextualPrecondition A textual description of the condition under which
the task should be performed by the user

UserPlan An list describing the order in which subtasks are
performed

Table 7.8: Slots of the User Task component

DialogueStyle

DialogueStyleDescription A textual description of the Dialogue Style
RequiredDialogueStyle The dialogue style that should be supported by the

constructed UI (eg. Menu-Driven, Direct Manipula-
tion, etc)

Table 7.9: Slots of the Dialogue Style component



ViewedObject CountryClock
TypeOfView LexicalComponentsAggregation
ViewedAttributes Hours, Minutes, Country
ViewObjectName FALSE
InitialView TRUE
HasViewPrecondition ClockView1Prec
HasViewPostcondition —

Table 7.10: Specification of the fist view of the object class

ClockView2

ViewedObject CountryClock
TypeOfView LexicalComponentsAggregation
ViewedAttributes Hours, Minutes, Country, Date
ViewObjectName FALSE
InitialView FALSE
HasViewPrecondition ClockView2Prec
HasViewPostcondition —

Table 7.11: Specification of the second view of the object class

We will use the example clock application presented in section 6.2 in order to give a small
example of the UCMAF usage. Figure 7.2 depicts the UCMAF components which are utilised
for the control of the way in which the actions and objects of the clock application are activated
and presented respectively. In order to avoid the complexity of the figure only a subset of the
components are shown.

The and components define two different views for the object class. The slot contents of these
two components are shown in Table 7.10 and Table 7.11 respectively. Both views present the
object attributes as an aggregation of Lexical components each one presenting one attribute.
The second view presents all the attributes while the first view presents all the attributes but
the attribute.

The first view (ClockView1) is activated only in the case that only one CountryClock instance
has been requested by the user. When more than one instances are presented then the second
view (ClockView2) is activated, which also presents the date in order to facilitate a better
understanding of time differences. The conditions for the views activation are encoded in the
and Object View Precondition components which are shown in Table 7.12 and Table 7.13
respectively.

The Attribute Conceptual View components , , and specify the views for the corresponding
attributes. Table 7.14 shows the specification of the component. The other attributes are
similarly specified.



Figure 7.2: An example of the UCMAF usage



ControlsObjectView ClockView1
ListOfPredicates instance-count(“CountryClock”, ?x) AND equal(?x, 1)

Table 7.12: Specification of the Precondition for the activation of ClockView1

ClockView2Prec

ControlsObjectView ClockView2
ListOfPredicates instance-count(“CountryClock”, ?x) AND greater(?x, 1)

Table 7.13: Specification of the Precondition for the activation of ClockView2

According to the specification we do not allow a direct manipulation of the Lexical component
which presents the “Hours” attribute. This means that a separate Lexical component should be
allocated for the input of values for the “Hours” attribute (see following paragraphs about the
view of the “NewHours” parameter). Additionally, we specify that we do not require an (i.e
isomorphic) but a mapping. This means that the selection of the Lexical component which will
present the attribute should be based on the attribute data-type. So, during the construction of
specifications concerning this attribute presentation (i.e the Interaction/Presentation Task speci-
fications) the only required specification attribute will be the attribute data-type (an explanation
of how the specifications are generated is provided next during the presentation of the UCMAF
Agent).

The Action Conceptual View components and specify the way the and actions will be viewed
and selected by the user. The specified components are shown in Table 7.15 and Table 7.16.

According to the specified views both actions belong to the Action Context component (Ta-
ble 7.17) which groups together all the action which alter the CountryClock instances.

The Parameter Conceptual View components , , and specify how the user will view and
specify input for the parameters , , of the action, and the parameter of the action. Table 7.18
depicts the component. The views of the other two parameters of the action are specified in a
similar way. The only important information contained in this component is that the parameter
is not specified through a direct manipulation of the Lexical component which presents the
corresponding object attribute . Instead a separate Lexical component should be allocated by

HoursView

ViewedAttribute Hours
AllowDirectManipulation FALSE
TypeOfMapping Simple
IsomorphicPresentationProperty —
AttrToIPPFunction —
IPPToAttrFunction —

Table 7.14: Specification of the view for the Hours attribute



ViewOfCreateClockAction

ViewedAction CreateCountryClock
ActionSelectionMethod IndirectSelection
ImplicitTriggerOfActionSelection —
ActionSynonyms —
BelongsToActionContext ClockOperations
ServesUserTask —
AskConfirmation TRUE
ActionFrequencyOfUse Frequent
ActionClass CreateObject

Table 7.15: Slots of the view for the CreateCountryClock action

ViewOfDeleteClockAction

ViewedAction DeleteCountryClock
ActionSelectionMethod IndirectSelection
ImplicitTriggerOfActionSelection —
ActionSynonyms —
BelongsToActionContext ClockOperations
ServesUserTask —
AskConfirmation TRUE
ActionFrequencyOfUse Normal
ActionClass DeleteObject

Table 7.16: Slots of the view for the DeleteCountryClock action

ClockOperations

GroupsActions ViewOfCreateClockAction, ViewOfDeleteClockAc-
tion, ViewOfSetTimeAction, ViewOfSetDateAction

IsSubContextOf —
IsSuperContextOf —

Table 7.17: Specification of the Action Context which groups clock operations



ViewedParameter NewHours
ObjectSelectionMethod —
ObjectAttribute —
UseOutputAsInput FALSE

Table 7.18: Specification of the view for the action parameter NewHours

ViewOfClockParam

ViewedParameter Clock
ObjectSelectionMethod ImplicitSelection
ObjectAttribute Country
UseOutputAsInput FALSE

Table 7.19: Specification of the view for the action parameter Clock

the tool for input of values for the attribute. Recall that during the view definition for the
“Hours” attribute the slot has been set to “FALSE”.

Table 7.19 depicts the component. Since this parameter is used for an object selection, we
should specify the selection method. We let the user to identify the clock to be deleted by the
specification of the “country” (i.e the value of the country attribute) whose time is shown by
the clock. This is achieved by setting the object selection method to be and the object attribute
which supports the implicit selection to be .

The holds the mapping rules through which the knowledge captured by the UCMAF components
is utilised for: a) The generation and configuration of the components, b) The generation and
partial configuration of the User Communication components and c) The generation of the
requirement specifications about .

As we explained in section 4.4.2 and as it is shown in the presentation of the UCMAF components
(that most of them have a link to a component of the Application Model) the UCMAF Agent
is also required to have access and utilise the information maintained into the Application
model. Therefore, the domain of the mappings performed by the UCMAF Agent may include
Application Model components besides the UCMAF components.

The mappings which generate and configure the and the corresponding to which the are
attached, have as domain a combination of Application Model and UCMAF components. Their
co-domain is a combination of UI components consisting of a Monitor subclass, a User Com-
municator which is monitored or accepts values from the Monitor, and the Dialogue Sequencing
components which control the status variables of the Monitor and the User Communicator.



The and the corresponding which accept the monitored attributes, are generated 5 by the
following mapping.

Application Object X Object Conceptual Views X
Attributes Conceptual Views X Object View Precondition X

Object View Postcondition�� Object Monitors X
User Communicators X Precondition X Postcondition

For each application object, the mapping rules examine the defined object views. For each view,
they examine the attributes presented; according to the specified attribute view, they generate an
Object Monitor and a User Communicator both of which handle the attribute presentation. The
Object Monitor is attached to the Object Buffer slot which keeps the values of the monitored
attribute. Then the monitor is configured to transfer the values to the appropriate User Commu-
nicator slot. The information maintained into the and components are utilised for the generation
of the Precondition and Postcondition components which control activation/deactivation of the
monitors that handle the different views. The Pre- and Postconditions of an Object Monitor are
then attached to the status slots of the User Communicator connected with the monitor.

7.3.2 Action Presentation and Selection

The and components which control the action selection, and the corresponding monitored
(which present the actions) are generated by the mapping:

Application Action X Action Conceptual View X

Action Precondition X Action Postcondition ��
(Indirectly Get Action

W
Directly Get Action

W
Implicitly Get Action) X

User Communicator X Precondition X Postcondition

For each application action, the mapping rules examine the defined action view and according to
the specified they generate the appropriate action monitor class (i.e one of IndirectlyGetAction,
DirectlyGetAction, ImplicitlyGetAction).

In the case that the action is selected (i.e direct or indirect selection), a User Communicator
is generated which handles the Lexical component that in turn supports the explicit action
selection. When the action is implicitly selected no User Communicator is generated. Instead,
the generated monitor is connected to the User Communicator which presents the object
attribute whose updates trigger the action activation.

The and components are utilised for the generation of Precondition and Postcondition com-
ponents. These components are attached to the status slots of the User Communicators. They
control when the User Communicators presenting the actions are enabled or disabled. When a
User Communicator is disabled the corresponding Lexical component is visible, but does not
accept user events. In general, all the Lexical components which handle the explicitly selected
actions are visible in a direct or indirect way. Visibility refers to the accessibility of an action.

5Henceforth by the term generation we will mean both the generation and component configuration.



accessible). The latter case occurs when the actions are grouped in action context hierarchies.
For example, in a graphical interface these hierarchies may be realised as . In order to select an
action the user should traverse the appropriate menu hierarchy.

7.3.3 Parameter Value Input

The components which handle the input of action parameters (i.e Action Monitors, Dialogue
Sequencing components and User Communicators) are generated through the following map-
ping:

Application ActionX Action Parameters X Parameter Conceptual Views��
(GetParameterValue

W
IndirectlyGetObject

W
ImplicitlyGetObject

W

DirectlyGetObject)X User Communicators X Precondition X

Postcondition

For each application action, the rules examine the defined views for the action parameters.
According to the the appropriate monitor is generated:

� IF ParameterUsage = “ModifyObjectattribute” OR “ParameterUsage = “SpecifyValue”
THEN generate a GetParameterValue monitor

� IF ParameterUsage = “SelectObject” AND “ObjectSelectionMethod = “DirectSelection”
THEN generate a DirectlyGetObject monitor

� IF ParameterUsage = “SelectObject” AND “ObjectSelectionMethod = “IndirectSelec-
tion” THEN generate an IndirectlyGetObject monitor

� IF ParameterUsage = “SelectObject” AND “ObjectSelectionMethod = “ImplicitSelec-
tion” THEN generate an ImplicitlyGetObject monitor

The User Communicators which handle the input of the parameters are generated as follows:

� IF ParameterUsage = “ModifyObjectAttribute” AND UseOutputAsInput = “FALSE”
THEN generate a User Communicator to handle the parameter input
ELSE the parameter values are provided through the User Communicator which presents
the corresponding object attribute

� IF ParameterUsage = “SelectObject” THEN
IF ObjectSelectionMethod = “DirectSelection” OR
ObjectSelectionMethod = “ImplicitSelection”
THEN generate a User Communicator to handle the object input
ELSE IF ObjectSelectionMethod = “IndirectSelection”
THEN the object name value is provided through the
User Communicator which presents the corresponding object



status slot of the User Communicators which handle the input of the parameters. This control
is applied only for the parameters which are not provided through direct manipulation of the
presented application objects. To each User Communicator handling the input of a parameter
a Precondition is attached. The Precondition states that the Communicator is made visible
whenever the action for which the Communicator handles a parameter is selected. The attached
Postconditions simply declare that the corresponding parameter has a value.

7.3.4 Generation of Interaction/Presentation Task Specifications

The UCMAF Agent does not completely configure the User Communicators. What can not be
decided by the UCMAF Agent are the which are handled by the User Communicators. The
class of a Lexical component determines both the component functionality (i.e the supported
interaction/presentation technique) and the media and devices through which the component
realises the functionality. From the user’s point of view the selected Lexical component classes
determine the UI “look and feel”.

As mentioned in sections 3.7.3 and 4.1.1.2, the decision for the appropriate Lexical compo-
nent classes requires a combination of functional specifications and user specifications. The
functional specifications describe the required Lexical component functionality and concern the
Interaction/Presentation Tasks which should be handled by the selected Lexical components.
The user specifications describe the media and devices through which the selected Lexical
components should realise their functionality, in order to be accessible to certain user groups.

The Application Model components and the UCMAF Model components maintain information
about the application functionality and about the desired ways of making this functionality
accessible to the user. The UCMAF Agent utilises this information in order to generate the
Interaction/Presentation Tasks (IPTs) as part of the specifications which drive the selection
of the interaction/presentation modalities (i.e the Lexical component classes). So, while the
UCMAF Agent does not decide for the appropriate Lexical component classes, it contributes
to their selection through the generation of specifications.

The generated specifications are stored into instances of the IPTS (Interaction/Presentation
Task Specification) component of the Blackboard Model, in order to be made available to
the Modality model. As presented in section 5.2 the IPTS component keeps the following
information for each required IPT:

� A (SpecificationName slot of the IPTS component) which is the name of the required
IPT.

� A list of <, > pairs which encode together with their values (ListOfSpecAttrValPairs slot
of the IPTS component).

� The User Communicator which serves the required IPT.

There are ten possible values for the specification name, which denote the ten top level Interac-
tion/Presentation tasks. These are the , , , , , , , , and .

According to the specification name,certain slots of the involved Application Model components
and UCMAF components are used as specification attributes. The names of the slots are used



case, the slot value directly provides a list of <, > pairs.

The IPTS components which have as specification name one of the values , , , are generated
by the following mapping.

Application Object X Object Conceptual Views X
Attributes Conceptual View X Object Attributes X Data Types X
User Communicators �� IPTS

For each application object, the mapping rules examine the defined object views. For each view,
they examine the attributes presented;according to the specified attribute view and attribute data
type, they generate the <, > pairs. The slots which are used as specification attributes are the
following (the name in the parenthesis is the name of the component to which the slot belongs):
DataTypeName (DataType), ModalitySelectionProperties 6 (Data Type), TypeOfMapping (At-
tributeConceptualView), AllowDirectManipulation (AttributeConceptualView), IsomorphicP-
resentationProperty (AttributeConceptualView). The Object Attribute components, referred to
the above mapping, are used to access the Data Type components. The User Communicators
are used for the configuration of slot of the IPTS components.

The IPTS components which have as specification name one of the values , and are generated
by the following mapping.

Application Action X Action Conceptual Views X
Parameters Conceptual View X Action Parameter X Data Types X
User Communicators �� IPTS

For each application action, the mapping rules find the defined action view. They examine the
parameters presented by the view and according to the specified parameter view and parameter
data type they generate the <, > pairs. The slots which are used as specification attributes are the
following (the name in the parenthesis is the name of the component to which the slot belongs):
DataTypeName (DataType), ModalitySelectionProperties (DataType), ActionSelectionMethod
(ActionConceptualView), ObjectSelectionMethod (ParameterConceptualView). The Action
Parameter components are included in the mapping domain since they are used to access the
required parameter data types.

Finally, the IPTS components which have as specification name one of the values , and are
generated by the mapping rules during the execution of the above two mappings. The purpose
of these three tasks is to request a spatial arrangement of the allocated Lexical components.
So, when an object is presented as an aggregation of Lexical components the rules generate
a IPT specification. When the actions are bundled into action contexts the rules generate a
IPT specification for each defined action context. For each action, the rules group together the
parameters which are not specified through direct manipulation of the object to which the action
operates. The specification tasks related to spatial arrangement of Lexical components have no
specification attributes since the UCMAF model does not currently maintain any information
concerning the UI layout.

6Concerning this slot, we do not use the slot name as the name of the specification attribute since the slot value
already contains a list of <SpecificationAttribute, Value> pairs.



The facilitates the incorporation of user requirements in the UI design. While it is not directly
involved in the UI construction (i.e UI component configuration) it generates the according to
which the interaction/presentation modalities are selected (i.e the classes of Lexical components
which are handled by the configured User Communicators).

The User Model captures knowledge about the motor, sensory and communication abilities of
the user and links them to the media and devices which can be utilised by the UI according to
the user abilities. The generated combination of media and devices constitutes the which relate
to the effectiveness criteria applied to the modality selection.

Recall that the modalities selected for the UI construction should fulfil both the generated
by the User Model, and the (i.e Interaction/Presentation Task specifications) generated by the
UCMAF (see previous section).

In contrast to the models presented so far, the User Model does not utilise a in order to link the
user requirements to the appropriate media and devices. Instead, it uses a special form of in
which the user requirement specifications are retrieved from a repository of past . The repository
stores cases of user groups which have been encountered in previous designs encoding also
the solutions which have been specified for these past user cases. A set of case retrieval rules
facilitates the retrieval of the past cases and the reuse of the past solutions (i.e the media and
device combinations) in a new design situation.

The utilised case representation and case retrieval methods are based on a special form of
case-based reasoning (CBR) which has been proposed by [Kat94]. This special form of CBR
has been utilised in the context of a framework for reusing object-oriented software code. Its
application to the context of this research work is justified due to the relevant reusability issues.
In our case, we are interested for reusing design elements for a special class of software systems
which implement the interaction between the human and the machine.

The utilised CBR method has been initially applied only to the Modality Model for the se-
lection of Modalities. As explained in section 3.5 the selection of modalities corresponds to
the selection of the Lexical component which realise the required modalities. The object-
oriented organisation of the Lexical components into the Lexical Server, supports their reuse
and facilitates the enhancement of their reusability through the application of CBR. Besides
the application of CBR in the Modality Model, it has been also decided to apply it in the
User Model. Its application offers a number of advantages, the most important of them being
the dynamic evolution of the User Model, and the simplicity and efficiency in which the user
requirement specifications can be produced. The simplicity owes to the fact that we are not
required to provide a complex causal model which links the user abilities to UI aspects (see also
section 3.7). The efficiency is achieved due to the continuous improvement of the user cases
repository during the successive designs.

The adoption of CBR for the representation of user requirements determines the functionality
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Figure 8.1: The components of the User Model and their interrelations

of the two User Model Layers. The layer represents the model components which maintain
the information about the stored . It is the place where the cases repository is maintained. The
holds the case retrieval rules which retrieve past cases and maintain the repository evolution.

Figure 8.1 presents the User Model components. In the following, the information maintained
in each component will be examined and then the adopted case representation and retrieval
methods will be explained.

8.1.1 User Ability Specification

The component (Table 8.1) maintains information about a particular user ability that affects the
selection of the media and devices through which interaction in the UI will take place. The slot
contains the name of the encoded ability and the slot contains a list of user properties related
to the encoded ability. A slot for each specified property is also maintained in order to keep a
value describing the user’s performance concerning the specific property. At the current stage
we have adopted a four value scale: a) which means that the user is able to perform the activity
related to the property, b) which means that the user is able to perform the related activity with
difficulty, c) which means that the activity can be performed only with an aid or adaptation,
and d) which means that the user can not perform the activity. Table 8.2 provides an example



SpecifationName The name by which we refer to a user spec-
ification which groups together a set of user
properties related to a UI-relevant user ability
(eg. Body-Movement, Body-Control, Visual-
Manipulation, Colour-Recognition, etc

SpecificationDescription A textual description of the represented specification
UIRelevantAttributes A list of attributes which specify the set of user group

properties which relate to a user ability and constitute
important factors influencing the selection of media
and devices. For each listed attribute a slot is main-
tained which keeps the attribute values. The attribute
values denote the user’s performance concerning the
property encoded by the attribute

Table 8.1: Information maintained in the User Ability Specification component

representing the and some related properties.

8.1.2 User Group

Different User Ability Specification components can be grouped together in order to describe
certain user groups. In this way user groups with multiple disabilities can be represented. The
combination of User Ability Specification components into a single user group is achieved
through the component which is shown in Table 8.3.

8.1.3 Media and Devices Specification

The component (Table 8.4) describes important information about the media and devices which
can be used for the construction of the UI. In fact, the encoded media and devices combination
determines which Lexical components will be selected for communication with the user. The
slot contains the basic medium through which interaction with the user will take place. For a
sighted user, this medium is usually graphics while for a blind user is speech or braille. The
describes another medium that can be used in combination with the primary one. For example,
considering a blind user, the primary medium may be speech and the secondary braille, or
vice-versa depending on user preference.

The slot contains the device which is used for spatial arrangement of the Lexical components.
For a sighted user the value of this slot is . For a blind user the value may be or . In the
former case, the Lexical components are spatially arranged in a virtual audio display (see also
section 3.2) while in the latter case the spatial arrangement of objects is not an information that
is provided to the blind user.

The slot contains a list of presentation media and presentation forms which can be used for
information presentation.

The , , , , and slots contain an appropriate device or method through which the user selects



Ability32

SpecifationName Dexterity
SpecificationDescription Describes the ability of the user to carry on manual

activities concerning fine movements of body parts
for device operation

UIRelevantAttributes PickAndCarryDevice, FineFin-
gerMove, PresskeyboardKeys, Press-
BigSwitch, EyeControl, MouthControl

PickAndCarryDevice “NO”
FineFingerMove “Restricted”
PressKeyboardKeys “Adaptation”
PressBigSwitch “OK”
EyeControl “OK”
MouthControl “OK”

Table 8.2: An example of a User Ability Specification component

UserGroup

UserGroupName The name by which we refer to a user group
UserGroupDescription A textual description of the represented user group
HasUserAbilitySpecifications The links to User Ability Specification components

which describe a User Group

Table 8.3: Information maintained in the User Group component



and then to individual Lexical components, and selects between sets of values.

Finally, the slot contains a textual description of modifications/adaptations that may be required
in order to ensure the accessibility of the UI which will be realised by the specified media and
devices. These modifications concern the values that certain presentation attributes of the
selected Lexical components should have. For example, if the primary interaction medium is
specified to be graphics and the user group is “visually impaired” then the description may
specify the following: “Font Size >= 25points, Minimum Rectangle >= 1/7 of screen area”.

8.1.4 Dependency between “UserGroup” components and “MediaDevicesSpec-
ification” components

The component (Table 8.5) encodes the dependency between a component describing a user
group and a component describing the media and devices which are appropriate for the user
group. This component models the designer’s decision to use a specific combination of media
and devices in order to cover the need of a particular user group. The relation established
between the involved components is not necessarily one to one. The same media and devices
combination may be appropriate for different user groups. Also, for the same user group,
different combinations of media and devices may be applicable. The decision to select one
compination over another may be determined by factors like device availability, application
type, user preference, cost effectiveness, efficient interaction and others. The and slots are
utilised in the case where more than one media and devices combination exist. The former
gives a textual description of the preference. The latter models the factors which influence the
decision.

The is responsible for retrieving relevant user group cases, according to the designer’s speci-
fications about a user group, and then generating the media and devices combination which is
appropriate for the given user group. It is also responsible of maintaining the cases repository,
whenever new cases are specified by the designer. Before the method of case retrieval and
repository evolution is described we should define how a is represented. A is defined as a tuple
of the form:

<Ability, MedDevSpec>

The term denotes a specification about a user ability which is described by a component. The
term denotes a specification about media and devices which are compatible with the ability.
The media and devices specification is described by a component.

The first step of a case retrieval is to ask the designer for a which denotes the name of a user
ability related to problems that the target user group encounters during interaction. For example,
if the design is for motor-impaired users then the designer may specify . For blind users, who
also happen to have reduced touch sensing, the designer may specify . In the following we will
assume that the designer specifies only one name. If more than one name is specified, then the
presented algorithms are applied in the same manner for each specified name.



MediaDevicesSpecification

PrimaryInteractionMedium The primary medium used for realisation of Lexical
components

SecondaryInteractionMedium A medium that can be also used, besides the primary
one, for Lexical component realisation

SpatialArrangementDevice The device which is used for spatial arrangement of
the Lexical components (eg. 2D Graphics, 2D or 3D
audio, etc

CommunicationMedia The presentation media and forms which can be used
for communication of information to the user, includ-
ing substitute language forms (eg. image, video, text,
braille, sign language, pictograms, diagrams)

ObjectSelection The device or method through which the user selects
Lexical components presenting application objects
(eg. mouse, data glove, eyegaze, scanning, tablet)

ObjectManipulation The device for manipulation of the interactive prop-
erties of a Lexical component

MoveFocusInSpatialContainer The device or method of changing focus between
Lexical components grouped into a spatial container
(eg. mouse, eyegaze, scanning, keyboard)

MoveFocusBetweenContainers The device or method for moving between spatial
containers (eg. mouse, eye gaze, scanning, data
glove)

EstablishFocus The device for setting the focus when explicit set-
ting is required (eg. mouse button, keyboard, special
switch

SelectionOfEnumeratedValues A device or method for selecting between a set of
values. This is applicable in the case of user input for
enumerated data types

RequiredModifications A textual description of possible modifications to the
presentation attributes of the interaction media. The
modification are required in order to make the media
accessible to the user

Table 8.4: Information maintained in the MediaDevicesSpecification component



DependencyFromUserToMediaDevices

FromUserGroup A link to a User Group component
ToMediaDevicesSpecification A link to a MediaDevicesSpecification component

linking the User Group specified in slot FromUser-
Specification to a combination of Media and devices
which are appropriate for the User Group

DecisionJustification A textual description of the reasons that caused the de-
cision to interrelate the User Group component with
the MediaDevicesSpecification component. It is used
to explain the preference of one Media and Devices
combination over another, when more than one Me-
diaDevicesSpecification components correspond to a
certain User Group

DecisionAttributes A list of attributes which encode reasons other than
user abilities which have influenced the decision to
interrelate the User Group component with a Medi-
aDecicesSpecification component. The list is utilised
when more that one MediaDeviceSpecification com-
ponents correspond to a single User Group. It en-
codes the reasons for preferring one component from
another (eg. because of device availability)

Table 8.5: Information maintained in the DependencyFromUserToMediaDevices component



specified ability. The components are stored in list (User Ability Specification Components):

UASC = find all ?x where instance(?x, UserAbilitySpecification) AND
?x.SpecificationName == an

Then the list (UI Relevant Attributes) is generated. The list contains the aggregation of all the
attributes contained in the slot of the components in list . It is a list of all the attributes which
model the properties of the specified ability .

for all ?x inlist UASC do
append all ?y.UIRelevantAttributes into URA

For each attribute in list the system prompts the designer to give a value. The already specified
values for an attribute are collected into list through the query:

find ?attr inlist URA;
for all ?spec inlist UASC where IsSlot(?attr, ?spec) do
append ?spec.?attr into ValueList;
ProposeDesigner(?attr, ValueList)

There are four alternatives concerning the value specification

� The designer may select a known value from the list

� The designer may exclude an attribute from the target attribute list specifing the value .

� The designer may specify the value for an attribute. This denotes that the value of the
attribute is not important for the target group.

� The designer may specify any other value other than those in list

At the end of this process, the system generates the list consisting of the pairs where is an
attribute in list and is the value that the designer has specified for the attribute. From all the
pairs in the list we should exclude those which encode the values and :

TargetAttrs = find all (?x, ?y) inlist AllAttrs where
( ?y �� “No” AND ?y �� “DontCare”)

The list contains the target “UIRelevantAttributes” together with the values specified by the
designer for each one of them. According to the designer’s opinion, the attributes in this list are
characteristic for the target user group, concerning the specified ability .

The system also constructs the list which contains all the attributes which have been specified
with the value .

ExludedAttrs = find all ?x where ((?x, ?y) inlist AllAttrs AND
?y == “No”)



The excluded components are those whose UIRelevantAttributes slot contains an attribute which
is in list . The exclusion procedure produces the list.

UASC1 = find all ?x inlist UASC where
(for all ?attr inlist ?x.UIRelevantAttributes
(not (?attr inlist ExcludedAttrs)))

Next follows the matching process. The list contains the candidate UserAbilititySpecification
components. The list contains the specified (by the designer) pairs (attr, value) according to
which the system will evaluate which of the candidate specifications matches the designer’s
specification about a user ability. There is an exact match when it exists a (UserAbilitySpeci-
fication) component in for which it holds that: all (attr, value) pairs contained in TargetAttrs
are also contained in the component 1. Formally:

MatchedSpec = find one ?spec inlist UASC1 where
(for all (?attr, ?value) inlist TargetAttrs
(?spec.?attr == ?value)))

After an exact match has been succeeded, the system finds the components which contain the
matched component.

MatchedUserGroups = find all ?x where
((instance(?x, UserGroup) AND
MatchedSpec inlist ?x.HasUserAbilitySpecifications)

If the list contains more than one components, the designer has to select one of them.
The selection is based on the additional components which are provided by the candidate
components (these are contained in the slot of each candidate component).

We will suppose that the finally selected component is . The last step that has to be carried
out is to discover the media and devices which are appropriate for the selected user group.
In other words, the system should retrieve the MediaDevicesSpecification components which
are connected to the selected UserGroup component. The retrieval is realised through the
components which link together the and the components.

DepComps = find all ?x where
(instance(?x, DependencyFromUserToMediaDevices) AND
?x.FromUserGroup == UGC)

The list contains all the components which refer to the selected component. If is the only
one component in the list, the system retrieves the required component accessing the slot of
the component.

1Recall that for each attribute specified in slot UIRelevantAttributes, the component keeps a slot named after
the attribute and containing the attribute value. So the component contains the pair <attr, value> if there is a slot
with the name “att” and it contains the “value”.



The existence of more than one component in the list means that more than one combinations
of media and devices exist. In this case the designer should take a decision about the most
appropriate. In order to support the designer to decide, the system retrieves from each component
in the list the contents of the slots and , and generates a set of triplets of the form . is a
component in list . is the textual description of the reasons for which this component has been
preferred in the past (this may be empty). is the list of attributes which encode reasons, other
than user abilities, for preferring this component over the others. All the triplets are presented
to the designer who is responsible for selecting one of them. After selection, the required
component is retrieved through the first element of the selected triplet.

MedDevSpec = DepComp.ToMediaDevicesSpecification

The contains the component, the contents of which are posted to the into a component of
the . The name of the retrieved user group (contained in the slot of the retrieved component)
is assigned to the slot of the component. The assignment of values to the other slots of the
component is very simple since they are the same with the slots of the component except the
slot . The contents of this slot are not posted to the Blackboard. They are presented to the
designer in order to supply some general information about the appropriate configuration of
the Lexical components (in fact the configuration of the User Communicators which handle the
Lexical components) which are selected through the Modality Model (see next section).

So, when an exact match of a user group case is achieved by the case retrieval rules, a
MedDevSpecs component is posted to the blackboard specifying the selected user group and
the combination of media and devices which are appropriate for the user group. In the following
section, we will examine how the posted specifications are utilised by the Modality Model in
order to select appropriate Lexical components.

Before we finish the discussion on the User Agent, it remains to examine what happens when
the system cannot succeed to exactly match the designer’s specifications with a past user group
case encoded into the repository.

After a failure to locate a user group case, the system generates a new component. The
component has as the attributes described in list . Recall that this list contains a set of tuples
which describe the attributes specified by the designer and their corresponding values.

NewSpec = create-instance(UserAbilitySpecification);
for each (?attr, ?value) inlist TargetAttrs do

(New-Slot = create-slot(?attr, NewSpec);
New-Spec.New-Slot = ?value;
New-Spec.UIRelevantAttributes += ?attr;)

The operator “+=” means that in each assignment the value in variable “?attr” is added to the
existing contents of the slot .

Then, a new component is generated which groups the created UserAbilitySpecification com-
ponent(s). The designer is also prompted to specify the values for the creation of a new
component. After that, the system generates a new component which links together the new
component with the new component.



with the retrieved combination of media and devices. For example, consider that the target
user group is blind users and the system successfully retrieves a component which specifies
that the spatial arrangement of the generated Lexical components (slot ) will be realised by
a “virtual audio display”. If there is no implementation platform (i.e devices and software)
which facilitates the realisation of a “virtual audio display”, then the retrieved specification
is not acceptable, even if it describes a possible solution. In such a case the designer might
request the creation of a new which provides another solution which can be implemented by the
available Lexical Server. The system asks the designer to provide a textual description and an
attribute (eg. VirtualAudioDisplayAvailability) which will be used to encode into the repository
the reason which justifies the preference of the new specification over the one retrieved by the
system. The textual description and the attribute are respectively stored in the and slots of the
components.



The final step of the UI construction process is the selection of the appropriate modalities
which realise the external UI form presenting the application data, getting the user’s input, and
providing feedback for each user action. The modalities correspond to the various interac-
tion/presentation methods and techniques through which interaction with the user is carried out.
Therefore, the selection of modalities is basically the selection of objects which encapsulate
the data and methods that implement the interaction/presentation methods. As mentioned in
section 3.5.2.1 these objects are the Platform Independent Lexical components (PILCS) which
are provided by the Lexical Server.

The Handling of PILCs by the UI is realised through the . Each User Communicator handles the
data values and methods of a PILC, controlling in this way the PILC presentation and output.
The purpose of the is to complete the configuration of the User Communicators selecting the
PILCs which will be handled by them.

The selection process is handled in a similar way to the one used by the User Model for the
generation of specifications about the media and devices which are appropriate for the user.
The modality selection is based on the retrieval of past (see User Group Cases in the previous
section) which can be reused in new design situations. The main difference with the User
Model is that the specifications according to which a case is retrieved are not provided by
the designer, but are collected from the . As explained in the previous sections, the UCMAF
Agent posts to the Blackboard specifications about the required Interaction/Presentation Tasks.
These specifications constitute the system requirements about modalities. The User Agent also
posts to the Blackboard specifications about the media and devices which are appropriate for
the target user group. These specification constitute the user requirements about modalities.
Therefore, the Modality Model gets from the Blackboard, both system and user requirement
specifications, and uses them for the retrieval of the relevant Modality Cases. In the following,
the components of the Modality Model are presented (Figure 9.1). The components are utilised
for the representation of the Modality Cases and the construction of the cases repository. Then,
the methods for case retrieval will be discussed.

9.1.1 Modality Specification

The component (Table 9.1) maintains information about the system and user requirement
specifications which are fulfilled by a particular modality. The slot contains the name of the
interaction/presentation task which is fulfilled by a modality. This name is first utilised by the
case retrieval rules in order to retrieve the modality specification which is most relevant to the
target specifications posted to the Blackboard (see also next section about the Modality Agent).
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Figure 9.1: The components of the Modality Model and their interrelations



SpecificationName The name through which the system (the case retrieval
rules) retrieves the specification. The name of the
specification component is always the name of the
Interaction/Presentation Task which is fulfilled by the
modality to which the specification refers

SpecificationDescription A textual description of the represented specification
SpecificationAttributes A list of attributes which combined constitute im-

portant requirement specifications about a modality.
The attributes encode the system requirements as In-
teraction/Presentation Task properties, and the user
requirements as appropriate media and devices for
task realisation

Table 9.1: Information maintained in the ModalitySpecification component

The slot contains the list of properties which encode the “modality-relevant” system and user
requirements captured in each ModalitySpecification component. For each specified property a
slot is also maintained in order to keep a value of the property. Table 9.2 provides an example of
a ModalitySpecification component. The represents the specifications about a modality which
is used for input of parameter values by a user group with motor abilities.

9.1.2 Modality

The component (Table 9.3) maintains all the information which is required for the completion
of the configuration of the User Communicators. As mentioned in the beginning of this section,
a PILC corresponds to each modality, which realises the modality. Therefore, the Modality
component encodes information about the PILC class which implements a modality. The slot
contains the name of the modality which is also the name of the corresponding PILC class.
The slot contains the list of all the PILC properties which can be configured by the designer
in order to control the “look” and “behaviour” of the PILC (eg. colour, fonts, size, position,
border, scrolling, visible items, etc). These properties are static. They are configured once
and cannot change during the interaction. According to these properties, the tool configures
the corresponding slot of the User Communicator to which the PILC is assigned. Recall
that the interactive properties, and dynamic presentation properties (those which change during
interaction) of the User Communicator are already configured by the UCMAF Agent which
also creates the Information Flow Controllers which monitor the property updates 1.

While, according to the modality specifications, the tool selects a PILC which supports the
required user actions (eg. focus, move, select, rotate), it is possible that the designer wishes
to configure the device events (eg. mouse drag, mouse button down, switch down, etc) which
are related to the PILC manipulation. The slot contains a set of tuples which describe possible
user actions together with a list of device events which can trigger the action. For example, a
menu item maybe be “selected” by pressing the first or the second mouse button. It may be also

1The tool selects a PILC which provides the interactive and dynamic presentation properties which are required
for the execution of the interaction/presentation task served by the User Communicator.



SpecifationName GetParameterValue
SpecificationDescription Holds the system and user requirement specifications

about a modality which is utilised for input of param-
eter values

SpecificationAttributes DataType, Precision, UseOutputAsInput, User-
Group, PrimaryMedium, SecondaryMedium, Spa-
tialArrangementDevice, SelectEnumeratedTypes

DataType RealInRange
Precision Low
UseOutputAsInput FALSE
UserGroup MotorImpaired5
PrimaryMedium Graphics
SecondaryMedium Audio
SpatialArrangementDevice VisualScreen
SelectEnumeratedTypes Scanning

Table 9.2: An example of a ModalitySpecification component

selected by pressing a certain keyboard key or a switch. The designer may choose from the list
of possible events the one which is considered more appropriate according to his opinion. The
tool then performs the required changes to the PILC in order to incorporate the changes about
the events which should be received and processed by the PILC 2. In the following section, we
will also describe how the Modality Agent can utilise a PILC which supports manipulation by
different devices, for the construction of UIs for different user groups.

9.1.3 Dependency between “ModalitySpecification” components and “Modal-
ity” components

The component (Table 9.4) models the dependency between modality-relevant system and user
requirements (encoded in a component) and a modality (described in a component) which fulfils
the requirements. This component models the designer’s decision to use a specific modality (i.e
a PILC which implements the modality) in order to satisfy a specific interaction/presentation
task for a particular user group. The relation established between the involved components is
not necessarily one to one. The same modality may fulfil different system requirements and
may be applicable to different user groups. Also, for the same interaction/presentation task and
user group combination, different modalities may be applicable. In this latter case, the decision
to select one modality over another may be determined by factors like designer’s preference,
faster operation, quick access and others. The and slots are utilised in the case where more
than one modalities exist which all fulfil the target system and user requirements posted in the
Blackboard. The former slot gives a textual description of the reason to prefer a modality. The

2The Lexical Server represents the events from each device as different object classes. Each PILC component
has a slot “ListOFEvents” which contains the event objects in which it is interested. When an event object is
activated it reports the event to every PILC which lists the event object in its “ListOfEvents” slot (in fact the event
object calls the appropriate PILC method which handles the event).



ModalityClass The Modality class which is at the same time the class
of the PILC which implements the Modality

StaticPresentationProperties The PILC class properties which can be set by the
designer in order to statically configure aspects of the
PILC “Look” and “Behaviour”

ManipulationDevices The devices which can be utilised by the user for
manipulation of the PILC

TypesOfUserActions The types of actions which can be performed by the
user for the manipulation of the PILC class. For each
action a list of device events which can trigger the
action is maintained (eg. <Select, (MouseButton-
Down1, Keyboard)>, <Focus, (MousePointer, Eye-
GazePointer)>, <Move, (MouseDrag, Keyboard)>,
etc)

Table 9.3: Information maintained in the Modality component

latter slot models the factors which influence the decision. For example, consider that for the
task of action selection and for an able user the tool finds that both a popup and a pulldown
menu can be appropriate. In this case, the popup menu might be more appropriate if we want
to minimise the time and effort which is spent by the user to move the mouse in order to locate
a frequently used menu.

9.1.4 Similarity Relation

The component (Table 9.5) models a similarity relation between different values of the same
specification attribute. A specification attribute can be any of the attributes listed in the slot of
a component. The modeled similarity relations are utilised by the case retrieval rules of the
Modality Agent in order to form generalised modality cases which can be then adapted to the
specific design situations.

For example, consider the component which is about presenting an object attribute to a
sighted user. Assume that its specification attribute with the name “DataType” has the value
“Alphanumeric”. Consider also that there is a component which defines an abstraction over
the data types “Integer, “Real”, “Char” and “StringOfChars” generalising them to the data type
“Alphanumeric”. This means that the modality which fulfils the specifications described by the
can be used for the presentation of any of the data types which are specified as similar.

The similarity relations do not hold in the context of any interaction/presentation task. A
relation is valid only in the context of the interaction/presentation task which is specified in slot
.

There is also the possibility that an adaptation of a generic modality may be required in order
to be applicable in each of the similar situations for which it is provided as a solution. The slot
contains a textual description of the required modifications that the designer should incorporate
to the retrieved modality in order be applicable in each one of the similar cases.



FromModalitySpecification A link to a ModalitySpecification component
ToModality A link to a Modality component linking the modal-

ity specification component described in slot to a
Modality component which encodes a modality that
fulfils the specification

DecisionJustification A textual description of the reasons that caused the de-
cision to interrelate the ModalitySpecification com-
ponent with the Modality component. It is used to
explain the preference of one modality over another,
when more than one Modality components corre-
spond to a single ModalitySpecification components

DecisionAttributes A list of attributes which encode reasons, other than
those captured in the ModalitySpecification compo-
nent, that have influenced the selection of the Modal-
ity described in the slot. The list is utilised when
more that one Modality components correspond to a
single ModalitySpecification component. It encodes
the reasons for preferring one modality over another

Table 9.4: Information maintained in the DependencyFromModSpecToMod component

In the following, we examine the Modality Agent and provide a better explanation of the usage
of the component.

The is responsible for using the target “modality-relevant” specifications posted in the Black-
board in order to retrieve from the the which fulfil the target specifications. It is also responsible
for proposing generalisations of cases and maintaining the repository whenever new or gener-
alised cases are created. A is represented as a tuple of the form:

<ModSpec, Modality>

The term denotes a specification about a Modality, which is described by a ModalitySpecifi-
cation component. The term denotes a modality which fulfils the specification. Information
about the modality is maintained by a Modality component.

The fist step of the case retrieval process is to construct the target case by getting from the
Blackboard the posted target specifications. The target specifications about each modality
are grouped together under the name of the Interaction/Presentation Task which is fulfilled
by the modality. Assume that an component and a component exist in the Blackboard
describing respectively the system requirements about an interaction/presentation task and the
media/devices which can be used for the task execution. The case retrieval rules read the slot
of the component. The slot contains the name of an interaction/presentation task for which the
rules should find an appropriate modality. Suppose that the name is stored in the variable .



GroupName The name by which we refer to the similar concepts
which are grouped together by this similarity relation

ValidInIPT The Interaction/Presentation Task in the context of
which the similarity is valid

SimilarConcepts The set of concepts for which this similarity relation
holds

RequiredModifications A textual description of the modifications that are
required in order to use a generic modality in each
one of the similar cases for which it is considered a
possible solution

Table 9.5: Information maintained in the Similarity Relation component

The next step of the system is to search for the stored components which hold modality
specifications about the target interaction/presentation task. The candidate components are
stored in the list (Modality Specification Components). The search is completely analogous to
that used by the User Agent for the construction of the UASC list:

MSC = find all ?x where instance(?x, ModalitySpecification) AND
?x.SpecificationName == ipt-name

Next, the system constructs the list which contains the target specification attributes together
with the value specified for each one of them. The <attribute, value> pairs contained in this list
are produced in the following way. All the <attribute, value> pairs contained in the slot of the
IPTS component are appended to the list. Then, according to the target interaction/presentation
task the rules use the slot name and slot value of certain component slots in order to produce
some additional <attribute, value> pairs which are also appended to the list. Concerning the
component the rules utilise only the part of the contained information which is relevant to
the examined interaction/presentation task. For example, the and slots are valid only if the
interaction/presentation task is one of , and . The slots , , , and are considered as primary
target attributes which are valid for all the interaction/presentation tasks.

After the construction of the and the lists the system can proceed to the matching process.
The list contains the candidate ModalitySpecification components. The list contains the target
(attribute, value) pairs according to which the system will evaluate which of the candidate
specifications matches the target specifications about a modality. There is an exact match when
it exists a (ModalitySpecification) component in for which it holds that: all (attribute, value)
pairs contained in TargetAttrs are also contained in the component 3. Formally:

MatchedSpec = find one ?spec inlist MSC where
(for all (?attr, ?value) inlist TargetAttrs
(?spec.?attr == ?value)))

3Recall that for each attribute specified in slot SpecificationAttributes, the component keeps a slot named after
the attribute and containing the attribute value. So the component contains the pair <attribute, value> if there is a
slot with the name “attribute” and it contains the “value”.



specifications described by the matched component.

Suppose that the matched component is . The system should retrieve the components which
are connected to the matched component. The retrieval is realised through the components
which link together the and the components.

DepComps = find all ?x where
(instance(?x, DependencyFromModSpecToMod) AND
?x.FromModalitySpecification == ModSpec21)

The list contains all the components which contain the matched component. If is the only
one component in the list, the system retrieves the required component accessing the slot of
the component.

Modality = Dep.ToModality

The existence of more than one components in the list, means that more than one modalities
satisfy the specification. In this case the designer should take a decision about the most
appropriate one. In order to support the designer to decide, the system retrieves from each
component in the list the contents of the slots and and generates a set of triplets of the form .
is a component in list . is the textual description of the reasons for which this component has
been preferred in the past (this may be empty). is the list of attributes which encode reasons,
other than those listed in the component, for preferring this component over the others. All the
triplets are presented to the designer which is responsible of selecting one of them. After the
selection, the required component is retrieved through the first element of the selected triplet.

Modality = DepComp.ToModality

In the case of the User Agent, the case retrieval rules can detect only exact matches. When an
exact match is not found, the designer is responsible to provide a solution. In the case of the
Modality Agent, the case retrieval rules work in a more sophisticated way which allows them
to provide a solution (i.e find an appropriate modality) even in the case of partial matches. We
distinguish the following types of partial matches which in certain cases may drive to a solution.

9.2.1 User Group Similarity

A partial match between the target and the retrieved specifications has been detected in which
the only unmatched specification attribute is that specifying the user group name: Target User
Group �� User Group in the retrieved ModalitySpecification component.

This is the case in which the same modality might be appropriate for different user groups. For
example a “VisualLabel” object presenting a value is appropriate both for able users and for
different groups of motor impaired users, since all these groups do not encounter problems with
the visual channel. Besides, a “VisualLabel” is a non-interactive object and thus it does require
different devices in order to be accessed by an able and a motor impaired user.



user group described in the list as the Target User Group (TUG) and to the user group specified
in the partially matched component (eg. ModSpec23) as the Retrieved User Group (RUG).

There is a component which specifies that the RUG is a generalised type of TUG:

SimRel = find one ?x where
(instance(?x, SimilarityRelation) AND ?x.GroupName = RUG AND
?x.ValidInIPT = ModSpec23.SpecificationName AND
TUG inlist ?x.SimilarConcepts)

This means that the retrieved case is a generalised case which can be utilised for different user
groups and, in particular, is relevant to the current target user group. In other words, despite the
patrial match, the specification can be used in order to retrieve an appropriate modality.

If the system cannot find a component it proposes to the designer to create a new generalisation
which groups together the TUG and RUG. If the proposal is accepted by the designer, the system
retrieves other defined similarity relations and provides them to the designer. The designer may
utilise an already existing similarity relation or requests the creation of a new one. Additionally,
the system reconfigures the ModSpec23 in order to turn it to a generalised specification. This is
done by locating the specification attribute and assigning as its new value the generalised type
which encodes the similarity relation between the TUG and RUG.

By means of the generalised cases the system succeeds to reduce the represented cases and also
supports the adaptation of existing cases to new design situations.

If a similarity relation does not exist and the designer does not agree to generate such a relation,
the Agent follows the procedure that is also followed by the User Agent. It generates a new
component, it then prompts the designer to specify a new component, and finally generates a
component which interrelates the new and components.

9.2.2 Data Type Similarity

A partial match between the target and the retrieved specifications has been detected in which
the only unmatched specification attribute is that specifying the data type of an object attribute
to be present or the data type of a parameter for which the selected modality should get input
by the user: Target Data Type �� DataType in the retrieved ModalitySpecification component.

This is the case in which the same modality might be appropriate for presenting or getting input
for different data types. For example a “VisualLabel” object can present both the value of an
integer, a real, a string of characters, and an alphanumeric string.

This case is handled in the same way as the case of different user groups. The components
introduce generalisations upon the data types, grouping together data types for which the same
modality can be utilised.

9.2.3 Device Similarity

A partial match between the target and the retrieved modality specifications has been detected
in which the only unmatched specification attribute is one related to the device which is used



specifications refer: Target Device �� Device in the retrieved ModalitySpecification component.

The specification attributes which encode the devices utilised for PILC manipulation are re-
trieved from the , , , , , slots of the component posted in the Blackboard.

This is the case in which the same modality can be manipulated by means of different devices.
For example a “VisualMenu” object can be manipulated for action selection by means of a
mouse, a trackball, an eye gaze device, or a keyboard.

This case is handled in the same way as the case of different user groups, or different data
types. The components introduce generalisations upon the devices grouping together different
devices which can be utilised for the manipulation of the same interactive modality. A device
is preferred over another according to the user requirements.

There is a possibility that while a modality can be potentially manipulated through different
devices, a modification of the modality is required in order to support the reception and pro-
cessing of events from the different devices. This means that according to the device which
is selected each time, the designer should configure the PILC which implements the modality
so that it receives the appropriate device events and executes the appropriate action for each
event. This configuration is achieved through the slot of the component which is retrieved by
the rules. The designer uses this slot in order to specify which device event should be assigned
to each one of the supported user actions. As an example consider the case where the same
PILC is manipulated either by a mouse or by a keyboard. The Modality Agent may hold a
generalised case for this PILC. The generalised case models the fact that the same Modality (i.e
the corresponding PILC) can be used in both cases that specifications require the device to be
either a mouse or a keyboard. The only requirement is that the designer should reconfigure the
PILC to either accept mouse events or keyboard events (in this example both devices may be
concurrently applicable but there are also cases that this is not possible).

There is also the case that while different devices may be utilised for the same PILC, there is no
need to reconfigure the PILC. Consider the case that the same “VisualMenu” object is handled
by an ordinary keyboard or a keyboard with key-guards which prevent a motor impaired user
to unintentionally press keys. There is no need to configure the “VisualMenu”. The only
requirement for using this PILC is to use a different type of keyboard at the different design
cases. In order to inform the designer about the type of adaptations which may be required
in each of the similar cases, the component maintains the slot which provides a textual
description about the adaptations that are needed in each one of the listed similar cases (The
similarity relation is actually a similarity between the values of the specification attributes, but
also denotes a similarity between the cases which contain the similar attribute values).

9.2.4 Combination of User Group, Data Type and Device Similarities

It is possible that more than one of the above mentioned attributes (i.e User Group, Data Type,
Device) are found to be different during the comparison between target specifications and
retrieved modality specification.

For example it is a common case that a mismatch is located for both the User Group and the
Device attributes. This means that a modality exists which has been utilised in a past design
for the user group which uses the device , but the target specifications require that the user
group is and the device is . Despite the mismatch, there is the possibility that the modality can



been applied only to group until now. In order to give a realistic example, consider the case
of all the graphical lexical objects which support their manipulation by both the mouse and the
keyboard. So, while these objects are usually utilised by able users which operate a mouse,
it is also possible to use them in certain cases of motor impaired users which can handle the
keyboard.

The only requirement in handling partial matches in which more than one attributes have a
mismatch, is that corresponding components exist, which define as similar all the <target
attribute, retrieved attribute> pairs for which a mismatch has been found.



Sections 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 presented the components of the framework models together with
the methods and algorithms (i.e mapping functions and rules) that maintain and procces the
knowledge captured into the components. In this section we will briefly discuss the issues
involved in the implementation of the proposed models.

In the context of the time and resousce limits under which this research work has been carried
out, the implementation effort has been focused in two basic goals:

� To test the feasibility of the models by utilising an exististing tool and language in
order to implement certain parts of the model components and of the proposed inference
mechanisms.

� To test the applicability of the modeled concepts and the degree up to which the models
work in an integerated way.

Fullfiling these two issues we have managed to get a considerable evidence of the framework
feasibility and applicability, even if the implemented parts are still far from a full prototype
system.

The implementation platform which has been utilised is Intelicorp’s . The tool and the imple-
mented model parts run on SparcStations under the Unix operating system. KAPPA compines
, and .

The former feature supports the desired of UI design knowledge and furthermore facilitates a
straightforward implementation of the presented model components. The offered inheritance
mechanisms are used both for the static classification of the model components and for the
dynamic subclassing of attribute data types, object relations, Uses Cases and Modality Cases.
Additionaly, the offered inheritance mechanisms are utilised at runtime from the constructed
UI code, in order to handle the instansiation of the appropriate Object Buffers, Monitors and
User Communicators.

The offer a powerful tool for accessing and processing the knowledge captured into the
represented object hierarcies (in our case the model components). They have been utilised for
the implementation of part of the and rules which constitute the model agents.

The is basically a mechanism for automatic monitoring of the object slot values. A which is
attached to a specific object slot continously “oversees” all the slot updates and uses a method
which describes the actions that need to be performed before or after the update. Active
values have been used for the implementation of the Monitoring components in the Runtime
Architecture Model.

Each model is constructed as a KAPPA application containing the objects which capture the
knowledge and the rules which process the knowlewdge. In other words, each one of the
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implement the model agent.

At the current stage most of the presented model components have been described into the
KAPPA tool. However, concerning the Runtime Architecture Model, cetrain components have
not been yet fully implemented, but rather support the limited functionality required for testing
the design. The same holds also for the model agents. The implemented rules may support
certain design scenaria, but fail in others since they do not yet cover all the issues which have
been presented in the previous sections.

The applicability of the whole design have been tested at a theoretical and at a practical level.
The theoretical evaluation is important since it offers the possibility to test most of the design
issues assuming that the whole tool is implemented. The applications that have been utilised
for the evaluation are the multimedia information system and the clock application, which have
been presented as examples in the previous sections.

Considering the two example applications and the user groups of able, blind and motor impaired
users (a certain class of motor impaired users who have limited control of hands, but good control
of their mouth and their eyes), it has been found that the models can adequately cover the various
design issues concerning the representation of the application conceptual model, the conceptual
model that the user should have about the application, and the user requirements. On the other
hand, it is required to test the models with many different classes of applications and users in
order to obtain stronger evidence of their applicability. Additionally, the User Model should be
evaluated together with experts from the rehabilitation field in order to find out the degree to
which it can currently cover the different user needs.

Finally, it should be noted that while the Modality Model can facilitate the reusability of inter-
action/presentation modalities accross different applications and users, the success of the reuse
framework is determined by the existence of object oriented libraries with lexical components.
The existing graphical toolkits can be integrated into the Lexical Server, but it is still required to
implement and integrate techniques which utilise different media, devices and access techniques
in order to support the different user needs. While, currently, there are not currently libraries
which implement lexical components for people with special needs (eg. for blind users), there
is still an increasing number of new interaction techniques and methods which are either novel
one or adaptations of existing techniques. The Modality Model (in cooperation with the other
framework models) offers the opportunity to integrate all these new techniques under a common
repository and reuse them in the different design situations.

In order to test the integration of different techniques into the Lexical Server we have imple-
mented a small number of PILCs which can be utilised by blind and motor impaired users.
In this way, we also managed to test the design of UIs for these user groups. The PILCs for
blind users utilise synthetic speech and Braille output and also provide graphical output as it
is the case with ordinary graphical widgets (i.e graphical lexical object provided by the toolkit
libraries). This has been made possible due to the two layer structuring of the Lexical Server
and the fact that the PILCs maintain all the information about the presented values and the
values of the presentation attributes of the lexical objects. These values can be then provided
to the user in alternative forms.

So, the non-visual PILC components have been implemented by adding some extra functionality
to existing PILC components which handle graphical widgets of a toolkit (in our case it is the
Motif Toolkit). The first adaptation has been to configure the PILCs to accept events from
the keyboard since a pointing device requires hand-eye coordination or (in the case of a blind



arrangement of objects. The other adaptation has been to reconfigure the PILC methods which
handle the user events so that the appropriate feedback can be provided to the user. A UI
constructed with this type of PILCs has the following behaviour. All the interface objects are
graphically shown on the visual screen. The user can go from one object to another using the
keyboard (eg. use the “tab” key to go between object containers and use the arrow keys to
move between objects in a container). When an object has received the user’s focus it uses the
speech synthesiser to identify itself. For example, a visual slider identifies itself by sendind to
the speech synthesiser its label, the minimum and maximum values that can be provided by the
user, and the current value shown by the slider. An object containing text identifies itself by
sending its label to the speech synthesiser and an indication that the textual content will be sent
to the Braille display. When the user operates an object (eg. change the slider value using the
arrow keys) the appropriate speech output is also provided. Considering the motor impaired
users we have implemented a very simple . A scanning object can be attached to any visual
container and periodically generates the appropriate events so that the focus is automatically
transfered between the objects contained into the visual container (eg. between widgets into a
dialogue box, or between presentation objects into the window which contains the presented
application objects). The methods which handle the events received by the container have
been also reconfigured so that the user can control the scanning (stop/activate scanning, change
scanning rate).

At this stage only a few lexical components have been integrated into the Lexical Server since
they only serve the purpose of demonstrating the tool functionality, considering the two example
applications.

There are also currently two implementation issues which limit the possibilities of practically
testing the tool in complex full scale applications.

The first issue is related with the fact that the utilisation of the agents is done in an almost
manual way. The part which controls the sequence of the agent tasks (the inference engine)
has been currently implemented in a very primitive form and thus it is yet required to manually
activate certain parts of the agents.

The other issue is related to the fact that there is not yet a UI which enables the efficient
utilisation of the implemented parts. The creation of new instances of the model components
and the input of data into the model components is currently realised through the graphical
browsers which are offered by the UI of the KAPPA tool.

The currently implemented system constitutes the core of a UI design tool, which is constructed
according to the proposed framework. The core has yet limited functionality and practical use,
but demonstrates the possibilities which are offered for implementing the framework ideas and
using them in a practical way.



UI design and implementation are inherently complex and difficult tasks. Together with the
emergence of the first models of Human-Computer Interaction, a number of UI tools have also
emerged as a new class of software systems which put the models into practice, supporting
and automating the UI design process. UI tools, especially those explicitly modelling the UI
design domain, provide a promising means towards the reduction of the UI design complexity
and the provision of better interfaces, since they enhance the designer skills and support an easy
exploration of the design space.

From the user’s point of view, a UI tool should support the design for the users, incorporating
user requirements in the design specifications which drive the UI construction.

From the systems’ point of view, a UI tool should model UI design knowledge and the constituent
parts of a UI supporting the accumulation and reuse of the design knowledge and of the software
components which constitute the UI code.

Under this perspective a framework has been developed which introduces an explicit modelling
of important UI design dimensions. The developed models are integrated into a UI design
theory which supports UI design for different user categories, and facilitates UI development
through the accumulation and reuse of design knowledge and of UI building blocks.

At the theoretical level, the developed framework provides a set of conceptual-level models
which describe the properties of the . They provide a statement of the UI design problem and a
means to facilitate the understanding of the UI design process. Therefore, the models serve as a
basis upon which a UI tool is build, and as a conceptual rationale for the principled application
of the tool by the designer.

At the technical level, the model construction has been based on the integration of techniques
from the field of UI design, artificial inteligence and software engineering.

In particular, this research work introduces extensions to existing model-based UI design tools
which mainly concentrate on the modelling of the UI-relevant application elements and of
the issues which relate to the UI itself (i.e the UI Architecture). So, besides the modelling
of the application and the UI architecture, this research work develops an explicit modelling
of the user, the interaction/presentation modalities, and the conceptual views upon which the
application functionality is offered to the user.

Concerning the user modelling, the framework proposes a balanced integration of user issues
both in the design process of the UI, and into the UI runtime architecture. The former, the
so-called , refers to the introduction of the requirements of different user groups into the
UI design process as a set of design specifications which are equally important to the UI
functional specifications (those imposed by the application). The latter, the so-called , refers to
the incorporation of user modelling facilities into the UI runtime architecture as structural UI
components, in order to enable the dynamic tailoring of the designed UI to the individual user
needs. Upon this approach the framework incorporates an explicit model about the user, and
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of active user modelling facilities.

The concept of modalities is central to the whole UI design process. Modalities determine the
forms to present the application data, the techniques to acquire user input and the ways to build
different interaction metaphors. In this respect, an explicit modelling of interaction/presentation
modalities has been developed aiming to facilitate the “capturing” of design knowledge con-
cerning the modalities selection. The developed Modality Model establishes an explicit relation
between modalities and the user and system requirements according to which the modalities
should be selected.

Finally, an explicit representation of the issues involved in the specification of interaction
metaphors has been attempted through the introduction of the User’s Conceptual Model of the
Application Functionality (UCMAF). The UCMAF offers the opportunity to explore different
designs by defining different conceptual views according to which the user should view the
application functionality.

Besides the development of models about the user, the modalities and the interaction metaphors,
a major concern in this research work has been the evolution and reusablity of the UI design
knowledge captured into the UI tool. In this context, another important contribution of the
developed framework has been the provision of the means by which experiential UI design
knowledge can be accumulated into the tool and reused in new design situations. The experi-
ential design knowledge is encoded in the form of past design cases which can be retreived and
reused in a new design situation. The tool retreives the past cases, which are more relevant to
the new design case specifications. This kind of has been applied in the User and the Modality
Model. The former holds a repository of which encode the media and devices, which are
appropriate for different user groups. The latter holds a repository of which encode sets of user
and system requirements together with the modalities which fulfil the requirements. During the
succesive uses of the UI tool the case repositories evolve through the introduction of new cases.
In the modality model, cases are also supported which can be utilised in a number of design
situations.

In the context of reusablity of design elements, a considerable effort has been also put in
the provision of reusable UI building blocks. Based on existing approaches concerning the
provision of reusable UI components, this research work has further facilitated the UI component
reusability by introducing a UI Runtime Architecture Model which together with the Modality
Model support the construction of an evolving library of lexical components (i.e the software
code which implements interaction/presentation modalities) which can be reused accross the
different applications and users.

The feasibility of the proposed UI design framework has been evaluated by the implementation
of certain key parts of the developed models. Even if the existing implementation does not
provide a full prototype system, it gives a considerable evidence of the framework feasibility
and indicates the way in which a full implementation can be carried out. The implementation
platform has been an expert system shell. The platform and the implemented parts run on
SparkStations under the Unix operating system. The applicability of the models has been
theoretically evaluated through two example applications. The implemented system has been
also evaluated on small parts of the example applications. In both the theoretical and the
practical evaluation the groups of able, blind and motor impaired users have been considered.
The applicability evaluation has shown that the models can support to an adequate degree the
design of different user interfaces for the considered example applications and users.



� The developement of a novel modelling of the UI design domain which incorporates the
user requirements in the UI design specifications and proposes a new type of UI tools
which facilitate the design of UIs for all the potencial user groups.

� The development of the framework models as a means for the accumulation and integration
of reusable UI design knowledge together with reusable UI components.

There are a number of enhancements and extensions which can be incorporated into the proposed
framework.

At a practical level, a full prototype system should be implemented in order to turn the developed
models into a practical UI design tool. A full implementation of the proposed system will enable
a better evaluation of the framework applicability since it would make possible the use of the
models in many different design situations and also in large scale real world applications.

At a second stage certain parts of the framework, like the UI Runtime Architecture may need
to be re-implemented in a object-oriented programming language which offers better efficiency
than the currently utilised programming facilities of the prototyping tool.

Concerning the limitations of the current proposed system the following constitute some im-
portant enhancements that future work may address

Despite the explicit representation of object relations into the Application Models, it is not
currently possible to utilise the maintained information about the object relations. This is
due to the fact that the UCMAF does not support the definition of conceptual views for the
object relations. A limitation related with this issue is that, currently, isomorphic presentations
can be only defined at the level of object attributes. In this way, metaphors which involve
object relations—such as the file-directory relation presented through a file folder—can not
be eficiently handled. A future enhancement of the UCMAF should support the definition of
relation views and thus facilitate the description of more complex interaction metaphors.

In order to fully support the proposed user modelling approach and facilitate the integration of
“passive” and “active” user modeling, the Runtime Architecture model should be enriched with
UI components that support automatic user navigation, dynamic help facilities and adaptive
dialogues. As a first step, the construction of the new UI components can be based on the
utilisation of the knowledge that is currently captured in the Application Model and especially
the knoweledge maintained in the UCMAF in the form of user tasks and plans.

Currently, the User Model generates the specifications about appropriate media and devices
without taking into account the application requirements which are expressed as the set of
required interaction/presentation tasks. This leads to a reduced specificity of the produced
user requirements which in turn limits the possibilities of fine-grain control over the individual
media and device properties which affect the accessibility and effectiveness of the designed UI.
A future inclusion of certain interaction/presentation task properties as part of the encoded may
improve the quality of the generated user requirements and may also lead to a more focused
retreival.

There is another enhancement of the User Model which is also related to the incorporation
of interaction/prestation task properties into . The enhancement concerns the introduction of
as an another set of important user attributes besides the already supported attributes about
user abilities. This enhancement will enable the construction of a different type of user group



at the same time it may belong to another group according to his/her preferences concerning
the use of devices and media for the execution of specific tasks. As an example consider
the case where different users in the same user group prefer to view arrays as tables or as
histograms respectively (eg. the accountant and the project manager which use the same
financial management application).

Another extension towards a full-fledged UI tool is the development of the Lexical Technologies
Model which will enable the generation of Platform Independent Lexical Components (PILC)
and their connection to the code structures which implement the PILC look and behaviour. This
will also facilitate the automatic maintanance of the Lexical Server.

Since the components of the Application Model and the UCMAF do not impose a specific way
of configuration, there is the possibility that the model components may be configured in an
inconsistent way by the designer. A future extension should be the incorporation of consistency
checking rules which inform the designer about the possible inconsistencies that may exist in
the models that he/she specifies.

At a theoretical level there are also a number of important issues than need to be investigated
and possibly further developed.

Currently, the specification of appropriate interaction metaphors is an issue which is totally
decided and controled by the designer. While the UCMAF provides the facilities to specify
different user conceptual views it does not provide any guidance towards the selection of the
appropriate metaphors. In this context, the issue that needs to be investigated is whether
and how the User Model can also generate specifications about the required metaphors. The
specifications can be generated as guidlines or in a form that enables their direct use by the tool
for an automatic generation of the appropriate UCMAF components which realise the specified
metaphor.

Another important issue that needs further investigation is the evolution of the framework
models. Currently, the UCMAF Agent is completely built by mapping rules which generate
the appropriate UI components according to the configuration of the Application Model and
UCMAF components. While the designer may often use the same patterns for the specification
of metaphors, the UCMAF Agent can not learn and generalise these patterns so that they can be
automatically applied, instead of being repeated in each succesive design. The provision of the
Dialogue Style components is a step towards an automation of the metaphor specification, but
still provide a limited functionality since they can encode only a fixed number of default dialogue
styles, and do not allow the description of variations. Therefore, an issue that can be examined
is whether the UCMAF Agent can learn specific dialogue style patterns and automatically apply
them.

Another issue about the model evolution is the examination of the degree to which the user
model can learn about user group similaties and support . In this context, the Modality Model
currently supports the definition of some type of similarities between , but a further examination
of other possible types of similarity could be also investigated.
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